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Md in line with the main hall design,
|||. ;courteous service, were a credit 1
school. The senior committee was
chairman, Katherine Frost, j
Scott,
^^^kio
Black, Gladys Keene, Ruth Barsold retreshnients of I
ge, and they
ous
kinds; the juniors with David
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idy, chairman, Kerne Orchard, Louise I
tell, Margaret Trundy, Mabel Philk, sold an abundance of delicious |
e-made candy; the sophomores with |
v Rogers.chairman, Lavaughn Coombs ;
1 Decrow, Frances Perkins and EdI Warren sold cooked food.
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of crepe paper from
hearts were suspended
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inches adorned

ralcony railing and stage from which
streamers extended from the haiA casto the center chandelier.
of red hearts, ranging from 20 inches
ameter to about live or less, some
ed with arrows, depended from the
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of the ceiling.
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mark that they never
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heard

the hall

prettier.
^^Hcrmit Nickerson, president of the
gHLinf-il, announced the afternoon profljtfm i\hich included the last day exer-

ciies of

mjd

a

country school with Miss Mil-

black,

a

charming

young

teacher,

a

| recitations, choruses, duets and tests.
The thrill ing feature was the arrival of
“Uncle Josh” and his wife (David Moody
and Florence Parsons) for a friendly visit
but with the real purpose to see if the
teacher, who they heard was engaged to
their favorite nephew, would take good
care of the money if they made him their
heir. The visit of the old folks was apparently enjoyed as much by the school
It was an amusing
aa by the audience.
•ad well presented attraction.
President Nickerson's remarks at the
opening of the evening program were
concise and tilled with the right kind of
ol loyalty.
He urged that all take a
in the school’s

fell

as

activities,

in moral

financial support. He

aunounc-

Jackson
Knox

Liberty
Lincolnville
Monroe
Morrill

Montville
Northport
Palermo

Prospect
Searsmont

Searsport
Stockton Springs

207
18
11
6
20
10

Mrs. Ben Hazeltine, chairman, presiding.
The secretary’s report was read and approvi d.

Following is the report of Miss Sadie
M. Nickerson, R. N., of the work done by
her during the month of January:
JANUARY

No. of cases under care first of month, 31
13
No. new cases,
44
Total number cases during month,
15
No. cases dismissed,
29
No. cases remaining end of month,

Analysis of dismissed cases:
Recovered,
Improved,
Unimproved,
Died,
Nurse not needed,

Total,

To otner care,

visits,
Tuberculosis visits,
Infant welfare

Talks given
21
2

2 to 6 years
6 to 20 years
Over 20 years,

55
4

Nature of cases:
Pneumonia

34

0

40

27

the district voted

Tuberculosis,

as

Diseases of infants
Chronic illness,
Surgical dressing cases,
All others,

to

perform

club assemblies begin Thursday night in
Odd Fellows’ hall under the direction of
committee

a

of

men

with

Ralph

H.

Howes, chairman.
Bert L. Davis has been at his home on

Northport

avenue

a

few

The banquet announced by the Belfast
Chamber of Commerce for Feb. 24th, to
be held in Memorial hall, followed by a

dance, has been postponed until a later
date as they were unable to have the
The ladies will be present and the
hall.
Baptist ladies will cater.

92
24
17
5

Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee

will entertain

10 I the children of the Federated church next
148 Saturday fro
3 30 to 5 o’clock in Odd
1

Fellows’ hall. Mrs. Pattee goes to Isldsboro every Monday, where she has four
classes with a total of 150 pupils, including adults and children.

7
5

ot

1

Willie Way, the fourteen year old son
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Way of North

Belfast, returned

home

last

Thursday

few days’ trip in the vicinity of
Newport. He went without the consent
from

1
1

a

of his parents and caused them much
anxiety. His father went to Bangor after
him, but nissed him on the way there.

11
2
1

Eleven High schools and academies in
in which agriculture is taught

Maine

have for two weeks been used in practice work for that number of University
of Maine seniors who are to follow the

2
8

J
!

j
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lattths first time in years the school
tr, The Mercury, had been a financial
He then presented the followprogram by B. H. S. talent, which

cess.

cordially received and highly com•ded: A triple quartet, Edward Mar-

total of

She was Miss Grace H. Hall was elected secretary
Mayor C. W. W'escott and M. L. Slugg coming here from Belmont.
the resignaDec.
15, 1874. to fill the vacancy caused by
Maine,
in
Charleston
a
conborn
went to Portland Wednesday for
A
who is
Mabel
Miss
tion
of
Craig,
late
home
her
at
ference with the M. C. R. R. officials in The funeral was held
William teaching in Massachusetts.
Rev.
with
afternoon
to
local
rates
our
Wednesday
regard
affecting
freight
industries.
Frank J. Starrett of Springfield, Mass.,
Vaughan of East Belfast officiating.
arrived Tuesday night on a business trip
l
; and is the guest of his sister, Mrs. Cbas.
Mr. Starrett has recently
M. Craig.

Federal Reserve Bank

IS YOUR FRIEND IN NEED
When Business Worries are Heavy and the Right
Kind of Advice and Assistance are badly Neededthen it is a Good Time for YOU to COME IN AND
TALK WITH US.
We’ve
that’s

Helped Many a Man over the Rough Spots
perhaps We can BE OF SERVICE TO YOUone

Miss

for the Coombs store.

The house
ed

by

on

lower Spring street, ownH. Knowiton, better

Edward

known

as

the Conant house,

has

been

sold by the Dickey-Knowlton Real Estate Co. to Russell Beckwith of City-

point,
Charles

Mr.

Bradbury is constantly
gaining and has had eight consecutive
restful nights and has courage for his reHe wishes the Journal to thank
covery.
his many friends who presented him with
over one

valentines,

hundred

flowers ga-

lore and other remembrances. They
from men,

women

were

of the leaders of the Baptist churches in
this section, to hear Mrs. Helen Barrett

Montgomery, president

The
will conduct it.
latter’s wife has been obliged to resign
her position as the teacher of English in
relt of

Springfield,

the Y. M. C. A. college in Springfield on
moving to Rosiindale, and
Miss Mabel A. Craig of this city is substituting there at presen*. She is living
Miss Craig
in the family of her uncle.
has studied abroad and was in Germany
She is a
when the World W/sr began.
graduate of Mt. Holyoke college and has

of the Northern

of the

things We’re here for.

with Mrs. Dodworth attheir winter home

Altadena, Los Angeles county, Calif.
Their daughter, Mrs. S. M Milliken of
New York, has been with them the past

Member of Federal Reserve
%

System

was

one

of the most

in the Club’s calendar.

enjoyable

events

Lawrence,

of

Read

Cecil Clay, who has been attending the
term of Supreme Court in Farmington for
the past week,returned to his home in this
city Saturday night.
Mias Ora M.

student at the

Danforth,
school, was
a

Mrs. Edith A.

her mother,
short time the past week.

the guest of

Danforth,

a

Mrs. E. F. Ellis of Portland has been
called here by the critical illness of her
mother, Mrs. Charlotte Applin, at the

BASKET

BALL.

The Colby Rovers were here last Friday evening and won from the Belfast
high school in the Armory in a score ot
28 to 18.
Principal Harry A. Foster refThere was

erred.

small attendance,

a

a

very discouraging fact to all interested
in the school athletics.
The summary:
Belfast High
Colby Rovers

McKenney If 4

rb

Shaw rf 2
Wiley c 3

c

Weymouth lb
Royal rb 5

Vaughan

1
lb Holfses
Norton 1 (2)
rf Bowen 5
If Mclnnis 1

Ihe game in the Armory Saturday
night between the Belfast A. A. and the
C. H. Rice team

interesting
score

of 44

as

was

the

to 20.

Foster referred.

too

one

former

sided to be

won

in the

Principal Harry A.

The summary:

C. H. Rice

Belfast

rb Nason 2
lb Mulherin 1
c C. Cahili 4
rf Rice 1
rf Getchell 2
If Mulherin

JOHN

a

parish.

Mrs. Wilson was secretary

|

j

She wrote of her Dorchester church and
its allied

societies,

and

of

the

many

pleasant affairs they had attended.
Mrs. Durham made an appeal for clothing for adults or children and bedding,
which any of the members might spare
for it is said that there are about twentytwo families in the

city,

quite

who are in

aestitute circumstances.
Mrs. Harry W. Clark read the Unitaricurrent news including an appreciative

an

notice of Rev. James Thompson Bixby, a
former pastor here, who died Dec. 26th at
his home in

Yonkers, N. Y.

The article

written by his personal friend, Rev.
William L. Sullivan of Boston, who was
was

daughter,Mrs. G. L. Peavey. here at the centennial celebration of the
Charles Littlefield has returned First Parish. In closing, Mr Sullivan Siid
home, after spending five weeks caring of Mr. Bixby; “Souls like his combining
for her daughter, Mrs. Alton Ridley, who profound and varied knowledge with deep
has been a patient at the Tapley hospital. and tender faith show forth our heritage
Mrs.

William H. Quimby of Boston, spent
the weekend at his home in this city, with

biB mother, Mrs. John H. Quimby. He returned to Boston on Monday noon’s train.
Mrs. Louise C. Streker returned SaturCharles
The Sick are Improving.
to her home in Boston, having been
day
R. Coombs is able to be about his home
here by the critical condition of
called
after a severe cold that threatened pneuher sister, Mrs. C. Wesley Lockwood,
has
been
monia.William H. Hall, who
is now improving at the Tapley hosill with pneumonia for the past two who
pital.
is
J.
G.
convalescing.Mrs.
weeks,
Miss Helen M. Troy has returned from
Aborn has had a grip cold, but escaped
pneumonia.Mrs. Thomas Waterman of Hyde Park, Mass., where she has been
Vine street is able to be out after a se- the guest of her uncle, Timothy Clary,
vere
Her son-in-law, Alfred since the death of her mother, Mrs. Patillnesa.
has
who
been dangerously ilj rick Troy. She plans to sell the home
Shute,
with pneumonia, is convalescing.Mrs. on Lincolnville avenue and return to
Mary B. Hanson is able to be out after a make her home with her uncle.
Mrs. Loia P. Sherman, accompanied by
mother, Mrs. George W. Pearson,

her

left Saturday to visit her sister, Mrs.
Ralph Griffin of Waban, Mass. She will
also visit her brother and sister, George
M. Pearson and Mrs. Lillian P. Gray of

Somerville,

Mass.,

home.

before

returning

»

Belfast frienps of Albert I. Mudgett,
who is now located in Boston, will be interested to learn that he has taken offices
in the Kimball building on Tremont street
and is associated wi h a young man by
the name of Adams, in the real estate
business. Mr. Mudgett went from Belfast
Boston a few years ago, and has been

to

very successful.

THE

and our gospel at its best

They have not
only known but illuminated liberty. May
the later generation hold the torch as
high!”
The paper, one of the most interesting of the season of fine articles, was
read by Mrs. Stephen S. L. Shute on
"Belfast
Merchant MaBay’s Old
rine." The story had local coloring;
was concisely written and had personal mention of many of our former and
prominent sea-going people. From an
old account nook kept at Fort Pownall
it appears that the first vessel ever built
in this county was launched there in 1774.
The earliest experiment of the kind here
was the schooner “Jenny Miller" built by
Robert and James Miller in 1798
The
first wharf was built in 1799 by James
Nesmith on the site of the Lewis wharf,
so-called at the foot of Main street Then
followed the story of the increase in the
merchant marine, in whari building, etc.,
brief stories of shipwrecks and many
anecdotes of personal interest. Fine word
p.cl urea were presented of the period
when our bay was filled with locally owned
vessels engaged in freight and passenger
traffic.
The old historic "Polly" built in
1806, and now owned by Dr. Alfred Johnson of Boston and Belfast, was given
credit of capturing 11 prizes s a privateer
in the war of 1812, with other matters of
n tional interest.
Then came the history
of the decline and its reasons with mention of the recent large vessels, the Jennie
Flood Rreger in 1919 and the Blanche C.
Pendleton in 1920.
l he next meeting will be on Feb. 23d, a
Musicale, with Mrs. Clement W. Wescott
as chairman of the committee in
charge,
and as hostess.

CHURCHES
JAMES

There will be preaching services at the
Federated Church next Sunday morning.
Sunday school at noon. All cordially invited.
At the Universalist church next Sunday morning Laymen’s Sunday will be
observed with address by Hon. H. C
Buzzell, assisted by Dr. Foster C. Small
and Dr. Morgan. Sunday school at noon.
All cordially invited to these services.
Methodist Church.
People’s Methodist Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; telephone, 213.11. Sunday morning service
at 10.45.
Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting this,
Thursday, evening at 7.30.
Rev.
The First baptist Church.
Ueorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
Cedar; telephone, 123-11. Sabbath services at 10:45 and 7:30; Bible school at
12; Christian Endeavor 6:30; mid-week
devotional serv.ce Thursday, 7:30.
Fastor Sauer’s sermon at the morn ng
service will be from the text II Chron.
32:1, “After these things, and their
faitnfulness, Sennacherib, King of Assyria came, and entered into Judah, and
encamped against the cities of Judah to
win them for himself.” The theme will
be “The Higher Rewards of Faithfulness.” In the evening there will he the
usual attractive song service using the
new hymn books, with solos, ducts, male
quartet and orchestra. The public is cordially invited. Attendance at Sunday
school last Sunday, 159 and visitors.
Appointments for the week: Monday
evening, Children’s rehearsal; Troop IV
Boy Scouts, meeting in small vestry.
Thursday, 4 o’clock. Camp Fire Girls in
the large vestry. 7.30, midweek service.
Lesson, II Kings, 5:1-27. The service
of a Child in the palace of a leper.
Friday evening. Boy Scouts, Troop III.
Saturday morning, basket ball games,
Armory, 9 o’clock.
The Universalist League will meet this,
Thursday, afternoon at 2 30 with Mrs.
Sarah Thompson.

WILBERT NICKERSON

The passing to a higher life in Wollaston, Mass., Jan. 26t.i, of James Wilbert
Nickerson of Swanville, Maine, removes
from that town one of the oldest and
most respected citizens.
He was born in
Swanville, March 7, 1848, son of the late
R.
and
Jane (Earnest Nickerson.
Tully
December 25, 1873, he married Elizabeth
Amanda Colcord of Searsport, who survives him with six children, Mrs. H. G.
Applin of Somerville, Mass ; Mrs. R. A.
Lufkin and Augusta E
Nickerson of
Everett, Mass.; Mrs. W. W. Willson of
Wollaston, Mass.; A. Ross Nickerson of
Franconia, N. H., and Harold W. Nickerson of Lempster, N. H.
Two daughters,
Ethel and Nettie, passed to a higher life
while young.
A sister, Mrs. Annette
Dudley of Waltham, Mass., also survive
and
several nephews and nieces. He
him,
was a devoted husband and father, a kind
and obliging neighbor and was always
interested in the affairs of his home
town, where he had lived the past 31
He was very fond of little chilyearB.
dren and it is very gratifying that he was
privileged to enjoy his grandchildren,
Phyllis Applin, Beatrice and Wilbert
Lufkin, Helena and Janet Willson, the
latter only a year old.
He was a staunch
Republican, a member of Penobscot
Lodge, K. of P., Searsport, a member of
Comet Grange, Swanville, and an honorary member of the Waldo County Veteran Association.
The two latter organizations he attended if possible and
greatly enjoyed. He will be sadly missed
in the community as well as in the home.
Around the dear old farm house
We see him walk no more;
We miss him in the old arm chair.
As we close the kitchen door.
But he who governs nil things.
Has eased his care and pain,
And we know that sometime, somewhere,
Beyond we will meet again.
C
M. N.
On Washington’s birthday every school
in Isiesboro will give an entertainment at
the Town Hall, each school being allowed
only lifteen minutes, so it remains to be
seen which school'witl have the best program.

COLBY

Laymen’s Sunday

Next Sunday tbe service in every Universalist church will be conducted by
Fred A. Johnson, Miss Anne M. Kitlaymen. Hon. H. C. Buzzell will deliver
tredae, Miss Belle Keating, Mrs. Allan a fine address, assisted by Dr. Morgan
i
Mrs.
MorM. Howes, Mrs. Norman Read,
and Dr. Foster C. Small.
There will be
Hope every*
ris L. Slugg, Mrs. Maine Hills, Mrs. Ansel special music by the choir.
will
one
make an effort to be present,
M. Lothrop and Mrs. Grace C. Pilsbury
It

E.

Clarence

Mrs.

has

of the Alliance during her residence here
and has always kept .her interest in it.

at the Boston Barber school.

few weeks.

John Colby, who died in Montville Feb.
3rd at tbe home of his son, Charles W.
Colby, was very well and favorably
The dining room was decorated with red knows in this city, where he frequently
He enlisted in
and white carnations, the guests linding visited with his children.
places at the card tables after being the Civil War and was a member of Dana
B. Carter G. A. R. Post, No. 128, of FreeThere were five tables of aucserved.
dom.
While here he frequently attended
tion during the remainder of the evening' the Thomas H. Marshall Post. His
wife,
first
won
the
Mrs. Raymond R. Sherman
formerly Fannie Sawyer, died many years
His
was
88
His survivage
years.
prize, a cut glass ar.J silver trivet; Mrs. ago.
ing children are J. Leslie Colby, Mrs. Cora
Walter Hadley of Bangor, the house guest C.
Mrs.
Ora
A.
Goodrich,
Hall, Mrs. Kvie
of Mrs. Wilmer J. Dorman, the second, a
M. Wright of Belfast, Frank Colby of
dainty bud vase in a silver standard. Haverhill, Mass., and Charles W., with
whom he lived. He had 14 grandchildren.
The consolation, a pack of playing caids,
The funeral was held February 5tb at the !
In addition to
went to Mrs. Dinsmore.
church in North Montville with Rev.
those above mentioned the guests were Nathan Hunt of Morrill officiating.
Mrs.
L.
Virgil
Holmes,
j
Mrs. Clyde B

Hall. Mrs. William M. Randall, Mrs. I
Sumner C. Pattee, Mrs. H. H. Stevens;
Mrs. Wilmer J. Dorman, Mrs. Harry L.
Kilgore, Miss Florence E. Dunton, Mrs.

BFLFAST, MAINE.

Ernest Burton left last week for Boston, where he will take a six weeks’

home of her

in

son, a former member, but now a resident
of Dorchester, Mass., where Mr. Wilson

Wiimer J. Dorman.

The Belfast and Northport friends of
T. George Dodworth, for many years a
summer resident of North Shore, will regret to learn that he has been in ill health
the greater part of the winter.
He is

1

The City National Bank of Belfast

Mrs. Walter Hadley of Bangor arrived
as the guest of Mr. and Mrs.

recently

Castine Normal

Norton If 4
White rf 7
Soper c 6
Roberts lb 3
Mrs. Fred T. Chase was the hostess Vaughan lb
last Wednesday evening of the Saturday [ C. Getchell rb 1
Auction Club at her home on Church Fogg rb 1
street.
A delicious bulfet supper
served at 7 o’clock, Mrs. Irving T. Dinsmore and Mr. Chase assisting the hostess
while Mrs. S. A. Parker poured coffee.

horn.

Baptist convention. The meetings will
be held W ednesday at 3 and at 7.30 in
the First Baptist church with a banquet
at six o’clocK.
A report of these meetings will be given at the Thursday evening service.

taught in the south, but for the past year
has be-n at home with her parents.

was

Mrs. A. P. Moore of Bangor wasa week
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Z. D. Harts-

end

Mrs. Norman A. Read and little daughter Helen left Tuesday to visit Mr. and

Old Merchant

The regular meeting of the Woman’s
Alliance of the First Parish (Unitarian!
church wss held last Thursday afternoon
at the home of Mrs Irving T. Dinsmore
with a large attendance.
Mrs. James C.
Durham, the president, presided and Mrs.
Edmund P. Brown, secretary, read a very
friendly letter from Mrs. Arthur E. Wil-

Kilgore left Tuesday to
visit in Boston and Providence, R. I.
Mrs. Harry L

course

Bay's

Marine.

Mr. and
Mrs. James Farnham left
Monday for visits in Bath and Boston.

Mass.

and children.

Rev. and Mrs. George C. Sauer are in
Waterville attending the special meeting

She had

account of

-and

Coombs and

Mrs.

who are in Boston attending the
wholesale millinery openings and buying

11,700 Financial:
teaching of agriculture as a profession,
No. Metropolitan cases during month, 1
to Viles 7237:
Belfast is represented in this work by
7
No.
paying patients,
Viles
Nelson
6 Charles Wesley Wood, who is assigned to
No. free patients,
3294
6036
Kennebec
$ 3.90 the Solon High school.
Money due from Metropolitan,
448
1033
Waldo
$ 6.75
Fees collected,
1394
2003
Somerset
Ice collected to such an extent on the critical illness with kidney trouble.
$16.75
Amt uncollected
723
1090
Handock
REMARKS
Passagassawaukeag river the past week
1378
1538
Washington
One patient was discharged to Hebron that it was necessary to dynamite it SatEAST BtLFAST.
Sam ton um, Jan. 5th.
urday evening and Sunday. The poles
MISS S. MAY PARKER
A new case has been placed on the waiton each side of the channel just above
Mrs. George A. Leavitt has been coning list there.
that were used temporarily fined to her home the past week with a
the
Nurse
bridge,
M.
S.
Nickerson,
this
of
Parker
city
Sarah
Miss
May
Mrs. Carle reported that the proceeds for the electric and telephone wires dur- severe cold.
diid suddenly Sunday evening in Bangor,
the work on the bridge, were crushed
H. P. Hayes and Maurice Gros- are in
where she had been for some time for of the benefit dance given by the com- ing
of their position.
The Coe-Mortimer
out
of
were
$119
16th
on
Jm.
resulted
mittee
$330,
Death
Waldo, where they have employment for
treatment for her eyes.
had a barge at their wharf at the time.
Gay E. Holmes.
from diabetes, which had also apparently ; this sum being received as gifts from inof
was extendthanks
A
vote
Miss
Pardividuals.
teeth.
her
w
ith
trouble
caused
A telephone call of five blasts of the
Clyde F. Howard and Sidney Bowen
ker was born iu Belfast May 2, 1879, the ; ed to all who helped to make this affair a
whistle called the department Thursday left recently for Lewiston, where they
!
daughter of Israel Wood and the late success.
evening to the bouse on Northport ave- have employment.
She at- [
The meeting adjourned at 4.80.
Sarah J. (Stephenson) Parker.
Mrs. MU‘.»n
nue occupied by Capt. and
Mrs. George Parker r nd Mrs. Ruth
Marian H. Lothrop, Sec.
tended the city schools and graduated
F. French. The fire originated in the Downes of Frankfort were guests of Mr.
Public Health Com.
from the Belfast High school in 1898.
barn, which was destroyed and the ell and Mrs. E. R. Colson.
The cause was unShortly after that she and her father
more or less injured.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Richardson of
MRS. H. S. BULLhN
were members of a Belfast party who
known. The buildings are owned by JusKnox were guests over Sunday of Mr
tooK a short trip through England and
tina Elwell of Boston and the damage
and Mrs. Albion K. fletcher.
Mrs. Frank Barker of Salem, Mass.,
She has always remained at
Scotland.
about $300 is covered by insurance with
her
H.
from
news
received
nephew,
has
Mrs. George Orchard has recovered
his
declinin
home caring for her father
Field & (Juimby.
S. Bullen that his wife passed away, Dec.
from a severe attack of bronchitis.
She
ing years. Her death was a severe blow
The regular meeting of the Round Ta- was Ihe patient of Dr. Foster C. Small.
30th, at her home with the grippe. She
to him as he is now in his ninetietn year.
to
and
Indiana
of
belonged
I was a native
b e was held last Thursday afternoon in
The regular mid-week and Sunday serOne sister, Nellie S., wife of Willis B.
| the Society of Friends. She was a most the North church parlors with a large at- vices at the Mason Mills ch ipel are very
Fletcher of this city, survives her. Her
be
misswill
and
greatly
woman
R.
Dunton
presidI esteemed
tendance, Mrs. John
well attended under the direction of Mr,
remains arrived here by train Monday
ed by many friends beside the family. She ing.
Mrs. Dunton, Mrs. M. C. Hill, Mrs.
and Mrs. H. P. Hayes.
night accompanied by Charles N. Black, j
Florence
E.
Dunand
Miss
leaves besides her husband two daughters
M.
C.
Craig
who with Dr. E. D. Tapley, her consulting
Miss Jennie C. Whiddon of Boston is
1 Mr. Bullen will be remembered
by many ton gave interesting reports of several of
physician, was called to Bangor Sunday
here in Maine, the lectures given during the recent con- spending a vacation with her sister, Mrs.
was spent
as his boyhood
by telegram. The funeral was held at
W R. How- Charles Patterson at the bungalow on the
He is now connected with the vocation week in Bangor.
on a farm.
her late home Tuesday at 2 p. m., with
ard gave an entertaining address from his Fletcher shore.
Y. M. C. A. in Chicago.
Kev. George C. Sauer of the Baptist
Mi'S Thais Harding of Prospect, who is
experience as a pupil, teacher and super
The funeral was prichurch officiating.
MRS. CORA B. HALL.
intendent, consisting principally of con- boarding at the home of Mrs. Ida Clark,
vate on account of her father’s illness.
trasting the old and the new methods. was taken to the Waldo County Hospital
Cora B., wife of James A. Hall, died at
The bearers were Messrs. George F.
illustrations simplified many last Saturday for medical treatment. She
His apt
house
on
Knowlton
High
Black, George C. Trussed, W illiam M. her home in the
Feb. 10th. practical truths and also added very ma- is attended by Dr. S. C. Pattee.
morning,
Friday
W.
Benner.
Ansel
early
and
street
Tnayer
to the pleasure of the meeting.
lived in Belfast about 4 years, terially
a

bought a dry goods business in Roslin
dale, Mass., and his son, Henry A. Star-

Every

the absence of

Belfast

PERSONAL

assisting in

Clark,

an

The second in the series of the Dancing

11
1
3

'ANALYSIS OF NEW CASES

Reported by families,
Reported by physicians,
Reported by M. L. 1. Co. agents,
Reported by others,
Found by nurse
Ages of pati ills treated:
Under 2 years,

here

was

operation for
hernia on Edmund Wilson at the Waldo
County hospital.

Died,
Nursing visits,

H. Brock of Portland

days the past
week as the result of injuries to the back
4
7 of his head, which he sustained while
1 cutting wood on his wood lot.
He feels
he is very fortunate in escaping more se3
15 rious injury.

MISCELLANEOUS

0
1
2
2
10
5

Dr. H

Thursday

Record of visits made:

Total,

4

The past week has given us good winter weather, the days being ‘‘brite and
fair,” and the nights a trifle cold

Feb. 6th at the Red Cross room,

Child welfare visits,
Oflice treatments
Other visits,

11

in

The regular monthly meeting of the
Heath Committee was held on

FIVE CENTS

the H. H. Coombs Company store during

m

Public

Monday,

Mrs. Lewis A. Gannon is

The News of Belfast

1922.

—

tew dozen of the b. H. S. pupils in
•twndance. There were the usual solos,

■d

Viles

262
7
63
54
22
14
30
11
30
74
4
23
24
63
12
75
17
14
25
63
27
25

follows and gave Nelson

work, which required
Red and white inter-

every

Nelson
Belfast
Belmont
Brooks
Burnham
Frankfort
Freedom
Islesboro

The counties

originated

was

William L. Luce, one of the
but all concerned in the school

Mrs.

kg

The design

Waldo county gave John E. Nelson of
Augusta a total of 1033 aud Blame S.
Viles of Augusta a total of 448 as follows:

Waldo
WT interport

immense

an

decoration of red and white

a

Report

Discharged:
To family or self,
To hospital

ELECTION.

Thorndike
Troy
Unity

rman, Mabel Dolloff, Grace
;illa Berry and Stan'ey Eaton,
le

PRIMARY

Swanville

Knight,
Match,

Russell

Public Health

heard (or the

in

THE

which were in red and white

ling coffee

was

public and at once met with
unusual favor by her modest manner and
pleasing personality.
The masquerade ball, with music by
McKeen’s full orchestra, occupied the
The march and the
rest of the evening.
first three dances were for the maskers,
included
costumes
exclusively. The
fancy dress, clowns, valentine, romper
girls, etc. General dancing followed.

jr

the

Miss Johnson

first time

oths were under the direction of the
classes with a prize offered for the
decorations and the

in ballet costume, Miss C.retchen FletchMcKeen, accomer with Mrs. Lloyd D.
panist; song, Miss Mona Burgess; readHelen
Johnson; costume
ings, Miss
dance, Clara Hammons and Carl Col-

uded Edward Martin, ch irman, Harold
alley, Katrina Kelley, Louise Gray, llai Nickerson, Helen Burgess, Pauline
Theora Gross, Bernice Armfour
■ong and Charles Buzzed. The

It

Staples, Hermit Nickerson,
Fatterson, Donald Knowlton,
Harold Kelley, Emerton Gross, Russell
Knight, Ermo Scott, Walter Boc.en,
Charles Buz/ell, Ralph Fhdbrick, with
Miss Alice Robbins as pianist; solo dance
Harold

Wesley

A Social and Financial Success.
at th?
There was a large attendance
in I
afternoon sales, play, etc
e

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 16,

V

Fair tin,

S. Valentine
and Pall

——--

---—

Rev. Wm. Vaughan, pastor, Universalist
church.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

LADIES
OF WALDO COUNTY
When in Belfast we cordially invite you to make
the Ladies’ Room, in our new banking rooms, your
home.
We have given special care and thought for
your
comfort and convenience. The room is of easy access
and is furnished with attractive and comfortable chairs.
Come m and rock the baby, leave vour bundles
while you finish your shopping or fix your hair. (Yes,
this is writen'by a married man.)

YES, OUR ROOMS ARE ALL ON ONE FLOOR.

WALDO TRUST

COMPANY

BELFAST
BROOKS

OA8TINE

UNITY

1

ia to be held in Augusta on Friday and
Saturday of this week. This cup is to be
awaided to the Maine college team which

The Republican Journal
•cltast. Thursday, February 16,1922

wins

DID PAIN DISTURB
YOUR SLEEP?

the roost points in the following

events:

PUBLISHED

The

EVERY

Republican
A. L

THURSDAY BY

BROWN. Editor

WATCHFUL EYES

ADVERTISING VERMS. Porone square,
inch length in column, 50 cents for
one week and 35 cents for each subsequent
Insertion.
In advance,
SUBSCRIPTION Terms.
S3.00 a year, Jl.OOfor six months; 50 cents
for three months.

safeguarding the health of
son and daughter and grandchildren. Grandma knows
are

Ski

Obstacle snowshoe race—four entries.
Ski relay race of one and a half miles—

four man teams with each man running
220 yards.
The interest in winter outdoor sports
is rapidly grow-ing in this State and this

‘•When enough people arrive at Truth,
and realize that every day ia Judgment
Day. and the important place is Here,
and the time ia Now, then we will work
■Jot a present good and educate, not kill;
love, not hate; and the men and women
who educate moat and beat will be hon-

Doctor's Prescription
Internal and External
100 years of Success

—Elbert Hubbard

This famous old anodyne has
no equal for Coughs,
Colds,
Sore Throat. Grippe, Cramps,

A NEW RECORD OF WASTE

The Shipping Board has sold its village

Colic, Chills, Strains,

*t Fairview, near Camden, New Jersey.
There were 1,578 houses sold at auctioh.

Cuts.

Burns and many other common troubles.
For more than
a
century generation after
generation has praised its
worth. All dealers. 25 and 50c.

The average coat of these houses was
about *5,000 each. The average selling
built
price was about *2,420. They were
luring the war and occupied since they

doubtless increase.

enpeople from other States are here to
Poland
at
notably
these
joy
sports,
coming
Srings. Augusta and Bangor are
are prov ided
facilities
front
where
the
to
We hope
for winter sports of all kinds
the time will again come when "sliding
down hill” will be a fashionable past-

time.

_

CHILDREN

—

^YOU«

nnJ^V^T,riS^!SS^SSlSiiissis

At all

druggists—35c, 70c,

|

should

receive

met with Mrs. Bart-

w

er

than to
suddenly becomes
more

a

strong constitution.

can
paddle your own
must have a canoe to paddle.
It’s a good thing most of us take our-,
selves seriously, for hardly anybody else
does.

canoe,,’

you

you

nobody that does nothing
than a somebody that “does” everybody.
Any great man knows he isn’t.
A banker may not be a musician, but
he Knows one note from another.
Then there is the deep thinker who
thinks so deeply that he gels below the
subject.—National Republican.
Better be

a

Be sure you put your feet in the right
place, then stand firm.
When you have written a wrathful
letter—put it in the stove!
Never get between the woman’s skillet
and the man’s axhelve.
When you can’t remove an obstacle,
plough around it!
a
I want it said of me that I plucked
thistle

and

planted

a

flower

“Listen,

Bernard
Mrs. Robert Kelley and son
in Bangor for a few days I <st week,
where Master Btriaid had dental treatment.

were

PRICE

BEIFAS1

Cl KRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE

Beans,

$1 00
6
9
36a 40
24
35
35
42
35
32

y. e.,

Mutter,
Cheese,
Chicken,

Duck,
Fuss,
1 owl,

Geese,
RETAIL

PAID

MARI ET I

Apples, bush
Beans, pea,

Beef, corned,

20
20
Potatoes, 1 OOtol 25
Round Hog,
12
Straw, 15 00a20 00

Turkey,

25*32

Veal,
Wood, hard,
Wood, soft,

16a 18
II 00
8 00

I8a32

Cracked corn.
Corn meal,

Cheese,

80
80
80
35
2 65
30

Cotton seed,
Cranberries,
Clover seed,
10 00a 13 50
Flour,
H. G. seed,

Lard,

18

Sure and

3-ounce

plug

RETAII MARKET

30a32

Corn,

*25 no

Mutton,

PRICE

Butter salt,

PRODUCER

Hay,
Lamb,

Lime,

2 20
62
5
Oat Meal,
12
Onions,
Oil, kerosene, 19a20
8
Pollock,
19
Pork,
6 5
Rye meal,
1 65
Shorts,
7
Sugar,
Sait, T. L, bus. 1 25
Sweet potatoes,
8
< >ats,

Quick

—no

where

—no

smokes

“can’’-less bulk

Relief

Stomach distress goes in five minutes.
A. A. Howes G Co. guarantee MiO-Na
to relieve indigestion or any stomach
trouble, or money back.

I.igcett S' Myers Tobacco Co.

Granite Memorials
j Golds Become
Serious

CASCARA^QL'ININE
Cures Within
24 Hours
When weather

and

Wisconsin Mahogany Granite
is a new granite in this part of the coi
It is a beautiful dark red stone, exce
ly hard, takes an-elegant polish and is
of the best. CALL AND SEE IT.

A. S. HEAL.

it*

Belfast, Maine,

Near the end of the New Bridge.

variable, when you
exposed yourself, become chilled
through or walked in damp shots—don't
delay. Get C. B. Q. quickly. Fortify against
the consequences of a serious Cold.
is

nave

Depend
two

on Hill's—Standard remedy for
generations Tablet form. Quickest

Unicorn

to act.

Demand red box bearing Mr. Hill’s porand signature.

trait

At All Druggists—SO Cans
W

H

“Telephone lor You”
See the Latest “Rhoades”

FRED

Cards at the
JONES’

D.

Ration

Don’t think all feeds are alike and that any one of them
The leading dairymen are perwill do as well as another.
fectly willing to pay the price for UNICORN DAIRY
RATION and they know they can’t get something for

HILL COMPANY. DETROIT

4SOW

Greeting

Dairy

nothing.

More Milk Every Day—for More Days

STORE

HALL & WILKINS

2w6»

'\/’OU can save money on
X your clothes with a Spencer
Corset.

May I call and tell you why?i

Kindly

Jessie Harding of Stockton has
been visiting relatives here for several
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Evander Harriman visited relatives in Sandypoint several days
recently.
Harding of Searsport
weekend visitor here with her
brother Percy, Feb. 4th.
Miss Faustina

an

few days
returning to

If you have friends,
they should have
your

photograph.

FINE HOME FOR SALE

M. A. lO'JK’S SIUDIO
Main Street, Belfast.

The Union Cotton Manufacturing Co
Fall River ha3 declared a dividend of J35
equivalent to 35
a share for this quarter,
The dividend is payable Feb. 1.
per cent.
In announcing the dividend the directors
state it is “to be paid by the sale of holdings of Liberty Bonds acquired during the
war.” During the boom years of the w r
this
corporation, like many others
throughout the city, purchased heavily of
Liberty Bonds with their earnings. The
directors have now decided to dispose of
these bonds by sale and distribute the proceeds to the stockholders

While they last at $2.50

per~

cord; sawdust at $1.00

per

cord, at the mill on Swan
Lake Avenue, Belfast.

Miss

Mr. Harding is still confined to his room,
but is gaining a little every day.

t»r|

ccSKBrs

Tear friend* will appreciate
and cherish just the sort af
picture* we make.

nurse

weeks,

telephone

tel. 72-23. k. 6 BELFAST
Corset iere

far as Bangor.

Washburn, a trained
Willina
from Bangor, who has been taking
care of
Percy Harding the past two
returned to her home Feb. 6th.

or

Key uttered Spencer

a

a

write

appointment.

MRS. Isaac s hills

ago on a visit to his family,
his work in the Maine woods Monday,
Mrs. Fuller accompanied him
Feb. 6th.
as

more

I

Mrs.

at home

“bite”-more flavor

—no waste

PKOSPtlT FfcRKY

was

son:

Charles Knight spent Saturday,
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Bailey.
The Monroe Centre School closed Saturday, Feb 4th, after another successful
term taught by Mrs. Avis M. Bailey.

them.—Abraham Lincoln.

Fred Felker

Main*0®'*

Feb. 4th, with her

thought a flower would grow.
I do not think much of a man who is
not wiser today than he was yesterday.
Gold is good in its place, but loving,
patriotic men are better than gold.
The Lord must love the common people—that’s why he made so many of

was

/vt

Sonu* folks call this
whittlin’ tobacco
old-fashioned, but
they don't know
w here the honey is!”

Parker.

against La Grippe
gAFECUARD
dangerous edects.

When a man boasts that no woman ever
made a fool of him, he’s ripe for one of
them to do it.
Any mother of a lazy boy knows he

Before

I

MKDIOIVP

Portland

We have for your inspection a large stock
of finished work in all the leading granites.

Some men seem to think it is better to
have loved and married than never to
have loved at all.
Many a woman enjoys riding in a tramcar because the conductor may possibly
forget to collect her fare.
One trouble with a jealous woman is
that she can’t keep the lid on,

hasn’t

‘•IaF.*’

If more

A woman begins to show her age only
when she tries to h'de it.
It is better to be beaten in trying to do
right than it is to succeed in doing wrong.

Nothing puffs
17th cousin
a
famous.—Pearsons.

teaspoonful

of

Mrs.

Pointed Paragraphs.

have

whcn*,J?
W

Mrs. Joey I.ufkin is spending a few
weeks at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wild-

Feb. 14, 1922.

woman

re-

~

V^1'

tf>a*ponnfn1

HOiSKOE CENTKt

here mos* needed.

a

a

n

«

,

Ke,p a h tit, b
immediate use
rd.
> our dealer
h„
*
nt« a bnttl#*, ,ltlA

the

B. Whiting

Mrs. M

A. B. STANTIAL.

Belfast,

attack.

they should
use

.1*

when
anoe.r

a

funds be available, make permanent improvements

flrat aymptoma

tiaually ward off

A very pleasant
in sewing, after

3rd.

spent

was

tiring

would

me,,,,

de.aertapoonful

never occur.

you

take,*?
**

prorentatiTe

dainty lunch was served of sandwiches, cake, doughnuts, cheese and cofThe Aid is making another of its
fee
famous patchwork quilts, also aprons,
The
f«ncv bags, etc, to be sold later.
next meeting of the Aid will be with
which

$'.40.

attenticn.

litt'e m’re
matter of diet,

1

bilal?
he,dwk‘"•t

vomiting, frequently
prostration for
more
nr
one
days with
loss of time from your
regular duties. These attacks varv in frequency
fp.l duration, but with a
in

wobij*^

job
dom auffer from
ne»» or ai, k
you har, not

meaning

care

•'L.F.'• 75**f, I

true

Medicine,

If
y*sn know the symptoms ♦-L«»s« of appetite,
headache dullness, nausea

If

Wadlin Feb.

lett

Highway Funds.

first

S. Navy.

afternoon

lininientp
of

Dickey has been visiting his
and Mrs. C. O. Dickey, havMr.
parents.
L.
ing received his discharged from the
The Ladies' Ai l

Sloans
Expenditures

Mrs

,-7^

Old ratlable

the

and

Wadlin and

Walter

Railroad officials divide their trackage
into sections and keep a crew of men on
CITY POINT
each division, whose duties are to keep
We quote the following from a personal their allotment of track in the best passthe
letter received from Mrs Emily Browne able condition possible every day in
Powell of Alameda, Calif., a native of year,
Should the finances o f the company
Belfast and a sister of the late Mrs. ElizMrs. Powell has al- warrant, any surplus tunds are put into
abeth B. Brackett.
her permanent track improvements.
ways maintained a warm interest in
In my opinion, municipalities should
girlhood home, and the poem which she
encloses, breathes of loyalty to her child- follow' this line of procedure, instead of
hood dreams by the shore of Belfast Bay, which many follow exactly the opposite
course.
The strength of a chain is deas do so many of her poems in the dainty
little volume, “Songs Along The \Nav,” termined by its weakest link, and simiwhich was published some years ago.
larly, the passability of a highway is inRoad
dicated by its roughest places.
“Your account of my old home brought
to me a picture of the place as it used to
machines are dragged over miles of highbe, with its waving trees and the beautiful
most of which are put in good conflower garden that was mother’s pride and way,
delight. We are having a rains winter dition.
Howwith a great deal of cold weather.
But here and there are low places,
tell me
ever, people lately from the east,
muddy and possibly full of boulders, w hich
what
know'
don’t
that in California we
machine leaves
Yet when I crawl into remain just as the road
cold weather is.
A few hours devoted to removing
bed at night, under numerous blankets and them.
w'lth a bot water bottle at my feet, I the large stones, carting in small ones
think I don’t care to have my memory and
covering with gravel, would work
to what cold
any further refreshe 1 as
Maude, who loves a wonders in these places.
weather reallv is.
bShort depressions and holes are allowed
warm corner as well as does the prove
ial kitten, threatens to emigrate to the to remain for months, when they could
Jourtropics. 1 still continue to take the
be located by inspection and repaired at
nal, although it speaks almost a strange
One of the worst delinquenI think I am most small cost.
language to me now'.
interested in what are evidently your cies is the leaving of stones, partially
notes from Citypoint.
I recognize many embedued and protruding, to the destrucV\ hat
of the names mentioned therein.
Gardner tion of automobile tires and the intense
a
wonderful old man Uncle
discomfort of teams drawing heavy loads,
Hatch is!
1 am sending you a copy of a poem that
two men with crowbars, pickaxes and
I wrote for a club to which I have long
spades will daily work a miracle with at
but
all
at
now,
write
scarcely
belonged. I
least half a mile of such road.
Last, but
this club has paid me many honors and
should
be
I
could
all
and
no
means
ditches
by
least,
much
appreciation
given me
not very well refuse when they begged a
kept clear, and the roadways on hills
which
poem for their annual luncheon,
properly crow’ned to prevent washing.
was held in -an Francisco, at a lovely re\ourtather From my point of view these details
sort near the Cliff House,

There is now no shipbuilding
were built.
going on in that vicinity and, all things make the Marine Corps adopt a slight
considered, it would seem that the gov- change in color in order to use 100,000
ernment made a good bargain for itself surplus army shirts.
He said the Navy
Few people are aware of the Department issued specifications for and
n selling.
amount of money wasted by the Shipping bought 18,000 brooms, when it was a
Board and the Emergency Fleet Corpora- well known fact that there were in
The facts are just coming to light. stock 350,000 army brooms which would
tion.
On tbe 19th day of last month Represen- sweep just as well as the brooms bought.
tative Wood of Indiana made a speech in Mr. Dawes then said that Mr. Denby,
Congress in which he made seriouscharges the Secretary of the Navy, assisted him
vhich were not disputed or excused. actively in putting these matters right,
Among other things he said the Shipping and the inference is therefore reasonable
Board built, near Philadelphia, “the larg- that there were officials of a low degree
est hotel that was ever built by tbe hand who thought they were running the NaIn the Treasury Depf man. It would accommodate more vy Department.
people than any hotel that was ever built partment Mr. Dawes found there were 18
He also said: “They built different purchasing agencies and that
n the world.”
—*\re towns for the housing of their these had been speedily coordinated with
•n.
They built miles of paving, the hearty assistance of the Treasurer- i
mains,
ins, water mains and sewer
On Armistice Day there were 37,403 emtuilt moving picture houses, and ployes in the War Department and it is
all the necessaries of municipal life. They only fair to assume that that very large
built and operated street railways and in- I number was needed in the strenuous and
terurban railways. Xhey owned roresrs fateful days when the soldiers of the
of
that were measured by thousands
United States stopped the rush of the
acres.” These are but a few of the many Germans toward Paris
Today the numextravagances mentioned by Represen- ber of employes is less than 6,000 which
tative Wood, a new Shipping Board is only about 1,000 more than were emon the
was appointed and took charge
ployed before the war. This is a good
board
record. It was stated in the Senate a and mother were among my earliest and
Srst day of last July. The new
about $3,OOG.OOO.OOO few days ago that it is costing 818,000,000 gentlest critics and as this may be my
soon learned that
“swan song” I am thinking that perhaps
had been spent and Mr. WTood said that a year to do the printing and binding for
you and Etta may like to see it.”
different the
in
”750
stuff
the
located
of
was
Much
the property
government.
BESIDE THE PACIFIC
tour points of the which is sent to the newspapers for pubplaces, scattered to the
sea that stretches to the sky
the
Beside
*
*
*
‘‘At Hog Island there were lication is worthless.
We are glad to say
world.”
I tell mv rosary of happy days;
of
compristhe
property,
budget Days we have spent together, you and I,
that since Mr. Dawes took
125,000 characters
an inventory of
Year after year, along life’s lengthening
helm there has been much less of it. Mr.
ing millions of units, and
ways:
this property filled 11,000 typewritten Dawes is doing well.
Music to me has been the billows roar,
sheets.” Mr. Wood stated that 2,800 j
WHAT NEXT?
bince, in the Long Ago, far off and dim, )
take this and
people were employed to
Another ocean, by another shore,
and
other inventories at different places
With rolling waves intoned my cradle
The conference Bt Washington finished
the
it took them two months to finish
hymn.
twelve
of
its deliberations after a session
loit>ob.
to Not here the soft sweet winds, that,
no
was
weeks.
There
secrecy as
inventories
the
footings of
The
ering,
disreal
no
and
wh.t was going on there
Careless and free, amid the garden
amounted to $316,000,000 against which
It was a busiits records.
bowers,
to the amount cord marred
were current liabilities
in which all its members Faintly upon their rustling pinions bring
consist ness conference
assets
The
$69,000,000.
af
The
fragrant breath of the gay summer
have seemed to be eager to get results
flowers.
of the inventory above mentioned,
as
the world would approve, and,
such
shops, warehouses, and other buildings
here is the strong sweep of winds th-it
judging from the voice of the press, here No,
roam,
and property, and what can be realized
and abroad, we feel assured that the
With
tireless
flight, the gleaming
from the sale of these is not yet known.
were
treaties
Six
world does approve.
waters o’er,
Of ships we have about 650 built during
wreaths of
agreed upon and signed by the represen- l hat fill the sails and scatter
About 375 of these are considthe war.
foam
the
affected
nations
by
the
of
tatives
Upon the swinging tides that seek the
ered to be fairly good ships and are runIn one of them the United States
shore.
The cost treaty.
a loss.
at
routes
trade
on
ning
has no part, this being between Japan
Like some pale nun, in convent by the
af these ships was from $170 to $240 per
were
Two other treaties
and China.
sea,
is from
gross ton and their value today
tells her beads, yet hears the waves
agreed upon but not signed, fourteen
the
of
280
About
ton.
| resolutions were adopted and ten joint W holow
$25 up to $50 per
moan,
of
Bo I, the prayers of Friendship’s rosary.
ships built are tied up and the expense
declarations of national policies were
Tell to the ocean’s ceaseless monotone.
keeping them is said to be about $12,000
These resolutions and declaramade.
It may be asked why not sell
a month.
A
prayer of thankfulness for peaceful
tions are merely expressions of the opinways
them or put them into the carrying trade.
the
who
men
represented
of
the
ions
Brightened by blessings that our Father
There are several replies to this question,
sends,
nine nations which took part in the conwill mention two ot them. First, the
for happy days,
All this and the full text of A prayer of thankfulness
ference.
about
is
world
60,the
A prayer of thankfulness for faithful
1 shipping of
the signed treaties have passed into hisfriends.
000 tons and the world’s maritime
tory but the end is not yet.
EMILY BROWNE POWELL.
about
35,000,000
.merce needs only
be
must
Each one of these treaties
Read at the Tea Club Luncheon
Ions.
Second, under present conditions,
ratified by the home governments of the
May 2, 1921.
the cost to the United States for a 5,000
thereto before it will take
signatories
is
ion vessel to make a certain voyage
there will be opposithe effect and doubtless
Pepita in Lewiston
S3.00U; it costs an English vessel of
more or less determined, to ratification,
same
the
voyage
same tonnage to make
number
In our senate we have a
Many mus c lovers will remember that
size tion.
$1,500; and a Japanese ship of that
of men, Republicans and Democrats, who this bright little operetta, written by a
than
less
for
can make the same voyage
of Belfast
seem to be playing politics instead
man, but now a resident of Som$1,000.
and
1
calm
patriotic
a
t.o
down
settling
erville, Mass., Augustus C. Knight, was
to
seems
Board
The present Shipping
consideration of matters which deeply given here by a fine cast a number of
an insolvent
toe merely an assignee of
We
Mr. Pitcher, who is to direct
concern the welfare of this country.
years ago.
Among its
*nd mismanaged concern.
1
fear that, at the best, the senate cham- the production, is a Belfast man, and
that
•other troubles it has been found
for several days, with with his family are summer residents at
from ber will be filled
there are outstanding, as a legacy
vast volumes of vociferation before these The Battery. The Lewiston Sun of Feb.
incases
and
the past, some 3,500 clsinis
It would 3rd says:
treaties will be ratified there.
cases
volving some $300,000,000. These
"Edward Little High school has chosen
not be strange if there should be opposilaw
the
by
! this year for its operetta the clever little
must be heard and examined
tion shown in other countries, especially
"Pepita,** in tw'o acts by Aug. C. Knight,
,'Jep artment of the Board.
in France, Japan and China.
which is delightfully adapted for school
SHORTENING SAIL
presentation. Everyone knows what exREFUNDING FOREIGN DEBTS
cellent musical work Edward Little pupils
! always do in affairs of this kind under
At the second business meeting called
A refunding bill has been passed in direction of E. S. Pitcher, the supervisor
a few days ago
Harding
President
'ay
Congress. The bill provides for a com- of music in Auburn schools, so that this
about one thousand
The
its reputation.
4here were present
mission of live members of whom the will further enhance
officials from the departments, bureaus Secretary of the Treasury is to be chair- date is set for March 16-17 at Webster
the government.
Grammar school hall. The setting is
and establishments of
The others are to be appointed by Mexican and act one represents a scene
man.
said
of
the
Director
tudget,
Mr. Dawes,
the President with the consent and ad- outside an inn, near a Mexican village,
a year had
and early
vat more than JU5,000,000
The bill gives the t with the time late afternoon
vice of the senate.
*ved by the elimination of the unevening. Act two in the first scene shows
the
fund
to
foreign
commission power
a
mountain pass above the village and
.nt lines of work and by coordidebts into bonds having not more than with a second scene the same as the first
of those which were useful and
The
years to run and bearing in- act and the time, the next morning.
He said further that this twenty-five
8ary.
not less than four and one-quar. cast follows:
at
terest
methods of
Malcom Taylor
work of instituting good
The commission is limited Pedro, an innkeeper,
ter per cent
business was the only
Celeste Lombard
his daughter,
Felipa,
doing government
must
make
a life of three years and
Alfred Frank
made for a long to
i Carlos, an outlaw,
Teal effort that had been
Ruth Wood
full report of its doings to Congress, an- Pepita, a Mexican maid.
of
riotous
the
extravagance
!
milti me to curb
nually at the beginning of each reg- Henry Hepworth, an American
that
ran
without
Raymond Fitz
« business organization
lionaire,
It is probin December.
session
ular
*.».* —-h man trying to get what he
Jane nepwortn, nis sister,
will be conferences,
Geneva Buckley
Mr. able that there
hia own department
John Coburn
and difficulties before the Re- Wilson, bis valet,
ed for a full hour and bestow- delays
Henry White
Commission can complete its Romero, a smuggler,
ad praise in about equal pro- funding
Bashful swains, admirers of Pepita,
but the interests of tin United
Maurice Lodge
the officials to whom he work
Pablo,
portions on
and competent
safe
in
be
will
States
John toss
the officers of high deJuan,
xpoke. He said
Roak
rate
of
that
the
Beems to us
Philip
It
hands.
Jose,
in
rule aided him greatly
Arthur Robertson
^ree had aa a
of maturity are reasonMiguel,
date
and
intetest
Herbert Butler
'his work but that it took a month to able, but it would naturally follow that a Guzman,
men and girlB. The
Mexican
Chorus
of
part of the loans could be again refunded chorus will include about 40 voices, which
for a reasonable time. A start toward wiU be the limit of stage accommodafor
It
Un to Toko
refunding has been made and before the tions.-” __
Coughs, Colds, Croup,
end of 1922 we shall doubtless ascertain
The Old Way Beat—A physician advisColic, Cholera Morbus,
whether any of our foreign debtors inPains in Stomach or
ea parents never to spank a child on an
Throat.
Sore
Bowels,
tend to repudiate payment:
empty stomach. Our suggestion would
MsMcnm Co, kotemj. H«Governor Baxter has given a cup to the be to turn him over.—Pueblo Star-JourWOMT mmrwomo,
managers of the Winter Carnival, which nal.

j

yourneighlior.

Already

is

M-nry
Mrs
Hills both have had bad colds and grip.

pain

THE

She

attended by Dr. Kilgore.

Bartleft

th.f

Art You Bilious?

Mrs. G. H. Patch ia quite ill.

and torture of rheumatism can he quickly relieved
by an application of Sloan s
I.iniment. It brings warmth. ease and
comfort and lets you sleep soundly.
Always have a bottle Kindy and
apply when you feel the fir-t twinge.
It penetrates without rubbing.
It's splendid to take the pain out of
tired, aching muscles, sprains and
strains, stiff joints, nd lame backs.
Ask
For forty years pain's enemy.

country ski

jumping contest—entries unlimited

interest will

QUOTATION

•

cross

run

Journal Pub. Co.

one

ored moat”

half mile

One and
with three-man teams.
Two mile cross country snowshoe race
with three-man teams.
220 yard ski dash—four entries.
a

MiKHiiDirr

Expert

Kiano

Tuning
and Repairing
LLOYD D. McKEEN,
BELFAST, MAINE.
Phone 126-4.

41 tf

FOR SALE
Old-growth hBrd wood, full measure,
at $10 per cord, delivered. Also large-type
Poland Chins pigs; also first-class hay deFor particulars
livered for $30 per ton.
J. H. LORD,
apply to
2wo*
Tel. 179 11
Belfast, Me.

MILTON HILLS.

ltf

For Sale
The ten-room house with bath

on

Cedar

8
Two story, modern frame b°u**City water, 1 4 acre of land. Situ
fro
Northport avenue, 1 3-4 mile
office.
Excellent summer or ye*r
MAURICE W. U

dwelling.
tf45

At

Apply to
Sltf

B. H.

MUDGETT,
Belfast, Maine.

;
n

Hayford Block. Pellast^

SINCE 1882
72 Main Street. Belta*

Charles R. Coo#
Undertaker^

stieet, known as the Dorman residence.
Pleasantly located and in the best of repair. New hot water heater of the best

make Double garage,hen house and about
three acres of land. The lot extends from
Cedar to Court street and borders on Salmond street, with a line view of the Bay.

r.<!S|oi

FOR
Low

price

SALE

second

nand

and kitchen stoves.
J. AUSTIN

McKEEN-

I

Facile’s the
Word

s
I'avid since they were little lads,
racing their ponies along the red roads
of the home county.
Now, miraculously. It was given him to save his

Jonathan something more than life or
fortune—but at the price of Ids own
He shuddered violently,
happiness.
hut kept up his striding until Frances
said plaintively: “Answer me—please!

_
1

B> MARTHA WILLIAMj

I

&j.

Ol

I

Interest

to

The annual report of the Easte. n States
ami Industrial League re-

Newspaper

.-

[
j

the Job is permanent I
might possibly consider It, her newest victim returned.
n't possibly
damage my piety for anything cas-

keutly made public indicates that much
rood work lias been done hy its various
Among other things the report
kureaus
«vs:

1‘lic volume of business handled during
he past year by the E.stern States
farmers’ Exchange, a cooperative purh ising organization for Newr England

amounted to 1619 carloads of
at
valu :d
$1, odd, 012.58.
'his figure establishes not only a new
or business, but it exceeds the
Icord
Dial of the two previous vears. The
I Iciness of the Exchange is w idely dis
throughout the s x New EngStates, and more than 10,000 farmK rs located in 407 towns within 62 out of
j counties in New E gland have been
Sales in
i (rved through this Exchange.
H |cli of these Slates show an appreciable
ft lerease over the preceding years especThe report
illy in the State of Maine
lows that Massachusetts led in the vol
|,t. 0f purchases, wuile New Hampshire,
fermont and Connecticut show substan9 il increases over the 1920 volume. It i
9 pointed out that through the influence
[ the Eastern States Farmers’ Exkange, a saving of possible several milfor the
Dn dollars has been effected
Irmers of the east during the past two
The report places special empliabars.
is on the remarkable results of the ferilizer pool conducted last year, which
tested widespread attention. Through
ns pool conducted last February, over
000 tons ot fertilizer materials were
urchased for New England farmers and
saving of not less than $> a t o was ef|cted on some grades and in other illlances the saving amounted to as much
; i il to $10 per ton. Last December an[ ;her pool was organized and already
ier 10,000 tons have been ordered by
The |
■ ,rmers throughout New England.
Bidden drop in prices throughout New
■ agland immediately following the
of the Eastern Slates farmers’
■ ■change price list was an indication of |
direct effect which the fertilizer ex- j
Seised on the market, l he report points
■it that in fertilizer alone, the Eastern
Bates Farmers’ Exchange has saved the
Bfmers of the east during the present
Irmers,

Din modifies

Koutrd
Bnd

II

Jj
itj

H

j

j

[

pub-j

Bie

over

Sic' lure

it for me.”
"ll in! It'

Agricultural

■■son

b>

■

Frances
idiot!"
"The
blithering
ejaculated, tearing in half the note
she had just read.
"Swear." Denby contented dispassionately. "Lots of relief in a 'good
mouth-filling oath.' Better try it."
a
"I
can't— being
gentlewoman,”
Frances countered.
“Suppose you do

Farmers.

Station

l.*.l.

■

$1,000,000

work, of the Junior Achievement
Lastern States League
ireau of tile
long boys and girls is expanding rapidand according to the report, 322
hievement Clubs, with a membership
•MSI boys and girls were organized
These clubs conring the past year.
t of groups of boys and girls, who
ke a game of work and w ho carry out
ij cts in industry, commerce, trades,
iculture, homemaking and salesman316 leaders have been secured and
p.
272 teams of
ined for these clubs.
fs and girls were trained to give public
tionstrations in 24 different projects,
Ich are being carried out by Achievefit clubs.

ual.”
"I see! After all, there are limits to
your devotion.
Luckily I am finding
out in time,'' from Frances.
"As I mu finding out that you are
‘nfter all' canny.
Kinpliasis upon the. making poor Jimmy Baxter madder
Vet she refused to practice
'after all.'”
; than ever.
“You seem to lie qualifying for the [ her fascinations upon a new man—
one I’rcblc of fair looks and fortune,
idiot class," Frances said, demurely,
so pointedly, her kindly chaperon said
but with twinkling eyes.
she knew something serious was the
"As how?" Denby demanded, draw! matter.
ing down the corners of his mouth.
Frances laughed at her—hut In her
“Thus and so," from Frances. "That
own privacy admitted something was
note intimates that I am now 'sowing
the matter—happiness or martyrdom
smiles where they will return a gold] for a lifetime hung in the balance of
en harvest.’
Now, 'ain't that ni-ise?'
"You must have studied poor Jim | leaden-footeil days.
Dim and unexpectant, she sat In the
Baxter very closely to hit off Ids faroom where she had parted from
vorite
speech so cleverly," I >enby \ long
Denby,
trying hard to rest but holdall
do
Imitate
commented.
“Say,
you
ing herself stiffly erect. And suddenof us this way? If so, I'd love to have
ly, without warning, she was again
a
specimen of—myself.”
gathered in n close, tender embrace,
"I know better; you would not,”
with kisses raining upon her wet
Frances said emphatically.
cheeks, and Denby trying In vain to
“But 1 would; cross my heart and
speak. Presently he let her go—only
to
from
hope
Denby.
die,"
1
to put both hands on her shoulders
Next minute he turned angry red
and face her, saying happily : “Facile’s
In spite of himself as he heard, iri
I the word, honey. I went a thousand
"1 wish
what seemed his own voice.
miles to discover the fact,
Carter
you would forget how to say 'No.'”
"I do wish It; harder than ever. ! threw I.ora into the discard as soon
as I left him—he Is deep in love with
For I'm going to ask if you will marry
a
new person who deserves It—and
me out of hand and run along home
rejoices to send you felicitations on
with me to mother," Ids pique swept
—our happiness."
away In a new rush of tenderness.
“The wretch! I hate him,” Frances
Rewith
dearest.
me,
"Stop playing
cried Joyously—but Denby knew she
member this is dead earnest. I—”
did not meun in the least what she
“Remember!
There have been othI said.
ers," from Frances wickedly.
Now
He nodded.
“Several others.

|
|

A SIX for the Price
of a Four!
You

|

But

Studebaker LIGHT-SIX today

a

at a

this end can not be attained
\
the full co-operation of the pats in the efforts of postmasters and
ifiers to serve them promptly, regu)y and satisfac orily.
Ihatever facilitates the work of the
tier is of direct benefit to the patrons,
fthe greater the ease and speed with
vch a carrier may cover his route the
;< tier and better the service afforded
if d, patrons of rural delivery can greata lielp themselves by helping their carr, seeing to it that roads are kept in
gf condition and promptly opened after
sins, by keeping the approaches to
t
boxes clear, and by promptly and
vingly correcting any irregularities
acting their boxes wlu n asked to do so.
nottier great assistance ttiat patrons
f c render carriers is by keeping themwith and using stamps
ses supplied
iead of placing unstamped mail, with
ney for the purchase of the required
This delays the
page, in the boxes.
cier and sometimes imposes a great
Mship on him, especially in cold or
If preferred, stamped
smy weather.
edopes, either printed or plain, may be
[ mined from the carrier, are of good
qity, and cost but little more than the
vie of the stamps upon them, and are
riemabte at the value of the stamps if
dlaged, but returned in a practically
If necessary to place
wile condition.
n|ey in a box, it should be put in a
ci holding
receptacle or be properly
wpped so as to be easily picked up by

j

j
j

but

|

ipiout

Studebaker builds the LIGHT-SIX for less than it costs most manufacturers
a four, because it is produced complete in the Studebaker plants.

to turn out

The
the

list-price of the better-known fours is $ 1200. This does not include
fours. The Studebaker LIGHT-SIX Touring Car lists at only $ 1045.

Studebaker builds economically and sells at a low price because of continlarge volume, efficient production and skillful purchase of materials.

Sedan. 1750
new

The New LIGHT-SIX
*1045
f.

[

ttparrier.

joney for the purchase of money ordtshould not be left in the boxes, but

slild

be handed to the carrier and
el obtained.

f

a

re-

Bit'S WILL REFOREST STATE
state of Louisiana has a'plan for
twelve million
a third of its
a$ that have been denuded of trees by
tlfarmer and the lumberman. It has
cad on the boys to tike part in the good
wl. The department of conservation
isiw engaged in establishing reforestatkclubs and by the end of this year expt* to have 25,000 boys enrolled for the
Five thousand copies of a bulletin
w|.
tu been issued describing the trees best
ad|ted to the lands in various sections of
th tate.
And a state forester, who has
be connected with the public achools
an who understands the American boy
aii his ways, has been hired to supervise
th vhole plan
Kail lias been sent oul 10 larmers sons
tnaly, though all bovs between ten ami
are invited to take partin the
One large lumbering concern, integted because of its business, has olTeredrizes totaling $500 annually.
hce the demand for southern lumber
hahecome large, the old and vigorous
foijts of Louisiana have sulfered severely >d the tendency there, as elsewhere,
is isacrifice second growth in an unsciIt is hoped
entc and wasteful manner.
to heck this tendency and to replant
lari portions of the denuded territory.
le

refesting

ei^een
wj

—Minneapolis Journal.

himself.

j

j

But she had not dared to be trustful
—barely one and twenty though she
was, she knew the game of hearts in
all Its facets.
Holding herself hard
”1 do not defend
she said clearly:
myself beyond this—I doubt if the
game we played really hurt Carter.
Except, of course, In his vanity. He is
He had no eyes nor ears
too facile.
for anybody but Lora Lane—at first.

Frankly, I felt myself
sionary In taking him

a

rescue-misaway from

her.”

"You would have been—if you had
held him,” Denby said bitterly. “Now
—I think he will marry her—out of
spite
you.
destruction.”
to

And

that

will

be

his

Frances breathed rather
“How?”
than asked.
Denby went on huskily:
“He Is a real man—but with an inHe
herited handicap.
Dipsomania.
has fought it gallantly, successfully.
Your love would have been to him a
Lora is—just the
crown to victory.

opposite.”
“How dare you love me—in face
of that—tragedy?” Frances cried, her
“I do not
voice breaking at the last.
dare—I love you because I cannot help

it—something stronger, more elemental
than myself constrains me." was the
It broke down
almost solemn reply.
Frances' last reserve of pride, of

strength—suddenly

she felt herself assassin of a soul.
Deadly white, her
hands clinching she asked of the man
“Could I do—anything
before her:
—now?”
He turned from her to stride up and
down the long room. Ills eyes burn
ing, his face us white as hers. He felt
himself at the parting of the ways
(’after Cordon had been Jonathan to
The winter time table of the BelfastBurnham R. R. is as follows:
P. M.
A. M.
Stations
12 30
6 45
Belfast.Lv.
12 35
6 50
City Point.

Sargents.
Waldo.

Brooks.
Knox.

7
7
7
7
7
7
8

01
14
29
36
45
57
05

Thorndike.
Qorge McLaughlin of bangor has
rigid up an ice sled that is said to be Unity.
thdastest thing in that section, with the Winnecook
It is a sled with Burnham Junction....A}
exgption of airplanes.
tw. runners behind and one in front,
wii a 10 horsepower motor and an aeroIt was out
plae propeller at the stern.
FOR FLETCHER’S
on he river Sunday and from 08 to 80
mib was claimed for it.

12
1
1
1
1
1
2

Children Cry

CASTORIA

46
02
17
30
40
50
10

on four dinners on “search days” for
bad workmanship, and the clerk was
Pollard’s gift
to have the remainder.
remains where it was. in Silver street.
It measures 13 feet by 11 feet, and
It Is the smallest freehold In the city

of London.

w.

“Horse Sense.”

Bead, mark, learn, and Inwardly digest the follow ing “horse sense"If
you work for a man, in heaven's name
work for him.
If he pays wages that
supply your bread and butter, work
for him, speak well of him. think well
of him, stand by him. and stand by
1 think
the Institution he represents.
If I worked for a man, I would work
for him.
I would not work for him a
part of his time, hut. all of his time.
I would give an undivided service nr
If put tu a pinch, an ounce of
none.
loyalty is worth a pound of cleverness.”— Elbert Hubbard.

Knowledge Saved Money.
The economic importance of paleontology has been repeatedly shewn in
this country.
In the earlier exploitation of anthracite coal thousands of
dollars were fruitlessly expended ;n
New York in search of coal IhoN. until the New York geologists showed
that the beds In that
ate could conThe fossils in tilt- New
tain no coal.
York rocks exploited are of I> '.on.an
age. whereas the fossils of ;lie I’eni sylvanla anthracite o nl la ds belong to
'i lie i'arlumiferous. a milch later pern I.
Tins disc .Very at once stopped a useless expenditure of money
--

Sedan. 2350

Big-Six
7-Pass., 126' W. B„ 60-H. P.
Chassis.$1500
Touring. 1785

Coupe (4-Pass.).
Prices f.o.b, factories

b. South Bend

o.

2500

Sedan. 2700
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Honorable John H. Bartlett, Chairman
the Civil Service Commission, says

that the War Department has authorized
further audits of contracts for aircraft

a

Studebaker

An

I did you notice that the B angor &

Aroostook, while it named the amount of
the taxes paid or to be paid to the State
of Maine, made no mention of its income?—Aroostook Daily News.
We did notice it, and although not directly concerned, would be interested to
When railroads ask the public
learn.
for favors, or for good will, they place
themselves under obligation to be frank.

negotiated
wev terminated by
agreements during the latter part of 1918
and early 1919, with a view to the recovery of overpayments estimated at $25,000,000 00.
The Maine Central appears to accept this
Mr Bartlett said that the Civil Service
obligation. Possibly the Bangor & AroosCommission was interested in this matter took railroad will do so.
in connection with the clerical work of
And with regard to rates, while there
He said that he had been in- are
the audits.
many matters to be considered and
formed by the War Department that three the onlooker hasn’t the information necaudits recently completed established
essary to do this thoroughly, manifestly
overpayments for aircraft totalling $7,- rates which are prohibitive or which dis871,000. He said that informal figures ob- courage traflic cannot from any viewtained from accounting firms indicate point be conducive to the financial welwhich

that it would cost the Government a sum
close to $1,000,000. to complete the additional audits which are contemplated;
that, by the use of accountants obtaineds
tlyough the Civil Service Commisiou
examination, the three audits completed,

totalling a recovery of rnor than $7,000,000 00, had cost the Government only
$ 9,000 00 for all expenses of the audits,
and that the War Department further
stated that the additional audits could be
for
performed by civil service employes
less than $150.009 00, as against the $1,com000,000.00 asked by private auditing
panies, to recover the estimated overpayments ot $25,000,000 00.
Mr. Bartlett said that the three audits
which had been made by civil service
employes had been placed in the hands of
reliable public accounting firms by the
contractors affected, to determine the correctness and accuracy of the audits, with
the result that all the cases had been declared flawless from an accounting standpoint, and could not be upset.

Will

Appoint Hundreds

of

Income Tax Auditors.
The collection of United Stat sinternal
The Civil
revenue taxes is a big job.
Service Commission said in a statement
issued today that more than 20,000 Govin this
eminent employees are engaged
work 7,800 of whom are attached to the
inIncome Tax Unit. This latter figure
and includes more than 5,000 auditors
returns who are
spectors of income tax
field.
employed in Washington and in the the
Notwithstanding this large force,
Civil Service Commission states that the
Bureau of Internal Revenue needs several
hundred more auditors and inspectors for
the Income Tax Unit, and that an examiheld
nation to fill these positions will be
he
throughout the country' on March 8 7
entrance salaries offered range from $1,800 to $3,000 a year. Advancement will

fare either of the railroad or of the community it assumes to serve. In this same
issue of the News appears a communication from a resident of Robinson. In this
he states:
‘‘A few days ago I wished to ship 10
bags of sugar from Bridgewater to this
place, a distance of around three miles,
and on calling on the agent for rates, he
informed me it would cost 31c per 100
pounds, and I hired a team for less than
half to haul this freight.”—Kennebec

REAL

LACES

Made in China from linen and silk thread and just
the thing to give a distinctive touch to a dress or blouse.
Irish Crochet Lace, Cluny, Filet and Venetian Point.
Also Lace Collars and Mats, Linen Runners, Lunch
Cloths and Sets, Napkins, Centerpieces, etc. Most

desirable for

a

hope chest

or

for

wedding gifts,

Amber, Ivory, Turquoise and other kinds of Bead
Necklaces, Chains and Pendants.
Place Cards with Chinese Views done in water colors.
Hand Painted and Feather Fans and other articles.

CALL AT JOURNAL OFFICE

Amy

Sue M.

L. Wilson,

Partridge

Journal.
MRS.

J.

F.

GERRITY.

Mrs. Nancy Frances, wife of J. F. Gerrity, died Feb. 7, at her home on Essex
The
street, Bangor, after a brief illness.

London Guarantee & Accident Co.,Ltd.’
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
Assets December

31, 1921.

deceased was prominently identified with Mortgage loans.$
29.500 00
626 00
church and club organizatiaus of Bangor Collateral loans.
Stocks snd bonds. 13,701,918 24
and the announcement of her death came Cash in office and bank.
468,134 11
3,472,234 9$
as a severe shock to friends and co-workAgents’ balances..
£39,989 70
Bills receivable.
ers and will be a loss to many activities.
235 901 48
She leaves besides her husband, a son, Interest ana rents.
assets.
469,723 05
other
All
Joe W. Gerrity of Newton, Mass., and
two sisters, Mrs. Geneva freeman of
Gross assets. $18,618,026 79
Winterport and Mrs. Alva Treat of Stock
Deduct items not admitted. 1,182.387 57
ton Springs.
Mrs. Gerrity was born in Prospect but
Admitted assets.$17,435 639 22
Bangor had been her home most of her
Liabilities December 31. 1921.
She was a member of All Souls
Church, of the Athene Club anil Home
Culture Club. The burial was in Newton, Mass.

life.

MRS.

BETSEY ESTES.

Betsey (Woodward) Estes passed
away at her home in Troy recently after
a long illness.
She was a great sufferer
and a great care
Services were held at
her late home and the interment was in
the family lot.
She was the daughter of
the late William and Mary Ann (Estes)
Lewiston has adopted a regulation reWhitten of Troy.
She had been married
twice.
Her first husband was Edwin
quiring all public school pupils whs are
demonstrated efficiency.
Woodward by whom she had a large famabsent three or more days on account of depend upon
Mr. Woodward died
New appointees are given a six-weeks ily of children.
illness to have a certificate from a physi- course of training in the technicalities of quite a number of years ago and a few
cian that it is safe for him or her to re- the income tax law and are paid full sal- years ago she married George Estes, who
It was first proposed by ary during such instruction.
turn to school
Mr. Estes and her children
survives her.
Dr. Dumont, health plficer, and is intendFull information and application blanks have the sympathy of all in their beed to prevent children with contagious may be obtained from the United States reavement.
diseases from returning too early and Civil Service Commission, Washington,
And 20 Yean Hence?
D. C., or from the Civil Service Board at
spreading the disease.
the post office or custom house in any
Uncle and niece stood watching the
An old diary kept by J. Edwin Voter of city.
young people dancing about them.
Farmington in 18/2 records the fact that
‘I bet you never saw any dancing like
Thousands of weak, run-down men and
be worked all day on July 4, 1873 for
Another women have reported astonishing gains this back in the 90s, eh, uncle?"
George Barker for 50 cents.
Read
“Once—but the place was raided.”—
item is of working 52 nights in a birch in weight from the use of Tanlac.
& Hills.
Judge.
mill for 50 centa per night.
_

Year

“Roostic” Railroad Rates.

Overpayments For Aircraft

there among the roses.”
London’s Smallest Freehold,
The Borderers' company of London
has celebrated the three hundredth
anniversary of Its possession of the
It was
smallest freehold In the city.
given to them in 1621 by a member
of the company, worthy John I’ollurd,
who stipulated that the tenant was
not to be disturbed, that his rent was
to be £6 a year, and that the same
rent was to hold good for ali time.
In the matter of rent John thought
He furLondon would stund still.
ther enacted that of the rent £4.16.0
be distributed among four
was
to
men and women, 20s. was to be spent

Touring. 1475
Roadster (2-Pass.). 1425
Roadster (4-Pass.). 1475
Coupe (4-Pass.). 2150

THE BANKS’ GARAGE, BELFAST1

j

So, protectively, she had flouted him
daintily, all the while alluring him
and thrilling in the joy of his response.

Special-Six
5-Pass., 119' W. B., 50 H. P.
Chassis.$1200

_

Ancient Athens bad at times a very
choked voice: "After this—I
form
democratic
of
lieve you would laugh at seeing a
government.
About everything was decided by vote,
murder."
even
the guilt or Innocence of ac“Dear! Dear!” from Frances in her
cused persons, and probably decided
highest manner, “Let me explain, Mr.
Temple Denby—I mugh at your melo- In the wrong about as often us In the
From
one
of
their voting
right.
It
drama—because it Is too perfect.
practices we have derived a word In
is a well-known immortal fact that no
common use.
At one time the people
woman kisses perfectly the first time.
of Athens possessed the power of
It ought to be as well understood that
driving into exile, without making any
when a man has It very badly he commonly makes a mess of telling you ! definite charge, any leader or promlnent person. Each citizen voted by
so.”
writing on an oyster shell, and the
“I am no trifler," from Denby. stiffly. “But how if—you are trying to Greek word for oyster shell, written
be an avenger?" Frances flung at him: j in the letters of our alphabet, is ostracon.
From that we have derived
several
"Wouldn’t
that
explain
things? Especially as you are—or the word ostracism, that Is, the exwere—Carter Gordon's best pal.”
j eluding of an undesirable person from
In their elections to
Denby’s face was a study, changing good society.
public office and in their courts of
swiftly through red, white, and set
law Grecian votes were cast by means
After a long minute he
grim gray.
I of balls of stone, or small discs of
said, huskily: “So- you are punishing
metal, either white or black, the latOne abandoned
me for an intention?
ter, of course, signifying condemnsbefore I saw you—from the minute 1
! tlon.
heard your voice in the twilight,

bad been
ing hard
somehow
him that
double hurt to

Roadster (3-Pass.). 1045
Coupe-Roadster (2-Pass.) 1375

low price of the LIGHT-SIX was established without lowering the
quality one iota. Its intrinsic value is unsurpassed in the industry, regardless of
price. Today’s price of the Studebaker LIGHT-SIX is the lowest at which it has
ever been sold.
The

be-

fighting it ever since—fightSite had
In desperate fear.
sensed a tiher of loyalty in
would make hurt to a friend

5-Pass., 112' W. B., 40-H. P.
Chassis.$ 875
Touring. 1045

uous

Had a System of Expressing
Their Wishes Very Similar to
That of Today.

Frances, breaking
Denby
laughter.
sprang to his feet, crying In a half-

She
was so glad, so sorry he hud not lied
to her.
Something subtle as a flame,
also as searing, had leaped between
She
them there in the scented dusk.

Light-Six

average

high-priced

People

"Taffyfrom
a
gale of

felt herself trembling.

any

but sixes.

nothing

VOTING IN ANCIENT ATHENS

Into

Frances

in ANY Four.

buy Studebaker LIGHT-SIX performance

cannot

—

ji

'he United States Post Office Departnt is of the opinion that the service on
>1 routes can be improved if a greater
<ree of co-operation on the part of rural
Jrons can be secured
t is the desire of the Department, and
purpose, to provide adequate and con1 tient service, so far as may be possible,
I* 111 persons residing in rural communi

four-cylinder price!

Studebaker had the biggest volume in its history in 1921.
Studebaker sales in 1921 were 29 per cent greater than in 1920 while
ihe total of all other makes was 45 per cent less than in / 920.
(3) Studebaker is the world’s largest builder of six-cylinder cars—builds

]

To R. F. D. Patrons

you

buy

(/)
(2)

j

It makes me shudder to think of them.
If I
won—and met you—too
had
late—”

can

You get more for your money in the Studebaker LJGHT-SIX than in
other car in the thousand-dollar class. Because:

!

can

rl'he

must know—at once."
"We will let him decide." Denhy
said, next second sweeping her to his
breast in a strong, tender clasp.
He
shall know the truth—If it ends in
breaking my heart-”
“Our hearts,” Frances interrupted.
“But—It must be done."
Outwardly normal through the days
of I icnby’s absence, she was spiritually cataleptic, every fiber tense with
a sense of Impending doom.
Ills brief
messages did not stir her from It,
neither the fact that a fortnight had
elapsed, the last week of it without
a
She smiled Idly
word from him.
at the thought that she was like one
dead and burled, not even dreaming
of what It would be to come alive.
But she laughed ami danced, and rode.
In quite the usual fashion, thereby

Mrs.

Net unpaid losses,.$ 8,849.375 00
Unearned premiums,. 4,718,61174
1,467,622 83
All other liabilities
750,000 00
Voluntary additional reserve.
8<X),000 00
Cash capital, deposit.
850,019 65
all
liabilities.
Surplus over
Total liabilities and

surplus.$17,436,639

22

3w6

WANTED
Second

Hand

Kitchen

Range

State price firat letter.

Box

185,

Belfast,

Maine

BAN60K LINE

|

VVIN1ER

SihtLILE

During the close f navigation at Bangor,
Steamship BELFAST wi 1 leave Winter port
on Mondays ant! Tbu'sdwys ar 10 a. m,. Bucksport at 12 noon. Belfast 2 p. to, for Camden,
Rockland and Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays, and FriLeave Rockland W edneaday*
cays at 5 p m.
and Saturdays. 4 30 a ro,. Camden 5 15 a. m.;
Belfutst 6.45 a. m, for Buckspcrt, ard Winter-

port.
At Boston cor nection is made via the Metopolitan Line express freight steamers for*
points South and West.;

New York and

Portland-New York

Dr. A. M.

J.Austin

McKeen,Belftist

Lothrop

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre

Building

TELEPHONE 336-3

Second-Hand Sleigh
FOR SALE.

Freight Service

Upon completion of the new State pier att
Portland now under construction,direct freight
service to and from New York will be resumed, Sailings will be announced later,
GEO. E. DUNTON, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

27tf

MINTOL

\

ha Homel'rotMMC
anlmt
luttiK-nta.
Chest Colds, U#M
Colds. Croup sod.
BroucbHu.
MINTOL
roUoruU

mwsptH-,

NEW

NEW

FOREIGN and DOMESTIC
GINGHAMS and S. & C. TISSUES
Over 200 styles and colorings

RATINES and BEACH CLOTHS.

to select from.

colorings. Sunfast and tubfast.

RANDALL’S

LINEN FINISHED SUITINGS
in

Coronet Satins.
Skinner's Satins and
Cn pe de Chines.

PLAIN and FANCY VOILES.
Printed Linons and Dress Cretones

GOODS STORE

DRY

range of newest

splendid

a

NEW

NEW

in

a

Taffetas,

Georgette Crepes.
Tricolettes.
in the new and most wanted
colors

wide ranjre of patterns to
select from.

17 Main Street.

|

FEBRUARY WHITE SALE

to have one that will be remembered by the people of Belfast and
This is our first white sale since taking over the E. P. Carle stock last July, and we are going
lowest point in price in the past four years, we went into the market to previcinitv for a long time to come. Months ago when this class of merchandise touched the
benefit of a carefully selected stock ot new, attractive merchandise at prices that have not, and will
Dare for this event and are now ready to offer our customers the
then come in and let us show you the
not be duplicated again this year. All that we ask is for you to note the following prices,

goods._

DOMESTICS

-Peerless

$1.79
81x90 Pequoit Sheets for this white sale,
“
“
..
169
72x90
“
1.49
63x90
(single bed)
1.39
81x90 Pepperal Sheets, for this sale
“
1.29
cotton
72x90 Seamless
good quality
72x90 Seamed Sheets
•.
42x36 Pequoit Pillow Slips, for this white sale, .49
..
42x36 Dirigo Pillow Slips
“
.25
42x36 Good
36 in. Long Cloth Chamois finish, for this

Our

1

cat

or

high grade undermuslins at the becomplete, is to introduce in this section a

on new

our

Night Robes. V-neck kimona sleeves,
med. Regular $1.49, for this sale.
Lot Night Robes, round neck. Cluny lace
Regular $1.49: for the white sale,

99c

2 Lots Envelopes, fine quality nainsook, hamburg
lace trimmed. Regular price. $1.49; sale price,

98c

3 Lots Step-Ins. very fine nainsook, hamburg or lace
38c
trimmed.
Regular $1.49; for the white sale.

lace trim-

99c

99c

4 Lots Night Robes, fine chamois finished long cloth,
with round or V-neck, insertion and Cluny lace
SI-89
trimmed. Regular $1.98: for this sale.
4 Lots Night Robes, very fine nainsook, round or Vneck, Val lace, ribbon and insertion trimmed. RegS1,49
ular $1.98: sale price,

.19

.49

1 Lrt Night Robes, flesh, hamburg and ribbon trim51.49
med. Regular price $1.98: for the white sale.

regular and out sizes, hamburg
4 Lots Night
trimmed.
Regular
price. $2.49: sale price. 51.98
lace
or
hamburg
1 Lot Step-Ins, good quality, long cloth,
69c
trimmed. Regular price. $1.00: for this sale.
lace trimmed.
1 Lot Step-Ins, good quality nainsook,
69c
white
sale,
the
fcr
|
Worth $1.00:
Robes,

“

Step-Ins. dotted silk muslin, flesh
Regular 1.98. Sale price,

1 Lot

trimmed.

Night Robes, V-neck, hamburg trimmed.
Regular $1.49: for the white sale,

.11*

Business is good here in Belfast
coming along every day. Our goods

when

1 Lot

“

“

season

1 Lot

checks and dots, reg. 75c and $1 value,
82x88 Bed Spreads, slightly soiled, $3.50
value, for this sale.1.88
.121
15x28 Turkish Towels, worth 19c, this sale
.25
thread,
double
17x36
“
“
.49
heavy.
24x44
very
“
“
“
26x52
regular S1.00
value, for this sale.69
28 in. 1 lot Shirting, striped ginghams, 10
to 20 yd. lengths, yarn dyed, fast colors, 12c.> yd.
“

the

Night Robes, heavy cotton, hem-stitched ruffle
and yoke. Regular $1.49: for the white sale.

27 in. Plain and

“

advertising such remarkable values

1 Lot

.19
36 in. Nainsook, 29c. quality, per yard.
“
.29
mill
39c.
ends,per yd.,
38 in.
40 in. 1 bale Lockwood unbleached cotton,

yard length, per yard
Fancy Outings, best quality, per yard
36 in. Fancy Outings, best quality, per yd.,
36 in. Fancy White Goods, including fancy

for

assortments are most
standard line of muslin underwear well known in the larger markets but never before sold here.
The name “Peer“Peerless” stands for the best possible standard of style and workmanship.
them.
to
We
want
try
less” is on every garment.
you

ginning of

sale, per yard.14
36 in. Long Cloth, very fine and sheer, per yd., .19

2 to 15

reason

Undermuslins-

or

38c

Crash, bleached or brown,
very heavy,
price (per yard),
16c
16 in. all linen Scotch Crash, bleached
only,
note this

for this sale

(per yard)

60 in. Mercerized Table

fy and patterns,

per

21c

Damask, good quali-

yard,

4%

60 in.

Mercerized Damasks, made
looms, fine and heavy, per yard,

70 in.

lace trimmed.
91,43

2 Lots Step-Ins.sp'endid quality nainsook, very nicely
91,49
trimmed.
Regular 1.98: for this sale,

Envelopes, fine quality nainsook, well finished.
91,49
Regular 1.98: for this sale,
Lot Skirts, heavy cotton, shadow-proof front, scal63c
loped edge. Regular price. 1.00: for this sale.

2 Lots

1

Linens and Damasks
16 in. ALL LINEN

Mercerized Foreign Damask,
quality and patterns, per yard,

72 in. all linen Bleached

66x80 White, Blue, Pink or Gold
weight 4 lbs., regular $7 quality,

1 Lot Corset Covers.
All sizes.

The

good

$2.49

oldfashioned kind.
®9c

lafcUhy^for

White, Blue and Pink Borders.
$l.98pr.
72x80 White or Gray, note size, weight 3' lbs. 2.49
“

GXI1-) 3.98"
Gold Borders,

70x80 White. Blue. Pink or
weight. 5 lbs. Regular $10 blanket. Price
for this sale.6.98
58x84 Genuine U.S.

Army Blankets, Khaki, 5.25

“

"

more

when all sale prices will be withdrawn. No goods charged
THURSDAY MORNING FEBRUARY 16th, and closes Saturday night, February 25th,
best to select from, as many values will be closed later in the sale and cannot be duplicated.
future delivery during this sale.’ The early shoppers will have the
U

to.

Mrs. Clara M. Merrill was
visitor in Bangor Friday.

a

LX

I

O R E. O f TRUl. VALUilbi

Printed Patterns.

BROOKS BRANCH

1
18; B. H. S. girls 10, Belfast H. S. gr.
The following is the lineup and score:
C. R. 18
B. H S. 36
rf Grant 2
Quimby rg
If Simonson l
Boulter lb 2
c Walker 3
Littlefield c 7
rb Ireland
Bradford rf 4
lb Wilson 3
Bowen If 5

Around the ancient cottage,
W here in summer flowers twine,
1 shall miss her ’mong the roses,
Old neighbor, friend of mine.
1 shall miss her in the spring-time,
When the pretty robins come;
In all the daily walks of life,
The grange, the church, and home.
C. M N.

ALTON CLEMENTS

Phonenix Assurance Company Limited

STATE UP MAINE

James H. Foley has opened undertaking
rooms in the Fernald block.

John H. Young and Frank C. Knowles
last wees.
had the electric lights installed
lunch
room,
his
sold
Stephen Foley has
business to
etc.,
fruits,
cigars,
candy,
_____

will serve
The ladies of the M. E. Circle
the M. E. vestry.
town meeting dinner at
assured.
A large patronage is
of the
The screen production. Polly
shown at CrocStorm Country, will be
«tt’s theatre, Saturday night.
‘he last meeting of the Delta Alpha
hold a cooked
class, it was voted to
store next Salur4 sale at C. R. Hill’s
d ay afternoon.

Christine A. Jones,

Pays

Manager

2 Per Cent Interest

on checking accounts.
—_
_\

BROOKS
Marsh River

Lodge,

F. and A.

M., No.

102, held its regular installation of officers
Wednesday evening, Feb. 8th, installing
officer, A. H. Norton of Liberty. The I
following officers were installed for the
ensuing year: Master, E. L. Cilley; S W., I
L. I. Staples; Sec., E. G. Roberts; S. D.,
G. A. Roberts; J. D., W. H. Young; S.S.,
E. G. Moulton; J. S., F. H. Smith; Tyler.
Luncheon was served
H. Pattershall.
after the installation.
A surprise party was tendered Mr. and
Albert R. Pilley. Friday evening,
Feb. 10th, it being their eighteenth wedMrs.

Chapter, O.
At the meeting of Cushing
the usual Eas£.'£. it was voted to hold
ding anniversary. The following is the
candies,
list of those present: Mr. and Mrs. G. A.
ter sale of aprons, fancy articles,
This event is
and serve a pay supper.
Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. T. I. Huxford,
Miss Mae Huxford, Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
.always held in April.
en route to
Monday
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Jones, Mr.
left
Payson,
J?‘. T. Bussey
he will be the and Mrs. P. H. Grant, Mr. and Mrs. H. J.
Hamilton, Bermuda, where
Monroe for a
Hamlin, Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Goddard, Mr.
guest of Mr. and Mrs Royal
friend, Mrs. and Mrs. H. C. Ellis, Mr. and Mrs. E. G.
and
Bussey
few weeks. Mrs.
home
are
Chas. Wells of Buxton,
Cox, Miss Verna Boyd, Mr. Carl A. Le
week.
of Mrs. L. E. White the present
Grow, Miss Helen Crowley, Mr. F. R.
York. Refreshments of ice cream, cake
and assorted candies were served after

at^the

COAST TO COAST

enjoyed by all. Mrs
presented with several Pyrex

which whist was

Pilley
ware

was

dishes.

An operetta entitled ‘‘Jack the Giant
Killer’’ will be staged by the Junior High
School in Union Hall on Feb. 21. There
will be 23 students take part in this play
which will be one of the best entertainRefreshments will
ments Btaged here.
be

on

sale and

a

dance will follow.

The

_

YCUB

BUSINISS

“Benefit”
standard

°

,b*

in a cubs nr itself
SPECIAL TIM WEEK

MC

Patties d*LB

FBESN MACE—FINEST

jfjc"

Fee rut EutterlOib.
PARCEL F081 FA D ON $1 OR MORE

following is the list of characters:
Blanche Webb
Mrs. Manley,
Barbara Stevens
Ethel Manley,
Frank
Goodwin
Jack Manley,
Gilbert Stimpaon
Giant,
William Smith
Irishman,
Alvah Hall
Policeman,
Arthur Hall
Old Culled Man,
Bennett Kelly
Chinaman,
Margaret Lutz
Fairy Queen,
Fairies, Zenaide Grant, Eleanor Miller,
Mavis Nethersole, Evelyn Ryder, EleaIsabelle Brown, Beatrice
nor Abbot,
Austin, Theoda Plummer.
School Boys, Adrian Elwell, Ralph Goddard, Merton Fogg, Lloyd Bradford,
Lloyd Wentworth, Leroy Hall.
This will be a four-act play with specialties between the acts.
witnessed two speedy
basket ball in Union Hall
Thursday evening, Feb. 9j between B. H.
3. boys and Clinton Rovers, B. H. S.
girls and Belfast H. S. girls, which resulted in a victory for B. H. S., the score
being B. H. S. boys 36, Clinton Rover*
150

Direct Inioriii Go.,
10 Mala St., tselfatt, Maine.
Store* alto:

PtTTSFlELD.CAMDfclN. ROCKLAND

people

games of

i

COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.
LONDON.ENGLAND
Alton Clements died at his home at the |
January 31, 1922. \
Asset?
1921
December
31,
of
Tak«-n this sixteenth day of February or:
Head of the Tide Feb. 12th at the age
None
execution dated the sixt emh day **f January
R»al Estate.$
70 years. He was born in Searsmont, the
None 1922, issued on a judgment rendered by tn:
Mortgage Leans.
«
urt. f«»r the County i*
None Supreme Judic.
son
of William and Deborah (Wyman) Collateral L >ane.
4.976.69t>t0 Waldo, at the term tb reof begun and held •
He was a farmer by occupa- Stocks and Bonds.
Clements.
('ash in Office and Rank.
315.886.64 the tirat luesiay >( January, to wit, on thi
He Agent.-’ Rylances. 1 445.J45.il twelfth day of January, 1922, in favor of Fre|
tion but also did much general work
Pattershall.
Timer,
McKinley.
Bills Rec iv.ibie.
Referee,
5,382 50 S. Jackson and V:rgil I. flail, both of Belfas
is survived by his widow, formerly Laura
Waldo, against F. S. Peodie.
Interest and Rents.
70,237 70 in our county
Time, 4 ten-minute periods.
Blanche,
sandypoint
M. Whitcomb; by three children,
All otner Assets.
29,171 74 ton & Co, a corporation July organ zed an.
The girls’ game was especially fast and
the
laws of Maine andhavin^
under
existing
the wife of FranK Hodge bf New Jerseyt
fine work was done by both teams. The
Gross Assets.$6,840 616 89 a place of business in lslesboro in the Count
have
who
GrafTam
John
and
Linwood,
of
Mrs.
Bangor
Raymond
Mr. and
Deduct items not admitted.
62,8'4.14 of Waldo and State of Maine, lor three hur
lineup and score was as follows:
i dr* d and fifteen dollars and s xty-two cei.v
Charles
two brothers,
at
home;
lives
to
Bangor.
moved
Brooks H.S. Girls 10 Belfast H.S. 4
Admitted
! debt or damage, and twenty-one dollars as
William
and
Assets.77,754.7^
of
Baltimore,
Md.,
Tuesday
2
Clements
rf Louise Gray
Ima Roberts rf 4 (1)
j twenty-seven cents, costs of suit, and will t
Mrs. Edward Clifford returned
Liabilities December 31, 1921
a
half-sister,
If Mabel Philbrick
sold at public auction at the office of Chari*
Clements of Lowell, Mass.;
Blanche Beekwith If
from two weeks’ stay in Bangor.
Net Unpaid Losses. $ 507.308.10 S
Taylor, to the highest bidder, oo tt
Frances Knight c (1) c Margaret Trundy
of Wollas- Unearned
Morgan
Nellie
Thompson
Mrs.
rePremiums.
3,617.661.09 twenty-third day of March, 1922, at te
the ice
Mrs. George Smith fell on
Abbie Nickerson lb lb Frances Br dford
25
other
120.010
Maurice
All
LiaL-iUtieb.
a
and
half-brother,
o’clock in the forenoon, the following dt
rb Hazel Nickerson cently and broke one of the small bones ton, Mass.,
Hattie McKinley rb
400.000 00 scribed real estate and all the right, title an
Mr. Clem- Deposit Capital.
Mass.
of
sub
Katrina
Brockton,
Dr.
Kelly
Thompson
c
(
31
Webber
Doris
Surplus overall Liabilities. 2,132.776
She was attended by
interest which the said F\ S Pendleton &
in her wrist.
^ ents’ remains were taken to the parsonage
Referee, Phyilis Murphv. Timer, Pathas and had in and to the same on the twenty
^
well.
Britto and is doing
Total Liabilities and Surplus.$6,777,754 75 first
1921. at 8.1
tershall. Scorer, Palmer.
Jay of February A. l>
where the funeral was preachat
morning, in Morrill,
ORK1N J. DICKEY Real Estate and Insurance o’clock in the forenoon, the following anHarry Murphy died Monday
interment
The
Hunt.
Nathan
Rev.
scribed real estate and all the right, title
of heart ed by
Pythian Block, Belfast, Me.
&
MRS. HARRIETT F. M. PHILLIPS
Feb. 6th, after a short illness,
S
F'
Pendieton
said
in
the
interest which the
will be in the village cemetery
3w7
a few |
tbe
a corporation, has and had in and to
trouble. He had lived here only
spring.
on the twenty-first day of February, 1921. «
1
A gloom was cast over the little village
Shute,
Dora
Miss
whe*
time
years, having married
the
lire
and
Marine
Ins.
Co. I 8.15 o’clock in the forenoon,
Springfield
of Swanville late Wednesday afterneon,
survives
!»an®
who with one son, Harry, Jr.,
| the same was attached on the writ in athecerttB
MASS.
CENTER
SPRINGFIELD,
SWANVILLE
Feb. 8, when Mrs. Harriett F. M. Phillips
a
suit, to wit: One undivided half of
j
Hr leaves a father, one brother,
him.
at®
thereon
Assets December 31, 1921.
j lot or parcel of land, and buildings
passed away after an illness of only eight
marriage,
I fixtures therein, situsred in said lslesboro, av
son and daughter by a former
members of the Brown family Real Estate.$
Several
335,000.00
in
was held
days of pneumonia. She was born
Mortgage Loans.- 2,610 270 00 I described sb follows, o wit:
and one grandchild. The funeral
are ill with bad colds.
None
Beginning at a cedar stake at tne e«in
Collateral Loans.
Unity, Sept. 27, 1863, daughter of the
Herbert
Rev.
cu
Wednesday afternoon.
corner of said lot end being tbe westerly
a very successStocks
and
Bunds.
closed
Wm
Mrs.
12,859,729.50
Dickey
Kosilla
(Spinney) Royal,
oo t
late John and
ner of land formerly of Geo. H. Wilber,
Cash in Office and Bank.
11
of the Congregational church,
2,351.499
Knight
week.
*9
ful term of school last
said Wilber N.
on
and the family moved to Swanville when
Aleuts’ Balances. 1,824.329 94 road; thence by land of
bour
officiating. Burial in the cemetery
None grees and 12’ Fast, 163 feet, to a stone tbeo<
Mrs. Caro Roberts of Brooks is visiting Bille Receivable.
out
she was a young girl. Her only daughter
from
1
attended
of the same;
who
at
the
corner
Those
northerly
the hill.
58
Interest
and Rents
179,928
six «.
Mrs. Jack Bridge, and husband of SherWilliam her daughter, Mrs. Arthur Ellis.
All other Assets
223,492 99 ! same corner by land of L. F. Pendleton of m
of town were W. L. Murphy,
to a stone bound; thence at right angle
brooke, Canada, were unable to be with and Robert Murphy of Bath; Mr. and
West,
48’
Tylor Conant of Winterport spent the
Gross Assets. $20,384,250.12 last named line N. 69 degrees
her during her illness as they both had
son of
feet to a stone bound; thence S. 20 d«6re*8
week-end with Ralph Robertson.
Deduct items not admitted.
Mrs. Irison
Bryant and little
bound
been ill. She was untiring in her loyal
West, parallel to the first named norti
George Snute
a
Mrs.
held
and
association
The
Mr
special
cemetery
Brunswick;
feet nearly to a stone bound on the
250.12
Admitted
Assets
.$20,384
Mr.
and
Bridge
devotion to her daughter
of Auaide of the road aforesaid; thence eaa*<r^
of Rockland; Mies Nellie Shute
meeting at the postofFice, Feb. 4th.
Liabilites December 31, 1921
and tt> them her death is a severe blow.
said road to the point of beginning; lbes
Richmoad.
of
Shute
and
Frank
gusta
Mrs. Wm Curtis has closed her house Net Unpaid Losses. $ 1,819.211.17 being a parcel from tbe easterly side o
They arrived Wednesday night about half
Unearned Premiums. 10,878,927 69 ! track conveyed to W. S. Pendleton by V
and
is in Winterport with her daughter.
have
All other Liabilities.
an hour after she passed away and
625.000.00 j H. Mnith by his deed of warrantee dated ah
SWANVILLE.
w
The friends in town of Wilson Hutchins Cash Capital. 2,500.000 00 I 24, 1900, (See Waloo Registry of Deeds
the sincere sympathy of a large circle of
Surplus over all Liabilities. 4,561,111,26 261. Page 172) and being the same conveys
of
hear
his
in
w
to
r
latives
!
steady gsin
Her other surviving
friends.
with are very glad
F. S. Pendleton by W. S. Pendleton and
Miss Lida Nickerson is suffering
Total Liabilities and Surplus.$20,384,250.12 i Pendleton by deed of W’arrantee
health.
are a half-sister, Mrs. Viola Harrington
dated^F
muscular rheumatism.
| 11. 1901. (See Waldo Registry of Dee**"
TREAT AGENCY, WIN I ERPORT
of Colorado Springs, ana several cousins.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Twombly of Monroe
263. Page 486) and being the same P**^
his studies last
3w7
resumed
Brown
Arthur
0*7*
and
broad-minded
public-spirited
A
conveyed to F. S. Pendleton & Co., a>
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
School.
! tion, by F, S. Pendleton bv his deed ° ^
One week at the Belfast High
woman has gone from our midst.
Barden.
Waldo
Mutual
Fire
Insurance
Co.
Merrimack
rantee dated April 28. 1915 (See
to
Mrs. Walter J. Nickerson returned
who was always interested and act ve in
try of Deed?. Book 321, Page 93)
Mrs. Hollis Divoll who has been criticANDOVER, MASS.
Mondayfeet wid# and containing 17,284 feet.
the
of
for
the
comWinterport,
good
home
from
the upbuilding
o ^
is
able
to
sit
with
ill
pnuemonia
up
Assets December 31, 1921
Also another certain lot or parcal
the ally
tow*
munity. She was a kind and obliging
Owing to so much sickness among
Real Estate. $ 4,137 87 bounded and described as follows.
some now.
w
to
neighbor and one of her most notable pupils, school in Dist. No. 6, closed Friday.
,
Mortgage Loans. 113,337 00 one undivided naif part in and
The sudden death of Mrs. Hattie Phil- Collateral Loans. 97,300 00 store and buildings situated in 18J
meetqualities was the pleasure she gave others
uext
its
^a,ne’
hold
of
will
of Waldo and State
Comet Grange
County
Slocks
and Bonds. 829,070 19
a
her
friends
is
regretted
by
many
deeply
She was
in sharing what they enjoyed.
All lips
18th.
Cash in Office and Rank. 83.291 30 on the westerly side of the town r0*7jen
ing Saturday evening, Feb.
and re
far and near.
Agents’ Balances. 69,999 93 teing nearly opposite the land
familiar with the names and habits of
to be preseffort
an
make
Fields S.
members please
owned
and
occupied
by
Bills
Receivable
None
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Jewett of Winterthe birds and they always found crumbs
FRANK A. UTTLKFIKLD.bbtri
Interest and Rents
7,758 75
ent.
Good music
port were recent guests of their brother All other Assets
and water near her door.
None
3w7____'
is
who
Friends of Miss Ruby Gray
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. H. P. White.
she greatly enjoyed and attended the
to
Insurance Co.
State
Fire
Gross Assets
will
regret
04 |
Granite
$704,896
Island
Swans
at
teaching
She was a
Festival when possible.
Mrs. Kay Robertson has been in Win- Deduct items not admitted. 11,369 90!
N. H.
with
sciatic
PORTSMOUTH,
bed
learn that she is ill in
graduate of the Chautauqua Literary and
terport for the past ten days, guest of her
Assets December 31, 1921.
Admitted Assets .$693,525 14
w
rheumatism.
J
Scientific Circle, taking the course by
parents, Hon. and Mrs. C. M. Conant.
Real estate.»
Liabilities December 31, 1921
jjgu
to Mrs. R. G.
extended
is
loane.
of
had
terms
Sympathy
taught many
mail, and
60^534
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Small and Mr. and Net Unpaid Losses .$ 40,498 60 Mortgage
Mr.
Stocks and bond...
school. A ready worker of the Ladies’ Seeley in the loss of her only brother,
442,558 50 Cash in office
ban c.
H.
P. White were in Frankfort Sun- Unearned Premiums.
and
Mrs.
who
N. J.,
143 52*
All other Liabilities
28,546 34
balances.
Aid Society, an active member of Comet George Beckwith of Plainv.lle,
0
day, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Cash Capital
None Agents’
Bill*
receivable.
21,6®
Grange, being Lecturer at the time of her was buried last Saturday.
Moore.
Surplus over all Liabilitiea. 181,922 80 Interest and rents.
/71O
from
death, and a member of Antioch Lodge,
Mr. and Mra. Jack Bridge arrived
All other assets.
Fred Barden had an ill turn after he got
Total Liabilitiea and Surplus.$693,525 14
O. E. S., Unity. In rece it years ahe did Sherbrooke, Canada, last Wednesday
$1,960,7*1
home
and
had
to
in
bed
for
over
a
BELFAST
lay
PAlTfcE
&
SON,
JAMES
lots of nursing, taking lessons by mail at night called here by the critical illness
Deduct items not admitted...3w7
but he is up around again and gainthe Chautauqua Training School, N. Y. ind death of their mother, Mrs. H. F, M. week,
SI 950,741
Admitted assets.•.w
ing nicely.
Funeral services were held Saturday Phillips.
PRIPET.
Liabilities December 31. 1921.
Mr. and Mrs. R G. Robertson and Mr.
,^^9
afternoon at her late home, Rev. William
Net Unpaid Losses.
1 02&248
ADMINISTRATRIX NOTICK. The euto- and Mrs. H. P. White were in Searsport
in
town.
.
are
colds
Bad
prevalent
Vaughan of East Belfast officiating. Mrs. scriber
Unearned
Premiums
she
has
been
*126,5*70
hereby gives notice that
other Liabilities.
of
E. P. Frost sang two selections and W
200,000
Mrs. Lottie Ladd is critically ill at the All
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of recently to attend the birthday party
Cash Capital...
N.
472,333
Smith
elements.
of
late
Searsport
L. Cook had charge of the arrangements.
HARRIETTE M. ERSKINE,
present writing.
Surplus over all Liabilities....■
be
a
at
the
The bearers were Messrs. A. D. Moody, in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
<
will
1 950,741
community sing
There
*
*
Total Liabilities and Surplus
having demands against the estate of said deTown hall Thursday evening, led by Mr.
A. E. Cunningham, C. R. Nickerson and ceased are desired to present the same for setSON,
&
i'EE
PAT
Camden.
of
JAMES
Taylor
W. E. Damm. Interment was in Green tlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
Maid in a family of three; must be a
A. P. LEACH, South Pvnobsc
to make payment immediately to my authoris"*
The friends in Pripet of Mrs. A. A.
Lawn Cemetery beside her mother. The ed
Tel.
120.
No
cook.
washing.
BOYD BAK I LEI 1, Cast
good
of
Me.
HJames
Duncan,
Searsport.
r00rt
agent,
to
learn
that
she
are
fell
sorry
Pendleton
MRS. W. J. DORMAN,
TKEAT. Jr. Winterpon
FASTNET ERSKINE DUTCH
beautiful flowers bore mute testimony of
JOSHUA
and sprained her wrist recently.
3w7
15 Church Street.
Jan. 10. 1922.
Mass.,
Newport,
was
held.
she
which
in
..

Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Cheney have moved
into the Dunton block.

Edward Cook.

BELFAST, MAINE

business

3

__

i
is very
B. N. Fish, Civil War Veteran,
l ow at this writing.
the C.
Mrs. Carleton Young entertained
H. M. Club, Friday p. m.

^

Agent for the McCall’s New

™

————«—■—

Wl* IfcKPURT

Peppermint

Borders,

full of the season’s newest novelties and staple Dry Goods, with
We have just finished remodelling our store and it is brim
clerks will be pleased to give you the best possible serv ice.
are marked in plain figures, and our

______

WANI

98c

f STARTS

Mail orders promptly attended
Phone 369.

Wk

splendid

BLANKETS

4 Lots Skirts, fine muslin, dust ruffle, very fine hamburg and lace trimmed flounce. Regular price, 1.98. r
*|
sale price,
4 Lots Skirts, very fine muslin, H. S. dust ruffle,

Regular

69c

Damask, beautiful

60x76

hamburg and val lace and dust flounce.
price, 2.98; sale price,

linen

quality and patterns, note price (per yard) 2.39
22x22 Mercerized Napkins, imported.
Finest
we
have
ever
seen.
This
patterns
sale(per dz. )2.49

2 Lots Skirts, fine cotton, dust ruffle, hamburg and
ribbon trimmed ruffle. Regular 1.49: sale price, $1.29

ifl

on

WANTED

the esteem

I

The Ladies’ Circle of the North church
meet Wednesday, Feb. 22nd, with

!

Aches and Pains

will

Of Rheumatism

Mrs. W. R. Howard.

assisting in
the office ef Ren D. Field during the absence of Miss Maud B. Steward, who is
Mrs. Melvin O. Dickey is

N

UAVE IT
MADE TO
MEA/URE

Sometimes They Are Unbearable.

Clyde N. Sliorey
Thursday, for Boston

will

today, j

leave

in the interests of

Sliute \ Sliorey and will attend a school
Buirk seron the latest

|

of instruction
v

time.
The

ice methods.

A.

ry

Foster

enthusiastic and ready

for every drill. There were several mem- ;
hers taken in at its last meeting w ith five
the list waiting.

on

Dickey has received
a personal note from a young lady friend
in Jacksonville, Fla., who says of the

Mrs. William A.

IF

The Peirce school will present a patrion Feb. 23rd and the rehearsals

quality

The

at each of these

prices

fact,

I

offers the serThe City National Bank
ice of a Federal Reserve Bank.
Ladies’
Waldo Trnst Co. offers their
of VV aldo
loom for the use of the ladies

a big
The Dtnsmore Store is conducting
sale and quotes prices on a
^organizationof articles.
krge variety
IMrs. Ha/.el J. Berry and mother pubIh a card of tnanks.
■The Davis Sample Shop offer twolece Brantley dresses and other specials,
II. Coombs Co. advertises Modart

[if.

brsets and other

new

Northport, conducted many years by
The
Mrs. Bartlett Wadlin at her home.
future address of residents in this section
of Northport will be Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Coombs, who
have been living in what is known as the
Cottrell-Bradbury house on High street

spring merchan-

and recently given by Mrs. Charles Bradbury to Dr. Eugene D. Tapley for a hospital, have bought a lot of land on Union
street of Mr. and Mrs. William A. Rog-

See adv. of rooms wanted,
k R. Craig advertises fur found,
lost.
pee adv. of ring
Store offers a Feb[Randall’s Dry Goods
lary white sale and quotes prices on
tge lines of goods.
IK. J. Mayo offers cow and shoats for

Kf Bert L. Davis advertises made to
UI

clothes at new prices.
Pitcher wants
C.

|1,A.

second

tinge.

They plan to build a
In the meantime
spring.
with Mrs. Coombs’ mother,
C. RacklitT, on Commercial

ers.

house in the

they will live
Mrs. Vannie
street.

The coasting party on Miller street last
hand j Wednesday evening, under the direction
! of the Dorcas Guild of the Methodist

‘Miss Virginia Pillsbury

of

Unity

has

on

pieceded by a concert by McKeen’s or
During the evening refreshwill be sold by members of the
mei ts
l’ost. The admission to both the con-

Con-

chestra.

been awarded a teacher’s certificate in i
penmanship by the American Penman
Cc., publishers of the Palmer method of the church vestry was an interesting
writing. Miss Pillsbury is a student of feature of the program and they were
Thomas’ Business college in Waterville. | well patronized.

Everyone is asked to bear in mind the
Play in the Methodist vestry Tuesday

Another Belfast man, Mr. A. B. Stansome time on

telephoning

the

idea

on

Iiis idea

winter.

the auto for

use

also includes

the tractor for the

rear

that

wheels

j

169-21.

S'ate and says he saw the first runners
on an auto that came into the State

a

Mrs.

William

on

success

only when the differential

locked and the two wheels work

In

can

as a

be

unit

to the question, how can the
differential be adjusted? he said: “that is
response

up to

the manufacturers.’’

Carry Sale

Large Agate Wash Basins,
“

“

“

Covered Kettle,

“

Pails,

“

“

Sauce Pans,

“

“

8

“

“

5

“

“

“

4

a

t*

a

10
4
o

“

“

Pudding

and other

first

the

bridge, the guests being Mrs. Swan, Mrs.
Southworth, Mrs. A. M. Carter, Miss

comparatively smooth surfaces, but on
uneven roads it will be a complete

very

Offer these Good Values
“

won

thinks the idea is too common to be pa- ( small tables after the game with Mrs.
Mr. Stantial says bis device on James C. Durham assisting the hostess
There were five tables of
the rear wheels can be depended upon only in serving.

“
“
“
<<

$ .25
.25
.39
.55
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25

good values.

7 Rolls Toilet

Paper,
All Oil Oloth (table)
For this 7 days’ sale—February 16-23.
Yours truly,

FRED D. JONES

25c
29c

W.

Charlotte

[
j Carle,

j

Colburn.

Mrs.

Essie

Mrs. Elmer A.
Sherman,
Ralph H. Dunbar, Mrs. Horace E.
Donald, Mrs. Irving L. Perry, Mrs.
R. Doak, Miss Annie V. Field, Miss

P.

Mrs.

Miss Grace A. Lord.

Lewis F. Marden of Pittsfield,

a

Killam,

Boston architects,

Hopkins &

what

We are receiving some New designs in
stamped Centers and Scarfs and Pillow Slips,

a

Needle-work is once

etc.

Miss Clark has been tak-

experienced lady in-

up

and now one

to work

on

at

a

can

more

more

being taken
linen

get good quality
reasonable

price.]

NEW WASH GOODS
Our New Wash Goods for spring and sum-

us

show you.

^

We have

mer

dresses are good sellers.

nice

assortment and our customers compliment

us on

the pretty

a

very

lesigns.

H. H. COOMBS COMPANY
High Street,

Masonic Temple,

Belfast, Maine
/

GIRLS, HERE’S YOUR CHANCE!
received new lot of two-piece BRAMLEY
DRESSES, white kid collar and cuffs with plaited
skirts, all colors, blue, black, brown, henna, red and
sport models. Girls, these are just the thing for
spring wear and will go on sale this morning at

Just

working on
submitted soon. There have been various reports that gifts to the fund would
be forthcoming when work was actually
begun and it seems a very opportune
time to make those promises good.
are now

1

Greeley,

chosen and they
tentative plans to be

The H. N. T. C. Club

were

pleasantly

entertained Monday evening at

a

valen-

tine party by Mrs. Edith L. Drury at the
home of Mrs. L. A. Knowlton. 4The prize
Mrs.

David Johnson and

Mrs. Austin Jewett.

Refreshments were

winners

were

at

the d.ning

comforter and

a

table which

—

are

child’s dress to be given

to the needy poor and they are also working on other articles for that purpose.

Li-tah in

Camp

Fire

Uirls

$1.49 to $2.45

will

social in the North Church parlors
this, Thursday evening, feb. 16th, from
Games will be play7 until 9.30 o’clock.
a

$5.95.

An admised and refreshments served.
of 10 cents will be charged. The

sion

following committees have been appoint-

Many beautiful

Real $8,95 values.

trouble to show goods and Mrs. Beckwith will be
on you and to show you what wonderful values
pleased
skirts
are.
these dresses and
Truly yours,
It is

ed: Candy table, Isabel Coombs, Doris
Wilson; ice cream, Evelyn Knowlton,
Sarah Whiting, Helen Burgess; games,

ant

Monday.

and mixtures, but in this lot ar£ some of the
new tweed material that is bound to be so much
the rage this spring. This lot we have figured at

Small next Tuesday evening.
The

at

plaids

lian M. Small at the home of Dr. Foster

hold

-

one new

One lot SKIRTS received

The next meeting will be with Mrs. LilC.

$10.95

#

lot SATIN BLOOMERS, many different patterns and all the desirable colors. You must
see these to appreciate what wonderful values they
Also

was

no

to try them

THE

DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP

High Street, Belfast.

Phone 249-3

meeting Monday evening with Mrs.

TWO REGISTERED

A box lunchMorris L. Slugg, hostess.
eon was served from small tables elab-

members

Mrs. Frank E.

Bramhall won

A business
a basket of candy.
This plant the prize,
the local plant in this city.
when it was voted to
has for a number of years been one of ! session followed,
tinauce the repairs on the parsonage, to
our industries and has been a receiving
unite with the Woman’s Alliance of the
station for cream and milk for Belfast
Unitarian church in a benefit allair to be
and surrounding towns.
In regard to the
held in May, the proceeds to be divided
controversy with the New England Milk
on the funds for the two parsonages. The
Producers Association and the Whiling
distributed the sunshine bags,
Company, Mr. Marden says that the president
when each member was requested to put
Whitings’ ten receiving stations in Maine
in a penny for every pleasant day for
are not only open but are doing a good
It was voted to
the next three months.
business.
He had in his pocket bills of
remember their sick members by sending
M.
C.
R.
K.
from
the
Co
showlading
a box of fruit to Miss Bertha A. Wiley
ing that he had shipped each week for
to Miss Maud B. Steward. It
the past three weeks nine cars into Bos- and tlowers
was also voted to hold a food sale on one
ton and each week bad shipped another
Saturday in each month in the president’s
car that is called a station to station
The
room at the Waldo Trust Com. any.
his
customers
to
wishes
He
shipment.
series will be hold next Saturthe
of
first
read these facts if they have received
afternoon with Mrs. Nathan II.
from the N. E. M. P. A. a circular letter day
chairman, Mrs. Leslie C. Follett,
Small,
of
Jan.
to
its
under date
or later
N.
S. Donahue, Mrs. Raymond R.
Mrs.
members in regard to Whiting Co.’s busiMiss Anne M. Rittredge, Mrs.
Sherman,
Mr.
Maine’s
one
of
industries.
ness,
L.
Slugg. The remainder of the
Morris
Marden had with him the letter referred
evening was spent with sewing.
to.

27tJ|

NEW ART GOODS

TERMS CASH

were

red hearts, a valformer ] orately decorated with
In the guessiug contest
entine feature.
on the identification of early photos of the

Belfast man, and now the State Manager
for the D. W hiting & Sons Creamery Co.,
was in Belfast Friday on business with

if

over

Come in and let

Mc-

Other guests at supper were
Bailey, Mrs. O E. Frost and

both

ac-

or

draperies and as house cleaning time is drawing near it is a good time to
plan for your new curtains and over-draperies.

Geo.

Mrs. G. O.

in

light and dark patterns.

NEW CRETONNES

Elena Shute, Helen Payson, Martha Hartshorn, Laura Beady, Ruth Sayward; peaAn- nut committee, Emily Rackliffe, Eunice
Helen Payson,
Laura
nie M. Bean, Miss Frances E. and Mrs. Ames; tickets,
Doris Wilson,
Fred T. Chase, Mrs Harry W. Clark, Beady; poster committee,
Mrs. Joseph W. Blaisdell, Mrs. George Martha Hartshorn, Isabel Coombs, Elena
F. Kent, Mrs. George I. Keating, Mrs,. Shute, Helen Burgess, Evelyn Knowlton.
E. Brown and Miss Hannah
Marion
The North church Guild h&d a pleas-

Holmes.

Med.
5 Qt.

Swan

a

tented.

BASEMENT

Cash and

B.

pot of narcissus, and Mrs. Dana
prize,
about ten years ago from New Hamp- ; B. Southworth received the consolation,
An elaborate and
He has seen them in large num- a potted primrose.
shire.
He most tempting menu was served at the
bers in Bar Harbor and vicinity.
used

•ays: “The Maine Women’s Club of New
York will celebrate the 19th anniversary
of its organization on March 4th at the
Waldorf Astoria at 3 p. m. The afternoon will be devoted to music, mostly by
M aine talent, including solos by the two
(opular singers, formerly of Waldo couny, Mrs. Rate Bickford Self and Mrs.
Phoebe Pendleton Crosby. The program
ias been
arranged by Mrs. Frederick
Clifford Gay, chairman of the entertainment committee.
Any person from
Maine, who may be in New York at that
;iuie will be most cordially welcomed as
guests by the members of the club."

evening

Mrs. Bertha Frost in a valentine costume
assisted Mrs. Drury in serving. The club
has presented Mrs. Cecil Clay with a

The
would help in propelling the car in deeP i at her home on Northport avenue.
Mr. Stantial has traveled in his rcoms were attractive and fragrant with
business very extensively throughout the cut carnations and paper white narcissus.

NEW PERCALES
A nice shipment of pretty Percales

We have just received several very pretty
pieces of Cretonnes. These are especially at-

The work of removing the present buildings on the lot will be begun at the close

in Hayford block will be open for inspec-

ant

FRONT

demonstration of

an

lace trim-

ist are

med, etc.

the location.

decorated with valentine designs and the
place cards also carried out the idea.

Mrs. Bell llazeltine gave a very pleasauction party last Friday afternoon

of

which

as

plans to be at the Armory next Welnesday evening, Feb. 22nd. Their new rooms
tion during the evening.

in the

Marquisette and voile with the ribbon

between

common

served

snow.

personal note Dr. F. C. Gay of
Brooklyn, N. Y., a former Belfast boy
In

runner

the school

on

cert and dance has been reduced to 35
enable everyone to be be present.
Remember this date and make your
cents to

tial, has been working for

•Telling, Feb 21st, at 7.30. In addition
to the play, “The Vision,” there will be a
Musical and social program. Admission
■ the evening’s entertainment 15 cents,
fte cream on sale. All persons desiring
Mckets may receive them promptly by

cided

packed house

t ables
make their reservations at once,
be reserved at Wm Luce’s music
Dancing will be
store on Main street.

a

These

We have

The building committee of the new
high school met Monday evening and de-

At the meetof the present school year.
ing of the committee last Wednesday

a

con-

structor sent out by the MODART CO.

a

him.

may

gress street and the wharf at the shore
The frankfront the end of the slide.
furts, sandwiches and coffee on sale in

|

Mentor,

you

tractive for

Church and Court streets

Everything
Wednesday evening at the American Legion concert and ball, to be held in
the Armory. The Legion is making plans
for one of the biggest events of the season. Those desiring cabaret tables should

|

made

widely

The

next

I church, was a very enjoyable affair
has rents to let.
! There was a large and enthusiastic comchores.
do
to
man
wants
Benner
Miles
of the
emblem
jewelry. pany in attendance regardless
Fred Chase advertises
I fact that the thermometer registered
Direct Imporing Co. oilers specials this
It was nearly as light as day and
zero.
wees.
and
in the very best condition for
the
street
cash
a
advertises
Fred D. Jones
carry sale of agate goods in the basement.
coasting. There were single and double
was

others,

are

a

pretty and not expensive.

sometime and it did not give

MODART really is.

built is

ranging down to 51 miles,
scattered over the State.”

one

ing instruction from

of the State highway commission and the
total cost will be $2,428,380.
The longsix miles at New Gloucester. The

THE MODART is

the year.

taped edge and also those t

you all you expected, come in and let Miss

Clark give

with recommendations

oe

both

expected after carefully

garment. 4f you are not already fully
quainted with the Front Laced Corsets,
you have had

single stretch of road to

And yet after all

who are speaking in the highest praise of this

road the coming season was approved by
the governor and council Saturday. This

est

we

give service, style and comfort, and we can
refer you to any umber of satsified customers

A special from Augusta under date of
Feb. 12th to the Boston Sunday Herald
miles of
says: “Construction of 92 81

is in line

more than

structed corset.

was

action

to say

Several pieces of New Scrims just in.
are very

LACED CORSET of the better class, made to

of Augusta,

Charles Bradbury has told Mrs. Clay to
at
use her judgment in ordering blankets
the Randall store and send the bill to

indicates

■Ralph Pattershall

and the start

McLean, Democrat,

no

sales of

examining this wonderfully designed and

2, 45 in 3, 22 in 4 and 17 in 5.

a box
money from the Citypoint Circle,
of stockings, sweaters and caps from
Mr.
Mrs. Thomas E. Shea of New York.

nteas-

runners

Monday

total of 496 votes

literary magazine from
practical worth and be adjusted to high the Crowell Pub. Co., of Springfield,Ohio.
power and also to the low power cars.
; in its February issue has a wonderfully
the Lure of the
on
Mrs Cecil Clay, through her office as entertaining story
O’Brien. It also
South
Seas
Frederick
by
Overof
Board
a mem er of the Belfast
has a sketch of the author and line photo
seers of the Poor, has become personally
taken at his home in Sausalito, Calif. He
interested in relieving the sufferings of
began his journalistic work as the crime
20 worthy families, only one case coming
The reporter on Warren G. Harding’s Marion,
to the regular board for action.
Star.
His life adventures read
Johnson and Hazeltine funds are for fuel Ohio,
more like fiction than reality. He married
and Mrs. Clay has learned that the forShe a Belfast girl, Miss Gertrude G. Frve, for
mer has been spent for this season.
some time a portrait
painter in Paris and
has received recently money from Mrs.
later in Boston.
She has made the hand*
J.
Walter
and
Clifford,
James H. Howes
some artistic woman her youth promised.
blankets from the Baptist sewing circle, j

Maddocks.

Among the Maine Postal changes announced recently from Washington is the
discontinuance of the post office at East

lounty.

a

showing throughout

added them to our stock

we

less than six months ago.
it is

262; 118 in Ward 1, 72 in 2, 43
Blaine S. Viles of
in 3, 13 in 4, 19 in 5.
Augusta had a total of 207; 63 in 1, 60 in
total

very much less than on wheels and the
driver has perfect control of the wheel.
He thinks the appliance can be made of

Anyone knowing of
their whereabouts are kindly asked to
notify her.

Frank

had 27 complimentary votes, 9 in Ward 1,
Nelson’s
8 in 2, 8 in 3, 2 in 4 and 0 in 5.

and finds that they work to a charm,
saving him much valuable time in making calls about the city. The car jars

Mrs. Rosa Jefts Harrington, Stoddard,
N. H., would like the address of any ot
the children or relatives of James and
Sarah

Ernest L.

j

Dr. Foster C. Small has had Arthur L.
Titcomb adjust runners to his Ford Sedan

THE STORE YOU WILL ALWAYS REMEMBEk

advertisements

where the double

by the B. II. S. seniors. It will be in the
Colonial Theatre Thursday evening,
March 9th, and will be one of the most
entertaining of these annual events.

BERT L. DAVIS

new

Belfast cast

It is expected that the Rogers Producing Company will send a director here
next Monday to begin on the rehearsals
of Miss Bob White, the play to be given

do otherwise.

Dr.

this corset since

in the special primary election for the
John E.
Third Congressional District.
Nelson, Republican, had a majority of 55.

later.

be almost foolish to

The News ot Belfast

rooms,

are found inconvenient, and urge
that all buy tickets when the pupil offer
Particulars will be given
them for sale.

revelation. Tne'cost is so little no man
need to hesitate to ORDER HIS CLOTHES
TO MEASURE.
In

the

of

Hart,

George

able

NEW SCRIMS

A most remarkable showing in the

Graves and I'r. Foster C. Small.

seats

is

a

it would

| Southworth,

begun. The teachers wish the public to understand that the proceeds wiil
be used to improve the seating capacity
one

shall maintain this

MODART CORSETS

An entertainment will be held

•■'eb. 17th

after 'he meeting with the following committee in charge: Phyllis Norton, Hazel

are

in

we

The regular meeting of Primrose Chapter, O. E. S. will be held Friday evening

otic play

$25, $30, $35, and up to $50 j

that

noon.

Riverside, the best district in Jacksonville, was remodelled last fall and is really a very beautiful place.”

we are

that our business is showing a’steady increase over last year,
which was the best year in our business history, and we feel

Nina Cook this, Thursday, after-

Mr*.

James P. Taliaferro, summer residents of
this city: “The Lane house, situated at

you want to get an idea of how prices
have dropped since last year, then come
around here and see the class of madeto-measure Clothes we are now selling at

It is with considerable satisfaction that

The Lend-a Hand club will meet with

;

residence of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lane,
the latter the daughter of Hon. and Mrs.

A BIG DROP

cause

excess

and all of the other officers
are

Pictorial Review Patterns

Modart Front Laced Corsets

of rheumatism is an
of uric acid in the blood,
affecting the muscles and joints,
Hem
causing aches and pains.
the blood must have attention for
permanent results in the treatment of this disease.
Hood's Sarsaparilla has given
entire satisfaction in thousands
of cases. Do not fail to try' it.

Company K of this city is fast recruiting to i'a limit of members. Capt. Harand members

THE PROGRESSIVE STORE

There are weather conditions
that
tnake
rheumatism
worse.
They are not the same in the case
of all persons. Some rheumati.
suffer more in dry. warm weather
than in moist, cold weather, but.
nil suffer more or less all the

t

grip.

ill with the

*

EMBLEM JEWELRY
I

showing
of gold

am now

ment

a

very

large and varied

HOLSTEIN COWS
assort-

FOR SALE

S boats for Sale

Charms, Buttons and Pins
Knights of Pythias, Masons, Mystie
Odd
Fellows, Order of Moose, Red Men
Shriners,
and the Ladies’ degrees of these orders.
for Elks,

Live

Poultry Wanted
R. J. MAYO

FOUND

FRED T. CHASE

On Market street Sunday night, Feh.
a lady’s foxskin collar.
The finder
can have same by calling on
C. R. CRAIG.
High Street, next to marble shop and
paying for this adv.
12th,

25 Main

Street,

Ralph Pattershall
Has rents to let.
Tel. 39.

Belfast, Maine.

(Tel. 34-11)

Rooms Wanted
One

or

two furnished rooms for light

housekeeping.

Address
P. O. BOX No. 23,

.Pelfsst.

CARD OF

THANKS

We wish to thank our neighbors and
friends for their kindness to oa In our
late bereavement.
Mrs. Hazel J. Berry
Mrs. Harriet L. Jifson

life

Our

FRANKFORT

Snipping History.

HEALTH MESSAGE
TO THE WOHED

Before the Civil Wer the flig of the

ruled States adorned every port in the
We had the mailings of a splenorld.
did maritime race in the English of New
England, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia and the Carolinas, the Dutch ot
New York, the Swedes of Delaware, and
their descendants who had migrated to
the Pacific Coast—the world’s best sea
faring stock. Shipbuilding is the most
ancient of American industries, as old as
Jamestown and older than Plymouth.
The first vessel was launched at the
mouth of the Kennebec in 1607, the first
decker was built on the Hudson by
The father of
Adrian Block in 16)4
American maritime policy was Governor
1 he
John Winlhrop of Massachusetts.
growth of our shipbuilding indust.y was
that it soon excited the jealso rapid
ousy of the mother country, England,
which began to pass laws to handicap it.
As for the part our ships played in the
Revolutionary War, you may read the
record of Jobu Paul Jones during that

railroads
in better condition than they were when
the government took them over' I will
simply say that is not true. 1 am still trying to repair the damage that was done to
the Bangor A Aroostook railroad during
the war under government management.
"The third method of furnishing the
people with transportation facilities is by
government ownership and operation.
That has not beeu tried, but it is a fair inference that the government would give
the same kind of service under that arrangement that they gave during the war
when they were only running them for

powers abandoning discriminatory duty

rights.
Shut out of the West Indies we began
to develop a carrying trade elsewhere,
and during the decade 1820-30 we were
again carrying 90 per cent of our foreign
trade. In 1828 the Reciprocity Act was

private owners.
“Now I want to

the

spe«k about railroad
For years belore the government
rates.
took over the roads, the Interstate Com-

another blow to our

Great Britain availed herself
merce Commission was timid about raisof that act but gave nothing of conseing the rates,although the railroad compaquence in return, while Spain exacted nies
petitioned for permission to raise
large charges on our tonnage in Cuban them several times. The railroads were
and Porto Rican ports.
starved prior to the war.
In 1831 the steamship became a factor, j partially
“From the beginning of government
1837
oi
mercantile
panic
the
and until
operation of the railroads, the labor unions
there was a steady growth in American
practically dictat-d to McAdoo. StandBritain
Great
1840
about
Along
shipping.
ardization of labor was the result and we
began hei policy of giving subsidies, that were compelled to pay the same wages in
is, the payment of a bonus to packets for Bangor for a certain class of work as
carrying mails The Cunard line received were
paid in San Diego, Calif., for the
over a million dollars annually lor about
same job.
20 years. This line laid hold of the choic“At that time, our shopmen at Derby,
est passenger and freight trade. About
and by shopmen, 1 mean mechanics,
native
a
this time William Wheelwright,
boilermakers, blacksmiths and
of Massachusetts, conceived the idea of a painters,
the like, weie receiving 35 cents an hour
line down the west coast of South Ameriit for a nine hour day. They had petitioned
ca, but on seeking capital to promote
us for 37 cents an hour, as was paid on the
in this country he was told that a subsidy
Congress refused to Maine Central.
would be necessary.
“McAdoo at once raised them all to 68
give him this, so he went to Liverpool cents an
hour, going up later to 72 cents
and received a generous one and started
and finally to 85 cents. Now wages have
the Pacific Steam Navigation Company.
back to 78 cents an hour.
Had we encouraged Wheelwright, the dropped
"All of this doubling of wages hit the
United States, instead of Great Britain,
Railroads
New England ra.lroads hard.
would be dominant along the west coast
in the west were not as hard hit, as they
of South America today.
had been paying more wages than we did
In 1845 Congress adopted the mail subbefore the war.
Living conditions were
carrying
our
and
steamship
sidy poli :y,
differentthere.
-flMi
trade grew from 5,000 to 115,000 tons.
"Now the railroads must have governThis period also saw the developmei-t of
ment regulation. 1 not only favor it; I
the celebrated Yankee clipper eugaged in
Railroad men are no better than
urge it.
the long voyage trade to China and India.
other executives and they should have
But in 1858. the North and the South
But it’s horrible
some fedeial direction.
being hopelessly estranged, all aid to to work under a board of regulation that
American shipping was withdrawn. JelT
has only one yardstick for the entire
Davis was then in the Senate from Misshipping.

■*

sissippi,

saw

United States.
“The rai.road

‘no reason
carried in

business man
His product
Now don’t you think
is tiansportation.
it’s a little difficult for us to do business
when we have absolutely no voice in fixing the price at which we must sell our

why, if we can get our rnai s
British vessels across the Atlantic we
should establish a line of American vessels merely that we may compete with
-them in a race across tne Auanuc.
After 1860 our carrying trade
declined, until before th. World War ve
were carrying but 9 per cent of our for-

just

steady

a

crew

lumbering

on

the Ham farm.
Mark L Howard is I .mbering

on

his lo t

next to the Curtis farm.
Mr. and

joicing

Mrs. Charles Mitchell

over

are

re-

the birth of a daughter, Jan.

27th.

Says

Mr. and Mrs. James Bartlett are receivon the birth of a son,

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bryant of Freedom were recent guests of his sister, Mrs
Nathan Vose.
Modern Surgery—Student (to surgeon)
“What did you operate on the man for?”
Surgeon— ’Two hundred and fifty dol-

lars.”
"Yes, but I

mean what the man have?’
“Two hundred and fifty dollars.”—Boston Globe.

ABUILDING TONIC
To those of delicate conyoung

or

old,

Scott’s Emulsion
is nourishment and
tonic that builds up
Scott *

Rates

<

body.

i

authority

are to

but

Temper,
of
Strong Powers of Self-Control—Naturally Melancholy.
Violent

Admittedly
With

Father of llis Country would
hardly have fancied himself in the role
of a demigod—ns folks nowadays are
disposed to regard him. He whs very
The

human.
When a young
cidedly red. At

his hair was dethe age of fifty he
of
was quite gray, and on occasions
a
ceremony ills locks (done tip in

queue)

were

man.

freely powdered,

as was

the custom of the day.
His teeth from early manhood gave
him a great deal of trouble. They were,
in fact, badly decayed—dentistry at
that period being an undeveloped art
—and tills circumstance rather marred
his good looks when lie smiled or

laughed.

"Tpung
«us

the

EsblINDIGESTION
_»5ik

usual hour, 9

tlemen that there is railroad labor and
railroad labor. Our locomotive engineers
liremen, trainmen and the line have to
Know their business.
Most of them have
been in therailroad business all their lives
and know nothing but railroading.
They
should be well paid for their services.
“But about 50 per cent of the labor we
use in the railroad
business is common to
all businessmen. Painters, boilermakers,
clerks, messenger boys and the like can
be recruited from any other organization
as well as from some other railroad comBut we have to pay them more
pany.
wages than they get anywhere else, just
because the government railroad labor
board has ruled in favor of standardization of wages.
“Another condition that alTects the
railroads in this state is the damaging tax
rate for railroads. It is higher in Maine
than it is in any other state in the United
Ca ifornia comes pretty close to
States.
it but it isn’t as high. In 1917 our state
tax was $120,000. In 1921 it was $360,000
and in 1922 it will be $402,000. In addition
to that we have to pay a federal tax and
a‘municipal tax. The federal tax has been
reduced in recent years but the municipal
tax has been advanced from $24,000 to
$42,000 in the paat five years. Taxes for
everyone else, state taxea at least, have
been reduced.’’

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Um For Over 30 Yura

Thcretv Promoting Digestion
ChccrfL incss and RcstConta'®
n

,'•*•■ V
vw

How he managed
tary science.
evolve the classic literary style that
marks his public and private writings
to

is

Vernon

ing

solve.

killed

as

on

his

«>r

even

his forte.
Spelling was by
To the end of his life he wrote “winder" for window, “bitten" for Latin,
Nor is this surprising, inasmuch
etc.
as his education was finished in a village school. 'I*he style of his penmanship, so neat and clear, followed the
no

means

never

saw

a

railway

locomotive,

a

But
steamboat ot* an electric light.
he still lives as the predominant figure
ol’ American history and the annals of
American
statesmanship record no
state paper that even approximately
compares with his farewell address.

**■

»

1

helpful

A

-

daughters, May and Kathryn, two sons,
Leo, a sister. Miss Katherine
Cochrane of Winn, and a brother, Walter
He was
of North Chelmsford, Mass.
placed in the receiving tomb at W inter-

|

I
I

Kcnj-ri'^

*s?2?SS?V

>-:^Ki£rofrornjr.

result

tnfano

SMn«M»rf

«■

Thirty Years

Tn^OEVTAW COMPAQ

c: o-

M

IvjfttC=

fioE
'if t-

CASTORU

(. '«

Exact Cop” of Wrapper.

port.

THICINTAURCONMN*

N C W VQRA

ClTT.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER'S
c a R T n R 1 A

STATE OF MAINE

Probate Notices

WALDO. SS.

HUMPHREYS*

WITCH HAZEL OINTMENT
(COMPOUND)

Hemorrhoids,
Exlerrml or Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching or Burning.
One application brings relief.
at all druggists
Piles

For

or

Send Free Sample of Ointment to

Humphrey*' Ilomeo. Medicine (.ompany
156 William Street. New York.

SICK STOCK
BOOK

on treatment of Horses, Cows,
Dogs end other animals, sent
free.
Humphreys* Homeopathic Vetrinary Medicines, 156 William St., N. Y

Sheep,

Providence Washington

Insurance to.

PROVIDENt E, R. I.
December 31, 1921.
Real estate,. $ 100,( 00 00
7,373.380 50
Stocks and bonds.
772,982 03
Cash in ctiice and bank.
Agents’ b-danpes. 1.0^2,148 75
47 823 29
Rills receivable..
42,125 49
Interest end rents.
99,143 01
All other assets.
Assets

/

Gro6B assets.
Deduct items not admitted

,.

$9,487,603 07
25,160 20

$9,462.442 87
Admitted assets..
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
Net unpaid loss**.$1,320,813 75
4.076.498 50
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities.

224,366

25

l.OOO.Ot-OOU
Cash capital...
Surplus over ail liabilities. 2 840,761 37
Total liabilities and surplus.*9,462,442 87
B. B. Sanborn, Agent, Stockton Springs.
3*6

To the Honorable Justices of the Su prune
Judicial Court, next to be holden at Belfast,
within and for the County of Waldo, on the
third Tuesday of April, in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and twenty-two:
HERBERT E. ALLIE of Frankfort, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, respect
fully libels and,gives this Honorable Court to
be informed: that he whs inarm d to Amelia
Allie of Bangor, in the County of F-nobse<>t
and State of Maine, at Bridgeport Connecticut, on the seventeenth day of June, A. 1).
1903; that they cohabited in this State after
their said marriage; that your libellant has
ever been faithful to his marriage obligations,
but thai the said iibellee has been unmindful
of the sirm; that on the fifteenth day of Au
gust. A. D. 1918. she utterly deserted your
libellant without reasonable cause and has
continue i said utter desertion for three consecutive years next prior to the filing of this
libel; that one child has been born to them
during their said marriage, now living, viz:
I’hillip E. Allie, sixteen years old.
Wherefore your libelant prays that a divorc*
from the bond* of matrimony between him
self Hnd the said libelee, may he decreed, and
that the care and custooy of their minor chil I
may he given to him.
And the libelant further alleges that he has
used reasonable diligence to ascertain the
present residence of said libelee, t»uf is unable to do so. and does not know where it is.
Dated at Belfast. Me., December 24, 1921.

(Signed)

December 31, 1921.
268,500 00
Real estate. $
6,307 50
Morcgage loans.
Assets

Collateral loans

.;

Stocks and bonds
! Cash in office and bank.

0 00
9.489,869 34
3£ 4.249 61
723.784 39
16,1*5 23
87,901 09
0 ^

The subscribe
GUARDIAN’S NOTICE.
hereby give** notice that he has been duly ap

pointed guardian

«»f the estate of

MARY E. TWITCH ELL of Burnham,
in the County of Waldo, and given bonds a* the
All
law directs.
having demand*
persons
against the estate of said Mary F. TwitchelJre
desired to present the same for settlement
and ali indebted thereto are requested tumab

payment immediately.
A RLO (YTWITCUmfj
Hurnham, Me,, Jan. 10, 1922.

-----J
lh
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.

su;|
hereby gives notice that he has OhI
of theestatecl
duly appointed adroinistraior

scriher

LULA M. CUSHMAN, late of
the

in

Mon!v.Sle,l

County of Waldo, dec* ased, and g;v«

bonds as the law directs. All persons havin|
demands against the estate of said decesad

desired to present the same for settlemsa
all
indebted thereto are requested ft
make payment immediately.
HAROLD E. CUSHMAN.
Montville, Me., Jan. 10, 1922
are

and

S1 ATE OF MAINE
COUNTY OF

HERBERT FREEMAN ALLIE.
Lib< lant.

Ink

n

w A

LI>0, SS•
of February,

this 6tb (lav

A.

J

l>. 19fB
D 19. B

execution dated January 17,
on a judgment rendered by the dupreawj
Judicial Court, for the County of W aldo, at tbf
term thereof begun and held on the first Tue!
day of January, A. D. 1922, to wit, on tbt
twelfth day of January, in favor of Bernes0
Norton of Belfast, in the County of Wa do au
A.

on

V\ ALDO, ss. Dec. 24. 1921
The said libelant
made oath that the above allegation us to the
resilience of the libelee is true.
Befere me,
H C BUZZELL.
Justice of the Peace.

issued

STATE OK MAINE.

of Maine, against Henry O. Trundy 4
tali
in the County «>f Waldo and
of Maine, for two hundred sixty-three dollaB
as
and ninety-two cents, debt or darting
fifteen dollars ar.d thirty-one cents, coats i
9
suit, and will be sold at public auction
premises in said Nothp rt, to the highes bfc
D
of
192.
twentieth
A
on
the
March,
der,
day
at len o'clock ir« the forenoon, the fol owing
real estate and all the right, title
described
Belpublican Journal, a newspaper printed i
an<i interest which the said Henry O. i runflj
fasL,in the County of Waldo,the last publication
has in and to the same or had on the neventi
to be sixty days at least before the next term
-./ck ii^
day of September, A L>, 1921, at one
of said Court, to be holden at Belfast, withir. ! the
afternoon, the time when the same w*
and for said County, on the third iuesday 'of
on the writ in the same suit, i■> wit:attached
April next, that she may then and there
A certain lot or \ arccl of land, with the bull
if
appear in said Court and answer thereto,
i igs thereon, situated irb N^rthport, in is
t HA RLES J DUNN,
she see fit.
County of WalJoand State of Maine, boundi
Justice Supreme Ji dicial Court.
and described as follows, to wit:—BegmiiiBf
A true copy of
Libel, and Oide'of no.ice at a stake and stones on the southerly line o(
3*5
thereon.
the town road leading by the schoolhouse il
Attest: JAMES H. CJLLEY, Clerk.
tlienct

[

..

S.J

Waldo,

State

ss.

Nofthport.

Vacation.
HeleAtT, January 17th, A. D, 1922.
Upon the annexed w rit and libel, it is ordered
by me, tin undersigned, a Justice of said »<>urt,
that notice be given to the Libelee by publishing an attested copy of the same, or an
abstract thereof, together with this order
thereon, three weeks successively in the ReSupreme Judicial Court

in

District No. 4 in the town of Northport;
north forty-seven and one-naif degr- es well
seventy-five rods and ten ii.iks; thence suutt
thirty five degrees west eighty five rods hd<
anu nineteen ’linas; therce south thirty-live
degrees east thirty two rods and sixteen lick*
thence north forty-three degrees east tortysix rods and three links; thence south fortyseven and one-half degrees east thirty eight
rods and five links; thence north thirty-five
degrees east by the road forty-seven rods tc
thirty
the place of beginning, containing
acres, more or less; being the same premise!
to
O. Trundy by Ida L Bur-

STATE OF MAINE.

MANCHESTER, N. H.

Washington

f, i,WSuyar
Ji}rj rrprrn flnVQf

facsimile

New Hampshire fire Insurance Co.

In Honor of

ff!> irCuMottSoJo,

I

j

I

Constipation and Diairhoe

;rl-“

John and

In 1759. a few months after Ins marriage. he wrote: "I am now. 1 helleve,
fixed at this seat, with an agreeable
partner for life; and I hope to find
more
happiness in retirement than I
have ever experienced amidst the wide

One hundred and twenty-three
horn.
years have elapsed since he died. lie

|

ij§'?•

Citizens of this town were saddened by
He
the sudden death of John Cochrane.
his loss a wife, two
leaves to mourn

plantation.

as

|
Mathe

\

f\„r>n St*d

«‘i:: | *}
ft-

and musical selections. Refresh-

cards

also

often went to Annapolis,
far as Philadelphia.

1

ments were served.

own

elapsed

O

in

A-npiUt SkJ
Ji'Hftf

Jfrr/.i"' Salt*
Mia* '"*i

l|‘5

The S. T. F. Club met at Miss Ida Taits
The evening was spent in pity-

admirable of men had certainly a terHe could swear on ocrific temper.
A
casions with alarming emphasis.
he
story, well authenticated, is that
pitilessly heat an Alexandria butcher
with a horsewhip because the meatmerchant had exposed for sale a deer
that was recognized by the master of
Mount

Rev. hr. 1. J

m.

at

h,

NoT>ahcotic

jjtdfK c/ <MDcSAH&nnM*

Pifi

Feb. 3.

a puzzle not easy
The discussion here attempted, however. is not of Washington’s many perfections, but of his human weaknesses
—to show that. like the rest of us.
This most
he was tar from godlike.

to

a.

>

neither Opium.Morphine

Mineral

u?f

honey officiating.

mainly

considerably pockHe
and bustling world."
marked. having suffered an attack ot
Note, if you please, tlint Washington
of
age.
old.
smallpox at nineteen years
was then only twenty-seven years
while in Barbados with Ids invalid
Yet his attitude of mind was elderly,
brother. Those were days when most
with a touch of sadness.
On
his return to Mount Vernon,
people had smallpox sooner or later. :
vaccination being as yet unthought of.
after the war, he wrote to Lafayette:
At fifty-seven (when inaugurated as ; “I called to mind that 1 wits now dePresident in New York), he had lost
scending the hill 1 had been fifty-two
nearly all of his teeth. He then wore years in climbing, and that, though
false set of hippopotamus ivory,
a
blessed with a good rtaistittilion, 1
which made him very uncomfortable,
was of a short-lived family, and might
In sitting for his most famous por- j soon expect to he entombed in the mantrait, painted by Gilbert Stuart, his | sion of my fathers. But 1 will not relips were padded out with a wad ot
pine. I have had my titty.”
cotton.
Think of writing in such terms at
He seems to have had little sense I fifty-two years of age!—a time of life
of humor, and unquestionably was of | at which men nowadays consider that
a most melancholy temperament. The
they have barel\ readied their heydinners he gave In New York were
day. Washington, as a matter of fact,
described by bis guests as dull affairs
had still fifteen years to live, eight of
As a rule, he sat silent, rather sad of
which were to be spent in administervisage, and taking little part in the ing the affairs of the nation as its
he
talked,
conversation. While others
President.
would keep tap-tapping on the taldeBut lie was always a melanchly man.
cdge with fork or spoon—a curious For many years before ids death the
habit he had.
prospect of his departure front this
He had a pronounced weakness for
world seems to have been constantly
in
held
always
gambling—though
in his mind. Whence, presumably, the
check by a reluctance to commit himgreat interest lie took in the removal
A horn speculator,
self imprudently.
of the old family burial vault at Mount
he was constantly engaged in land
Vernon, which was being undermined
lie subscribed to every lottery
deals.
tty an underground stream.
and raffle that came along, and would
spend many hours at a stretell with a
America’s Predominant Figure.
pack of cards, though usually a loser.
One hundred and ninety years have
To attend and bet on a horse race, he
since George W ashington was
was

Services were held Sunday, Feb
the church of the Holy Rosary

deAt Mount Vernon he had a very
cent collection of books, but his rending seems to have been restricted
to works on fanning and mili-

COUNTY OF WALDO, Sb.

January 31, 1922.
thirty-first day of January, 1922,
dated sixteenth day of January,
1922, issued on a judgment rendered by the
Supreme Judicial Court, for the bounty of
Taken this

on execution

Waldo, at the term thereof begun and held on
the first Tuesday of January, to wit, on the
twelfth day of January, 1922, in favor of the I
Henry
Inhabitants of the Town of Lincolnville, Coun- | convoyed
her deed of warranty dated Septetnty of Waldo, against Florence McDonald of gess, by
ner 4, 1920. recorded
in Waldo Keg is try of
Lincolnville aforesaid, for thirty four dollars
Gross assets.$10,946,717 16
2,367 39 and four cents, debt or damage, and nine dol- Deeds, Book 339, I age 331
Deduct items not admitted..
Bel last, Maine heb 6. 1922.
lars and Seventy cents, costs of suit, and
FKANK A. LITTLEFIELD.
Admitted assets.$10,944,349 77 fifteen cents more for said execution, and will
Sheriff.
3w6
be sold at public auction at the office of Arthur
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
on
Belfat
the
l, Maine,
^thirtieth day
Ritchie,
748.282
55
.$
Net unpaid losses
of March, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, to
Unearned premiums. 4.684.844 80
the highest bidder, the follow)? g described
472,016 74 real estate and bii the right, title and interest
All other liabilities.
2,000.000 00 which the said blorence McDonald has and
! Cash capital.
3,039,205 68 had in and io the same on the ninth day of STATE OK MAINE.
surplus ver all liabilities.
OUNTY OF WALDO, SS
December, 1921. at eight o’clock and ten minTotal liabilities and sujplus.$10,944,349 77 utes in the lorenoon, the time when the same
Taken the hereinafter described real
3w6
was attached on the writ in the same suit, to
this 24th day of January, A. D. 1922, on execU1
wit:—A certain lot or parrel of land situate in
__
tion dated January 14, 1922, issued on a judg*
Lincolnville aforesaid, hounded on the north
Court
New
American
west by
the road leading to Center Liccoln- ment rendered by the Supreme Judicial
ville from Ctmden; on the northeast by rhe
lor the County of Waldo at the teim thereof
No. 100 Broadway, New York.
road hadwg to Lincolnville Reach; on the begun and held on the first Tuesday of Jaco*
southeast by the land of Annie Watson; on the ary. 1922. to wit, on the 12th day of Januaij,
Assets December SI, 1921.
..liecto
$ 8.230.535 61 southwest by land of Sidney Moody; on the 19.'2. in favor of Frank Thompson as.l ouo J
Real estate
west by land of Clara McKinney.
of Taxes for the town of Trov, in sanid
Stocks ana bonds. 4 689,976 79
of 1
Ward
-I.
A.
FRANK
of
and
Leslie
LITTLEFIELD,
Waldo,
against
448,234 37
| Cash in office and bank.
*ai
3w5
sheriff.
Island, in the County of Cumberland, inesta
Agents' balances. 1,662 549 00
ami especially against certain res*
Stale,
91
rents...
tereat
and
128,988
I;
;
situated in said town of 1 my, being a certa
All other assets.
264,527 03
A BOON
lot or parcel of land with the ouuding*
buunde
TO THE SMOKER
on, bounded and described as follows:
Gross assets.$15,424,811 71
it **
on the north by land of H. Seaver; on
To insure clean teeth, a
Deduct items not admitted.
519,836 65
ny the road leading from Troy Cornef
sweet, wholesome
Plymouth; on the south by laid of yy
breath and improvAdmitted assets.$14,904,975 05
Seaver; and on the west by land of
ed appetite for
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
Carver, containing 126 acres, and^ being o
breakfast,
flavor la
Net unpaid losses.$ 2,581,C44 17
home place of the late Thomas C. Ward,
delirloaa with
*U1
Unearned premiums. 4,828,288 34
a twang that grips
$41.75,debt or damage, and $24.25 costs of
[ All other liabilities
,ji
the
cool
month
72
leaving
and will be Bold at public aucliou at the *
752,430
j
and refreshed after using
I Cash capital.. 5.000.COO 10
office at Burnham Junction, in the t0W°A
2
30c
god
60c
the
at
your Druggist
.Surplus over all liabilities. 1,743.211 82
Burnham, in said County of W aido, on
THE ANTI DOLOR M EG. CO.
day of March,*1922. at 2 3b o’clock in tneafte
►’“rt
Total liabilities and surplus.$14,904,975 05
Main
Si
the least undivided fractions
N.
Y.
Rpringville.
noon,
_99

Agents'

t aiances.
••.
Hills receivable
interest and rents.
All other assets.
.•

Sale of Real Estate

High

-ALSO MAKERS OF-

_

DEMIGOD HE
HAS BEEN DEPICTED.
MEANS THE

BY NO

Stereotyped copies of the
Sian's Companion." which
guide of his boyhood.

a

no

sj;r

•* J

Services were held <t the Congregational church Sunday, morning and evening
with Rev. Clarence Clark as minister.

j

lint'-

if

i5i;

I

cent,

AVeiictnbIcrrcpani»i«iwr-“

sim,|,l,n.ilheFood^Rc|iu^|
Hu-Mom.ulisand Rowols« J

*>f

Mr. and Mrs. Amos nagley and lamiiy
Washburn, Me., have been the guests

“mxoiiol-3 TEB

\

H|||

parents,Mr.and

are

Bowm, Bttoaficld, Ti. J.

K.M01D5

guests of her

Martin Hannigan, formerly
of this town, were sorry to hear of his
deatli recently in Springfield, Mass

costs come

Mrs. Ralph W. Howard called on Mrs.
Nathan Vose on the Curtis farm, a few
days ago.

the whole

is

recent

«w

:E^

Friends of

“Freight and passenger rates are too
high. But they can’t come down until
down.
Railroad men should
be well paid.
But I waul to tell you geu-

ing congratulations
Jan. 31st.

stitution,

man

gentlemen

*

of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Cuddy.

REAL WASHINGTON
INTENSELY HUMAN

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

-;:k.* £
/

Mrs Sandy Francis.

of

a

team.

a

of

was a

For Infants arid Children.

Z

«•:

lr

f:

who are making a busismelting in tins town have been
very successful.
Mrs. Edwin Fields of West Winterport

"Because of
the standardization of
wages, we railroad men are forcing you
business men to pay more wages to get
Don’t
good clerks and messenger boys.
blame us because we pay more wages for
messenger boys than you can alTord to
that is all fixed by the railroad
pay.
labor board in Chicago.
"la these days there are few matters
on which a railroad manager may exercise
his discretion. About the only thing we
can look after here is the removal of snow,
and if we spend too much money for that
purpose we are called to account for it.

MONTVIl.LE

James H. Cook has

you

product ana nave absolutely
to fix wages?

eign trade.

WES1

as

:

The fisher men

ness

are natun 'sown medicine, so
from these
‘'Fruit-a-lives”—mad
fruit juices—hut concentrated and
intensified—is the greatest Stomach
and Liver Medicine, the greatest
Kidney and Bladder Medicine, the
greatest Blood Purifier, the greatest
remedy for Headaches, Constipation,
and Indigestion, in the world.
50c a box, <i for $2.50, trial size 25c.

from her West India possessions, which
placed in idleness 80,000 tons of Ameridiscan shipping; while the repeal of the
criminating duty rates enabled British
in
shippers to regain their ascendency
Since that time we have neour ports.
gotiated 30 or 40 treaties with foreign

and he said he

driving

ig

V

re-

Snow had the misfortune to
get hurt badly while working in the woods

prunes,

in the trade between this country and the

r.
Set Conti* gS 1 r» Fluid 11

Mr. Mark

marvellous
“Fruit-a tiros’’,
medicine made from fruit juices and
tonics, the most 1kmio:m- 1 medicinal
agent ever given to mankind.
Just as oranges, apples, Tiers and

United Kingdom. Immediately thereafter,
Great Britain excluded American ships

proved

the free dance at Winterport and all
port a very enjoyable time time.

the

Engird

which

The Messrs Judson Grant and Edward
McManus spent the weekend in Bangor.
A large crowd from this town attended

Take “Fruit-a-tlves” and
Maxe Yourself Well

period.
In 1783, after we had gained our independence, British hostility to our shipfrom
ping was illustrated by a letter
Benjamin Franklin relative to the effect
our
Of the Barbary pirate* preying on
At dealers or from FKUIT-A-TIYKS
London
commerce, in which he Quoted
were no
Limited, (m'JI)EXSBURG, X.Y,
merchants as saying: "if there
g,
fclgieri it would be worth
js-hile to build ont!" The first Act of
The Railroad Situation
the first Congress of the United Stst?;,
passed July 4, 1789, Was a protective
Mr. Percy R. Todd, President of the
tariff law—Lo protect our new industries
Trom the fierce competition of European Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company
comb nations. That law allowed a reducwas the principal speaker at a luncheon
tion of ten per cent of thetariffduties upa few
in
days ago by the Bangor
ships
onjmporta brought to this countrycitizens. given
Chamber of Commerce. We have read
built sod owned by American
In 1794 this clause was changed so that so much semi-political stuff about railroad
was made to
an addition ol 10 per cent
management and mismanagement that
in
the duty rate on goods brought over
wonders bis business-like presentation of the situworked
law
This
foreign ships.
and not- ation and the clarity of his remarks are
in aiding our merchant marine,
do
waters to a thirsty
as “cold
withstanding all that England could
as welcome
92
to impair it, by 1807 we were carrying
said:
He
soul.”
trade in our
per cent of our entire foreign
“There are three methods of furnishing
The seizures of Napoleon
own ships.
with transportation. One is by
after that year, and the war of 1812, the public
and operation. 1 hat is
which paralyzed our carrying trade, nad private ownership
the war, and all inreduced it in 1815 to 74 per cent of our what we had before
stances of its failure can be blamed on railtotal foreign trade.
road managers like myself. They did all
We made peace with Great Britain in
right until some of them got mixed up in
1815. Soon after, Great Britain induced
which was politics.
ua to aign a commercial treaty
“The second way is bv private ownerour first great mistake so far as our ship
and government operation. You had
ship
we
for
ping induatry waa concerned,
I hate to contradict
that during the war.
no
to
impose
thereby bound ourselves
Mr McAdoo on his statement that the
or
products
discriminating duly on ships
were handed back to their owners

passed

Historic Itlount Uernon

Foley has returned home

Martin

Mr

from Cape Ann, Mass.

Surety Company,

|<P

Western

Newspaper Uniong

Sons of the Revolution, Walking Up the Path to the Tomb of
George
Members of This Patriirtic Organization Recently Visited the
Final Resting Place, and Paid Tribute to the “'Father of nis Country.”

Washington.

“Flappers” have got into

the United

States Senate and are raising the Dickens with that august body.
Some of the
senators have discarded their male secretaries and replaced them by pretty

I

Willis J. Abbott, newly appointed editor of the Christian Science Monitor, is
a grandson of the Rev John S. Abbott of
Maine, whose “Biography of Napoleon

Bonaparte"

famous book of the
girls with bobbed hair and skirts to 19th century and whose “History of
match, and a couple of feet of silk stock- ! Christianity” was one of the works in
ings in harmony or contrast—generally the
of
was

a

York

...

3*6

^Vermont Mutual

SEND SAMPLE TUBE FREE

Name._____
Address____

fire Insurance lo.

j

MONTPELIER. VERMONT.
Assets December 31,1921.
Real estate..$ 60,000 00
Cash in office and bank. 521.4^3 61
Agents’balances.
268,800 03
Bills receivable.
7,044 66
All other assets.
8.395 14

Gross assets.$865,733 34

library
Mary Baker Eddy. Albert Deduct items not admitted...,. 128.053 79
contrast. Senators who have hired these Field
Gilmore, simultaneously elected ed- Admitted
assets.^.$727,679 55
"cute little flappers” want them to have
itor-in-chief of the other Christian SciLiabilities December 31, 1921.
the same privileges on the senate floor as
ence publications, was born of New Engthe male clerks.
Net unpaid losses.$ 65,748 69
Many of the conservative members are opposing this innova- land parents, being educaled
in
the Unearned premiums. 241,165 61
All other liabilities.
tion on the ground that their presence schools of Maine and at Bates
96,372 91
College.
Surplus over all liabilities. 334,402 44
would be disquieting and might cause
He has long been a member of the govthem to forget the “piece” they were
Total liabilities and surplus.$727,679 55
erning board of that institution.
speaking.
8w€

BIG MONEY FOR AGENTS
GET

our proven formula for the making of
“Hole Saver.” Saves 80 j>er cent of the users coal
Used on either hard or soft coal. Can easily
bill.
be made at home at a profit of 300 j>er cent. Coal
consumers grasp the opportunity to buy. Establish
a permanent business
homes,large buildings and factories. Further particulars upon re6t4
questenc-losing stamp for reply.

I
1

!

said real estate that any person bidding
take and pay the amount due on said exec
a
tion witn all necessary charges of sale, and
uu
right, title and interest obtained in and
the same by reason of the special attach®®
of said real estate on the original writ in •*
action on the 19th day of March. 1921.
was a suit to enforce lien for the taxes aaa««
ed on said real estate by the town of ss.d 1*1
for the year 1920,
....

HARRY M. BROWN.

3w6

Deputy

shetitt^

supplying

Trucking

HOUSEHOLD CHEMICAL CO.
180 E. 3rd St.

St.

1 am prepared to do all kiuds of truck'
Furniture and piano moving
ng.
Leave orders at tbe stablat
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross streets, aodtnej
will receive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO A SON,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfani.

Paul, Minn.

“wantedYoung

men.

women

over

17, deairing

gov-

positions, $i30 monthly, write for free
oppositions now opeu, K. TEHRY, (former civil Service
examiner) 806 Continental
bldg., Washington, D. C.
2w6p

ernment

list

t

transfers of real estate
Ihe following
Waldo County Registry
in
vtte recorded
the week ending Feb. 0,
of Deeds for
'

to Hilda C.
Elmer E. Maddocks, Trov,
land and buildings in
Stetson;
Baser,

Troy.

Chapman, Belfast, to Stacy
land and buildings in Bel
do.;
j Noyes,
f*®t.
to George
Joseph C 1’iourd, Monroe,
and buildings in
land
do;
Littlefield,

Clyde

R.

E

Monroe.

Burnham, to Angus
land m Burnham.

Pelkie.

Adline

Theriault, Oakland;

William

Ida M. Flanders, Northport,
do; land and buildings
to

Flanders,

T

in

Northport.

Stockton Springs, to
Eva M. LaFurley,
land in Stockion
Lueila E. Andrews, do;
Springs.
to Ralph W.
Fred A. Robbins, Belfast,
do; land and buildings in Bel-

Pattershall,
fast.
The

Walter A. Danforth, do;

Frankfort.

in

G. Hanson, BelFdaar F. and Georgia
Tho pe, Miami, Ha ; land
last. to S. Jbuildings in Belfast.

and

Miami, Ha.,
S J and Annie J. Thorpe,
Talahassee, Ha.;
McDaniel,
R.
John
to
in Belfast.
land and buildings
to Granville F
Troy,
L.
Rogers,
Lute
in 1 roy.
land
do;
Whitaker,
et al., to
Harrv E. Walker, Belfast,
Walker, do; land and

Jenette Estelle
buildings in Belfast.
to
Clarence W. Hewey, Farmington,
and buildings
Adell Ross, Belfast; land
in Belmont.
G. MaAdell Ross, Belmont, to Henry
in Belmont.
honey, do; laud and buildings
to John
William 11. Frazier, Swanvilie,
buildings
H. Merry, Thorndike; land and
in Swanvilie.
et al, to
Edson C. Brown, New York,
land and
Lida L. Brown, Old Town;
buildings in Northport.
to George
Gladys H. Rogers, Belfast,
laud in BelE. and Ada E. Coombs, do;
fast.

to ConValorus A. Simmons, Belfast,
Brooks.
sumers’ Fuel Co., do; land in
Belfast, to F. E.

Consumers’ Fuel Co.,

Pollard, Waldo; land in Brooks.
Josephine Taylor, Searsmont,
W. Rose; do; land and buildings
monl.

Mrs. Doris Stevens of Boston is

to

Ernest

in

Sears-

__

iJNHY.

Mrs. C. O.

I horn-

are

foster Gross,

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dutton were recent
in Jackguests of liarry Cates and family
son.

Several from here attended the funeral
service of Mrs. Abbie Weed Burrill in
Burnham Feb. 5.
from
Allie Estes who has been suffering
the effects of
at

a

this writing

is much easier
but still confined to the
sore

ling

r

house.
Mr. and

Kelley who have
better at this writing.

Mrs. Joseph

been quite ill, are
Mrs Annie Stroples,

a

trained nurse, has

a

convalescent from

surgi-

Miss Lylla Sprague, a teacher in the
Belfast Grammar school, is convalescing
after surgical treatment,

CENTtR MONTVILLt
Ralph Durgia has been visiting friends
in Rockland.
John

Morse of Knox

was

a

Sunday

guest of W. S. Davis.
Daniel Walker of Freedom was

a

re-

cent guest of A. D. Baker.

Frank Hall and family of North Searsmont were visitors at W. F.

Tobey

’s

r-

cently.
and

Misses Louise
were

Gertrude

Newell

home from Belfast for the week-

end, Feb. 4th.
Saturday eveniug, Feb. 11th, was children’s night at Union Harvest Grauge.
The school here closed that day and the

of Belfast, another
discharged teb. 4th,
and Mrs. Austin Greer on the following
Monday.
was

one of the
modern y equipped laboKefid & Hills.
ratories in the country.

Pupils furnished the entertainment for
the grange.
Ice cream and cake were
served.

John Colby,

a

veteran

of

the Civil

War, died Feb. 3rd, at the residence of
his son, C. W, Colby, in Halldale. The
funeral was held in the Halldale church
Sunday,

Feb

5th,

Insurance
Smith has received from Attorney General Kansford W. Shaw a most important
opinion relating to the sale of lightning
rods in response to an inquiry made by

"What

without being licensed.

Commissioner Smith has notified the
var.ous manufacturers that this ruling
will be enforced to the letter and urges
prospective buyers of lightning rods,
their
especially those who intend having
homes equipped with this tire prevention
to be careful that the persons thus

j

These

three
WOMEN THINK ALIKE

Mrs. Elizabeth Clark of Springer St.,
South Boston, writes: “I have used Dr.
True’s Elixir, the True Family Laxative and
Worm Expeller and it his aided me very
much in regard to constipation.
There is
no laxative that could come up to it.”
Mrs. F. E. Smith, 112 Huntington Ave.,.
Boston, wrote: “I have been taking Dr

T'ue’s Elixir,

the True Family Laxative for
constipation and find it to be more effective than anything I ever used.”
Mrs. P. Z. Curtis, Natick, R. I., says:
Ur. True’s Elixir is the best family medicine we could get; I have always got re-

eved from indigestion.”
Others have been helped bv Dr. True’s
Lhxir, the 1 rue Family Laxative, so why
not you? Made of
pure herbs and seeds.

*0c-60c—$1

20.

;

j

held.—Courier-Gazette.

again

A. A. Howes & Co. pays the cost of
trial by refunding your money if Hyomei fails to relieve that cough or cold
you have.

own

In-

he relax ids light against
If he does siie will overrun his
her.
fields with weeds, and lie will he without food.
Unless he fights her away
from Ids house by coats of artificial
paints she will lead it to decay and
her rains will come in and make him
miserable.
She may attack him with
pestilence at any moment if he does
not tight her with sanitation, or overcome Idm with flood or volcano.
She
pushes him hack always, into the chaos
of the jungle from which he lias
emerged only by mastering her. She is
treacherous and unsleeping.
She lies
in wait
Eventually site will probably
overcome man and the world w ill move
backward toward the mollusk. Love
ment

chance,”

The counters
Priscilla went away.
She looked pale
wis e growing empty.
Annie caught her arm.
and tired.
"Y ou’re all in. honey." said the kindly
“I’ll take care of your order
soul.

fiercely.

fortht

-HOG&*
Buying

her?
A corpulent opportunity.—Phil“Run
adelphia Public Ledger.
shrewdly.
laughed
along, i’ris; tirst time I've ever seen
Best Lovers.
you notice a man—he's just a plain !
farmer, ain’t he?”
A cosmopolitan party of women, all
it was a pule snnle that Priscilla | much traveled, were discussing In the
threw over her shoulder as siie bore
lounge of a hig hotel in London, writes
a
*i
correspondent, "Who are the best
large piece of fresli apple pie to
lovers?” The verdict was unanimous.
the stern young man at the counter.
She w as glad that Murphy, the pro- I Shakespeare, said one woman, knew
what he was doing when lie created
prietor, had agreed to try one of her
the supreme lover and gave the role
apple pies and since then she had
The pure Athenian
earned extra money by making pies \ to an Italian.
for the counter. Murphy’s Lunch was | Greek was voted a very poor underfamous for its homemade apple pies.
study, not to he thought of In the
After lie had eaten the pie, Pris- ; same day. “Compare an Italian’s selfless homage expressed so delicately
cilia punched the check and laid it
beside his plate, then she began to i as to be merely an atmosphere, with
the cold summing-up of the Englishremove the soiled dishes.
man, the self-sufficiency of tlie Span“Wait,” he said, abruptly.
iard. the German's matter-of-fact catPriscilla waited, her eyes dark, exaloguing of qualities and defects, tlie
pectant.
Swiss calculation of pros and cons,
“Have you been here long?" he
and the selfish appraisal of the other
wanted to know.
A
northern countrymen." she added.
“Two months.”
Frenchman’s manners as a lover leave
“Where did you learn to make apple
nothing at all to he desired, contended
pies?”

Watertown,

Mass.

•V

and the
WURKSHU
It

wear

Long Haired Shaggy Cats

or

Strong treads of rubber,
durable
duck
uppers,
double insoles with air
cushion heels. Miles and
months of comfort and
wear at small cost in the
HOOD Wurkshu
(or
all year 'round.

Kittens.
State age, color and

sex.
Highest prices
JOHN S. RANLETT,
Rockville, Maine.

paid.
lmg

isn’t

to
necessary
stiff leathers under
the Kattle King. Wear
Wurkshus for comfort
and economy.

WANTED

—

Fitchburg Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
FITCHBURG,

MASS.

Assets

Gross

assets..$610,294 59
5,070 C4

Net unpaid losses...$ 43,168 38
Unearned premiums
349.608 68
liabilities. 17,200 99
Surplus over all liabilities. 196,256 50

•All other

ToUl liabilities and surplus.$605,224 55

She nodded.
She went
•’Looking, for my wife.
A Vacuum and Gravitation.
away from me because I criticised I
her cooking. Spunky little tiling. And
A tank containing nothing, not even
He
she went away just for that !”
air, would he what Is known in physics
An object resting on*
looked* hard at tier.
as a vacuum.
"You must have said mean things
the bottom of such a tank, whatever*
to her," said Priscilla, the pink creepmight he its weight, would be acted
the
upon bv the law of gravitation in
ing into her cheeks.
“Maybe 1 did, and maybe I was same manner as would be the case
of an object resting on tlie bottom of
And after I’d put
sorry about it.
or resting on a
a tank containing air
in a couple of loads of hay, perhaps
The law of
air.
I went to tlie house to tell her how
support in tlie open
would attract it to the
was and try to tiinko up— | gravitation
mean I
and found she had gone.
Only mar- I surface of tin- earth, but the bottom
of tlie tank on which It rested would
lied three months

^REMEMBER^

6w7

The Kidgelev Proleclive Association
18 Franklin St., Worcester, Mass.
Assets

(

December 31, 1921,

The

Stocks and bonds .$464.1 3 00
(’ash in office and banK. 206 765 08
Interest and rents.
7,206 45

Gross assets.$678,094 53
items not admitted. 32,220 50

Admitted assets
Liabilities December 31, 1921.

Republican Journal is only

$2.00 For One Year

Deduct

$645,874 03

unpaid losses.$148 677 80
Unearned premiums
108,543 68
All other liabilities.
46,210 62
Cash capital. 100.0( 0 CO
Surplus over all liabilities. : 42.441 93
Net

....

Tell your friend. Ask him to
subscribe.
You will do us a
kind favor. If he is, or has
been a resident of this County,
he surely should have The Republican Journal in the home.

Total liabilities and surplus. $045,874 03
3w 6

Elm Tree Farm
Offers milk at reduced prices commencing Feb. 1st: Single quarts, lie.; pints,
6c.; over one quart at wholesale price of
10c. per quart; hotels and restaurants,
8 1-2 quart cans, iQc. a ean.
Reduced
prices in hay and grain make these prices
possible. New customers wanted. Good
milk guaranteed.
Prompt delivery. Tel.
133-3.
tf-t

E. H.

KNOWLTON, Prop.

6kut 1922-176

Dr. Hester Brown

Cato£ht|,i/s/ieadu

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
30

Street.

High

}

|A
0
J

another woman, “the southern Frenchman sometimes even approaches the
Italian, hut that is surely due to his
having Italian blood in his veins."

aunt

HOOD RUBBER PRODUCTS CO„ lac.

Guides

may

Annie

|

|

you going to tind her?”
asked Priscilla, her white face eager.
"You don't even know where she w ent.”
“That day when I got home and
found slic'd gone, I just closed my
house, put my crops in charge of
“Ilow

set out to tind my
been all over the middle
West, (hosing clews that led me noBut then, at last, 1 struck
where.
1 found herI'm going to take
luck.
tier home on the *5 :.'io train tonight 1”
In the silence that followed this
announcement, the big voice of Mura

neighbor, and I

wife.

It would, therefore,
remain on the bottom of the tank.

prevent it falling.

are

I’ve

phy was heard in a husky whisper.
“Is that feller bawlin’ about the food
here? Tell him to come to me if he
don't like It, and i’ll give him hack
Ids money !”

HOW’S THIS ?

MEDICINE will
Jo what we claim for it—rid your system
of Catarrh or Deafness caused by caWe do not recommend it for any
tarrh.
HALL'S

CATARRH

-other disease.
a
HALL’S CATARRH MEDICINE is
liquid, taken internally, and acts through
or
the blood upon the mucous surfaces
the system, thus reducing the inflammation and assisting Nature in restoring
normal conditions.
__

All Druggists. Circulars /ree.
F. J. Cheney & Co.. Toledo. Ohi«-

Catarrhal Colds
a

cjend \

Use freely before going

to bed.

Admitted assets.$605,224 55
Liabilities December 31, 1921.

Nature is the constant and unremitj ting enemy of man. Never for a mo-

grudgingly.

there and keep your tip-”
"No—mi—" cried Priscilla
“I’ll see to him.”

and inhale the medicatvapors. Apply frequently up the nostrils.

Deduct items not admitted.

Journal.

So much for long wearing qualities—which
means economy. The Kattle King is easily
cleaned and retains no odors. It sheds water—
feet just as dry at night as when starting out
in the morning. Uppers do not freeze or crack.
The Kattle King is comfortable to wear. There
are other points, but these are the big reasons
why we honestly believe the Kattle King is
the best outdoor overshoe.

spoon

|f
r
1

lei. 320

iadiea! Ask yonr Diiii
Ch l-ehes-tcr S Diamond
Pills In Bed and Bold
boxes, sealed with Blue
Taka no other. Bny of

It lists

everything in Seeds,
Agricultural and Dairy Supplies.
Send your name and address
for a copy.
It’s FREE.

^

yonr

llracflfit Ask^CilKlft&TOU

PIUAforV

DIAMOND BRAND
years known as Best, L-fast, Always Renata*

S0UBfWMJGG!S15^-*W*<

KENDALL 6c WHITNEY

£st. 1858

Portland. Maine
122

I

GROWER

IIAIR

MILDREDINA HAIR
R £ M KDY g rows hair

uuickly, remove* dandruff, darkens gray or
fade-, hair, stops falling
an

r,

tfOdrod Louisa

Co., i'i

1

i makes 4t be.irtifui
and i._J a bo;:In
Muw.

j

THOMAS W. BIRMINGHAM

was

a

a

ed

terrogation.

got—that's good?”

take

Melt Vicks in

The spirit, not the body, is what
really counts—the will, not the stom-

search council.
Never! he flings back to ids

showed me how.”
Do you want to know what
“Oh!
I’m doing here?"

conference at Washington I
accomplished much towards the pacificaAmerica has shown
tion of the world.
herself must unselfish both during and
God bless her for that.
since the war.
She seems never to want anything for
At
herself except what is justly hers.
the same time she is always helping the
old nations of Europe, which today, more
God
than ever, need her cooperation.
bless your country and your people.”

Mr. Birmingham was a communicant
of St Mary’s church, where the funeral

right—I'll

"All

H~

doing it. Abounding health, like
unlimited riches, involves its temptaOne feels
tions and its hamdeaps.
ton much like cutting short the hours
of labor and going out and having
Tims the theory of compensafun.
tinn works out.

Nature Man’s Great Enemy.
Love nature? interrogates Dr. Edward E. Si os sen of t lie national re-

"Apple pie."
“Sure?”
“I made it.”

“My

The

P

have you

The Kattle King sole is extra heavy, of tough
tire tread stock, and gives exceptionally long
under the hardest usage. The durable allrubber uppers are backed by a layer of rubberized cloth, another layer of rubber coated cloth,
and finally a heavy brown fleece lining which
extends clear to the sole. This means warmth
as well as wear. There are ample reinforcements wherever a strain comes, and all is joined
together fo stay by the Hood Pressure Process.
wear

EAD COLDS

December 31, 1921.
Real estate.$ 53,000 00
Mortgage loans. None
Collateral loans. None
Stock*; and bonds
450.995 64
Cash in ffice and bank.
41.028 87
Agents’ balances. 57.194 29
Interest and rents..
5 316 33
All other assets.
2,759 46

ach.—Ohio State

ward him and tore a check out of the
bunch at her waist.
"Anything else?”

him.
that
Attorney General Shaw points out
all lightning rod manufacturers, dealers
and agents who oiler for sale any lightning rod materials must be licensed before doing so, and moreover, such license
of j
can
only he issued to legal residents
Attorney General Shaw adds
the State.
that the manufacturer of such materials,
must
no matter where he may be located,
the
comply with Sections 34 and 35 of
revised statutes, and that under Section
37, it is an offense for anyone to sell or
offer for sale any lightning rod materials :

KATTLE

successfully

were

••Tonight.” brieily. "Sugar, please.”
Priscilla pushed the sugar bowl to-

Commissioner G. Waldron

Thomas W. Birmingham, well known
for his 43 years of service on the Boston
boats through the several changes of
ownership, died Wednesday night at his
home in Bangor, at the age of 64 years.
He was
He was a native of Winterport.
first officer of the steamer Belfast when
he was obliged to retire about a year and
health
a half ago from failing
Besides his wife, Ellen, he leaves four
of Winsons and two daughters—Thomas
William
terport; John of Hartford, Conn.;
of Bailor; Harold of Washington, D. C.;
and the Misses Helen and Marie of BanMiss Mary
gor. Two sisters also survive,
of Rockland and Miss Sarah of Winter-

developed beyond passing

"Voii n' welcome—going away
soon?" she asked wistfully.

MUST HAVE LICENSE lO SELL
LIGHTNING ROUS.

Rev. Nathan Hunt of

Morrill officiating.

smite, though urtiuaiitt-

"Tlie time-table."
••(tli—" glancing at It and thrusting it into his pocket, “thank you.”

«

and
tit.

Perfect health is a glorious tiling to
have, yet its relationship to .success in
A
life is much exaggerated.
very
huge percentage of the world's best
work lias been done by men who did
let feel well most of the time they

said softly.
“Heading what?”

manufactured in

Too

little temptation or ambition to go
afield in tin* flesh or the spirit, may
it.
also have something to do with
Whatever the explanation. It is the
truth.

she

most

That is a strong statement to make. Let’s see
if it will hold water.

j

than when
We suppose this ts liecause, feeling the necessity, lie concentrates more determinedly on what
is before him.
The fact that lie is
rather tired and ill. and therefore lias

rapidly

turned with the food which she placed
before 1dm.
“You are reading it upside down,”

Mrs. Amos Nichols, who has been under
the care ot Dr. I’attee for medical treatment, returned to her home in Searsport
a few days ago.

Well Man Occasionally Feels
Much Like Shirking Work
to Have Fun.

fine and

"Well,” prompted Priscilla at last.
"(ill," lie started, looked at her and
ruldied itis eyes, "lincon and egj- and
coffee," he said urtly. When site was
gone, lie read a railroad time-table.
He was still reading it when she re-

Mrs. Abbie Clark

The Best
OutdoorOvershoe.
—and why!

see how he Is possibly going to get
through with his day’s stunt. He goes
at It, however, and is almost always
surprised to find that he works more

taken.

r

The principle of the local resident for
the local job is further carried out by a
recent ruling of the Civil Service com mis- j
sion.
Hereafter, the commission states,
only persons who have their residence
within the delivery of the office in which
the vacancy exists will be certified for
Heretofore 1
rural carrier appointment.
certification has been made of eligihles !
residing within the delivery of any office
in the entire county in which the vacancy
office is situated.
The new procedure
places applicants for rural carri r appointments on the same basis as applicants for postmaster appointments, so
far as the matter of residence is con
cerned.
The Civil Service Commission
states that this change has been made
after due consideration and meets with
the approval of the Post Office Department.

A man who works with his brain
after passing a sleepless night, or
when in the dutches of some discomforting indisposition, often does n«»t

greetings of the day. “That girl is a
reel Use:" Annie Hardy had hurst out
hut while we are describing
one day
Priscilla, the strange young man is
waiting hungrily lor his order to be

and Miss Doris Whittaker of Belfast have
recently entered the training school fo

tions.

friendly

never

ance

Benj. W. West, a pneumonia patient,
complicated by empyema, is convalescent
and now able to see visitors.)
Miss Ella f. Cornforth of Thorndike

The following kindly and appreciative
message was sent by Pope Pius XI to the
people of this country, to be communicated by Cardinal O’Connell of Boston“Tell the American people I send them
my very sincere and affectionate blessing
and that I shall always have at heart
I beg Your
their prosperity and welfare.
Eminence to let the United States know
that all my life I have felt the most sincere admiration for that young and vigorous nation.
“1 have read very much about America and have often wished to be able to
But now,
see that marvelous country.
But still
of course, it never can happen.
1 am consoled to think that I can welcome Americans to Rome.
“My one great desire is to help rees
tsbhsli peace and harmony among all na-

A

indifferent

Just cold and
becomes u stranger.

LOCAL RESIDENTS WILL GET ■
RURAL CARRIER JOoS.

HEALTH HAS ITS HANDICAPS

serv-

One October day after Priscilla Fair
laid been there two months, and was
counted the most rapid of all the deft
waitresses, there came sudden, unexpected rusli of customers that tilled
the stools to the last one. “Please take

warm,

IMrs.

Feb. bth.

well-cooked food and the swift
ice.

Most men
Priscilla was chilled.
ami many women looked at her delicate
prettiness with kind eyes. She had a

tack of grip.

Little Joe Bacon who has been in failing
health and a great sufferer for a long time

j

West had pulled out and the lunch
counter settled down to its routine
the scattered travelers,
of serving
and even townspeople, who liked the

as

device,
selling them these goods, and particularly
installing them, are duly licensed by the
State insurance department.
Commissioner Smith said Monday that
passed away Jan. 31st. buneral services
materials have been
his aunt, Mrs. absolutely worthless
were held at the home of
sold by mail order houses or “fly by
take
Hiram Harding, Feb. 3rd.
night" concerns, and if buyers will
to her this precaution they will be additionally
Annie Crosby returned
protected, not only because of the quality
home last week alter having taken treatof goods, but because of the insurance
ment at the Maine General hospital, also
feature exacted by the insurance depart
ment from the manufacturer as to standat St. Barnabas hospital in Woodfords.
in case of lire by
She is much improved in health at this ard, and reimbursement
lightning.
writing.
Tanlac has been an unfailing source of
The many friends of Mrs. Abbie tjurrill
comfort to millions throughout the length
who formerly lived here were grieved to
and breadth of this continent. Have you
learn of her sudden death at the home of tried it for your troubles? K**ad & Hills.
Mr. Reynolds in Clinton. Funeral serMESSAGE fO
THE POPE SENDS
vices were held at the home of Mr. and
AMERICA.
Mrs. Evart Varney in Burnham, Sunday,
been caring for them.

Syndicate

Newspaper

anything.

Miss Minnie Heed has returned to her
home, having recovered from a bad at-

meJical patient,

McClui*•

b>

great circular lunch counter
iu
the railroad station was u busy
spot at all times, but there were
after the heavy
“breathing spells
express trains from the Fast and

and faced the waiting customer.
She saw a pale-faced man with
dogged eyes, who stared iirst at her,
then down at the menu iu his hand.
When he lifted his glum e to her again
his eyes were not dogged nor kind nor

four-year-old patient
pneumonia and grip,

nurses.

lv^l,

The

Urns

is at home.

friends in Portland.

is better, but still confined at home.
to
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Albee returned
their home in Norridgewock, beb. 7th.

a

Searsport.

visiting

home
Mrs. Jennie L. Stevens is at the
of L. E. Webb while they are away.
Charles Gannett who has been qui e ill

of Brooks,

Mrs. Leslie L. Grindle with her infant
son Sumner has returned to her home in

dike recently.
Mr. Laforest Webb ami wife

Varney

By CLARISSA MACKIE

She nodded toward the last
other.
stool at the circular counter, the one
next to the cross-counter. Priscilla nodded and slipped around the shining

cal patient, has returned home.

Tantac is

was in

pa-

tient.

largest and

Miss Gertrude Moulton

a

Toward Home

that one for me. lTis," begged fat Annie Hardy, as site lumbered pust with
u plate of clam chowder in one hand
und u brimming cup of coffee in the

Notes

County Hospital

Priscilla turned n nidliint face upon
her employer
“Oh, Mr Murphy. It * only my husband telling me that we*re going home
on the
train tonight!**
A
hurricane of whispers whirled
about the shining coffee urn* ns Priscilla turned hack to her husband, no
longer sullen, hut smiling, upright with
the fine courage that had carried him
through a dangerous crisis. “Will you
Priscilla?** he asked, and there
go.
was a tremor in h’s deep voice.
"hi»?" and her hands went across
tin* counter to hint.
“That’s why I
took this job, Larry
hoping you might
come
it's
to this station some day
on tiie road toward home, you know!
And if you had not com# for me today.
I would have started home tomorrow.**

The Road

*_i

Waldo

to Char-

land and buildings
lotte E. Merchant, do;

Mr. Gray Tells His Experience.
he following hriff account of an in-

terview with a Belfast man three years
ago, and its sequel, will be read with keen
interest * y every citizen.
Guy A Gray, proprietor of a barber
shop, ijO Union Street, says: "My bick
and icross my k; tneys had a deep-seated
pain and at times 1 was laid up for months
at a time. My kidneys were in bad shape
and 1 would have to get up live or six
times during the night to pass the kidney
secretions. They were discolored and deI got relief in two j
posited sediment.
weeks' time, after u*>ing Doan's Kidney
Pills, which I got at W. O. Poor & Son's i
drug store, and was eventually cured of
Today I am
all my former symptoms.
Doan's
sound and well and recommend M
Kidney Pdls at every opportunity
The above statement was given November 2, 1916, and on August 28, 1920,
Mr Gray said: "Doan’s Kidney Pills certainly have my best words of praise and
1 recommend them jus' as highly today
The great
as
I did several years ago.
good they did me has lasted and my faith
in this remedy has remained firm."
60c at all dealers. Foster-Milburn Co
Mfrs', Buffalo, N. Y.

right to water

Stockton Springs.
Sarah H Moody, Frankfort,

in

I

Bangor to

Trust Co

Kenduskeag

I

A BELFAST INTERVIEW

Transfers in Real Estate

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

|

Learn How to Talk.
The man who is dumb finds himself
badly handicapped, Tlie man who is
in brilliant company, and is unable to
Ihe tiling
open his mouth is behind.
for most of us to do is to leain how*
All
To he quiet is no trick.
talk.
the vertebrates from the bottom up
It takes brains and meneau do that.
Let us forlallty to lie aide to talk.
Let us teach our
get tin* old wag.
children how to talk. The reason wise
to

have issued tlie Injunction about
•Hence is because so few men limy
were
really aide to talk.—Exmet

men

rltHQge.

_

advice

to idiots.

about agBishop Hughes was talking
nosticism at a luncheon in Portland.
he said,
<•
>An agnostic asked me once,’
a
many
across
good
come
•if I didn’t
things in the Bible I couldn’t understand.
’Of course I do.’ said I.
•'
‘Well,’ said the agnostic, ‘what do
you do about it?’
I do
‘My dear friend,’ I answered,
a nice bit of
just as I would while eating
a bone I
planked shad. When I come to
calmly lay it one side and go on enjoying
who
the delicious meat, letting any idiot
insists on choking himself on the bones
do so.’

We Are Good Buyers
GIVE US A CHANCE
to bid on your furniture or anything’you
have to sell.
Drop postal or call.
J. AUSTIN McKEEN,
tf 17
Belfast, Maine.

ALGOLA PILLS

Hair Remover

the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
For Constipation.
Relieve
AluKe Pure Blood.
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
3
0c.
At
25c.
Try them.
druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Box
Hall
1103, City
Station, New York. See

Regulate

signature

[

each box.

on

-**'*•—

Dr.M.C. Stephenson

-tiiaudaUiJr

TEMPLE,3 ROOM 3

We wish to inform the public that w«
doing business all the time and if you

•re

wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind

Telephone 292-4

we

1922 Auto

License and

Registration
APPLICATIONS, must be

sworn

to.

Maine

ROY C.

FISH, Local Manager,
Block, Belfast, Me
tf47|

ORRIN J. DICKEY

Insurance
Fire,

Liability,

Automobile

PYTHIAN BLOCK.

iPhone

316-3

W L. COOK
Undertaker
Licensed Embalmer
License 377.

Children Cry

Justice of the Peace.

Hayf jrd Block, Belfast,

would be pleased to talk with you.
E. A. STROllT Farm Agency,

Room 2, Odd Fellows’

MAURICE W. LURD
Notary Public.

A:auri'jan Proprietary Synuicata.
I! a1 >ion 43. Maes.

Special Notice

DENTIST
IMMSONIC

A smooth hairless Bkin for every
woman may be ha»‘ with the aid of a
little MKl.>OL paste, made by mixing
a 1 rtle Model with water, and apply
to the hairs not wanted and in a jiffy
off.
you can wash the hairs right
Model is sold in Cdc and $1.00 bottlea.

tf 45

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

Belfast, Maine.

Tel. 61-3

THE DINSMORE STORE’S

8EVENTY YEARS

BIG REORGANIZATION SALE
^—

&

...

■

■

EQUALED EVEN BY OURSELVES
mfts
l»
C-Dlnsm>m
stjrtei
has depended largely upon the prim
and
added. Our

A SALE SELDOM IF EVER

Not many persons

are

alive in Belfast today who bought shoes of the late B

Par^e^ntiUhe^^im wCwe m“o
cipal laid down by the founder of giving

you

a

wholesale department

growth

name

will be me rp

th'Ks! w'e6M fTthe ?extTen days t'o hold REORGANIZATION SALE

event

a

I

Twenty

pairs of women’s beautiful house
at
slippers go on sale this morning
Among
ONE DOLLAR A PAIR.

discount on any Rubber in our store.
This means you can buy the very
best quality Rubber during the sale
at ONE-FIFTH OFF from regular
low prices. Yes, everything included from a man’s hip rubber to a

these many handsome

child’s rubber,

For any House

Slipper

up to

Store Value

in our

$2.00

300

samples worth

DAYS ONLY

R E M EM BER --T E N

ONE DOLLAR

Heavy Lumbermen’s
Socks 19c

Pair

JJosiery

Rubber

Four Buckle

Overshoes

sizes. See them in

DOLLAR

FOR TEN DAYS

our

Y'ou

TWENTY PER CENT OFF

Women’s Silk Hose

One Dollar table during
find values never before
will
ZATION SALE. You
Dollar Sales.
us, in our famous
to

visit

our

even

buy the famous Doroand
thy Dodd, Hey wood, Thompson Bros., Grover
dis20%
at
Boots
Women’s
other high grade makes of
ONLT.
count from regular. REMEMBER—10 DA\ S

$1.20

1.00

.80

'75

.60
.28

.65

.52

Cotton

....

and Girls’ Cotton

Boys’

dependable shoes at
FOUR
THREE
TWO
NINETY
NINETY
NINr.TY
FIVE
FIVE
FIVE
We are bound to make this REORGANIZATION SALE a success, so are pivinp
values in Men’s Shoes at the above prices
that will certainly surprise you.
Good

MEN’S

Don’t

8 and 10 inch Leather

Lumbermen’s

Top

Forget

The Children

Rubbers

We

making specially low prices
YOU
on shoes for Boys and Girls.
will SAVE MONEY by buying at

ONE

N1NETY=FIVE

Saturday Night, Feb. 25th

are

REORGNIZATION

this

See What Two Dollars Will

SALE.

Buy

Hundreds of pairs ol shoes for Men, Women and Children at TWO
DOLLAR' a pair. Of course odd sizes, but in every instance, th~

by

you

A daughter, Ethel Rose,was born
and Mrs. Charles B. Cook, Feb. 1.

10

Mr.

guest

Hospital in training for

a

nurse.

in Troy, Saturday evening,
U, Mr. Maurice Howes and Miss
Alina Prentiss, both of Troy. The ceremony took place at the home of Kev J.
C. Lamb who officiated.
Married

ask.

Opportunity

are

being

held

last Saturday evening.
Miss Allie Heald
the winner of the first prize and E E.
the booby prize.

will meet

Lee Cross Friday

afternoon

Mrs.

Kenneth Wentworth, little

C.

The line

son

j

Children's night at Union Harvest
Grange was postponed to Saturday evening.

Refresh-

BORN

over

A number of Masons visited the Masonic
lodge in Camden last week.
Many of the school children are quite
ill with bad colds at this writing.
A social and practice dance was held in
the town hall last Monday night.
left

Justin Pendleton
where he has employment
Beam trawlers.

for

In North Anson, Jan. 30, to
DICKEY.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dickey, formerly of
Belfast, a daughter—Edna Louise.
DOAK. In Belfast, at the Waldo County Hospital, Feb. 13, to Mr. and Mrs. i
Carleton Doak, a son—George Randolph.
Iu Belfast, at the Waldo |
HARVEY.
County Hospital, Feb. 11, to Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Harvey, a daughter, Margaret Jane.
—

of the

Roderick Pendleton spent the week end
in Rockland as the guest of his daughter,
Mrs. Hezekiah Krandall.
An interesting andclean game of basket
was played here Friday night between

ball

Unity and lsiesboro high schools. The
score was 20 to 25 in favor of Unity.

a

car

at a medium

motoring

4L

known

that offers luxurious

price.

The sales of both these

COOMBS-MILLS. In Rockport, Jan. 21,
by Rev. Arthur F. Leigh, Augustus Per-

Coombs of Belfast and Lottie M. Mills
of Islesboro.
In Morrill, Feb. 4, by
Moody Soci.e
Rev. Nathan Hunt, Mr. Lester Pearl
Moody and Miss Ida M. Soule, both of

ry

Appleton.

right

C.

for

a

Cars

are

record year of business.

The right type of business man, with organizing ability and moderate capital will find
an

unusual

profitable

opportunity

to establish

a

business.

WILLYS-OVERLAND,

Inc

Sales Promotion Di vision: Toledo, Ohio

Quincy Mutual, lire|lnsurance to.
Assets December 31, 1921
Real Estate.
None
Mortgage Loans.
$26,167 74
Collateral Loans
27,000 00
Stocks and Bonds
1,015,728 72
Cash in Office and Hank.
26,141 63
Agents’Balances
19,829 32
Bills Receivable
None
Interest and Rents
12 692 11
All other Assets
64.028 28

Gross Assets. $1,191,587 80
Deduct items not admitted.
276 75

DIED.

show marked

cars

increase from month to month.

NOTICE

QUINCY, MASS.

MARRIED.

Rockland

on one

favorably

the world.

try; the other

this

ments were served.

ISLEStiORO

two cars

live

One, the most comfortable, economical, low-priced car in the coun-

of Mr.

Mrs. O. L. Wentworth, who has
been very sick for the pant three weeks
He was atwith pneumonia, is gaining,
tended by Dr. Carl Stevens.

comprises

wants

ami

at the

was

automobile manufacturer
wire merchant in this territory.

C. Large

and evening.

Grange Hall every Saturday night. C. A. ]
Estes and J. L. Getchell were the hosts

won

we

for Progressive Business Man

all

The Ladies’ Sewiug Circle
with

Feb.

Maddocks

Unusual

rice Wood.

chased.

parties

her school

Mr. and Mrs. Louviile Wood spent Sundiy with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Miu-

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Baker of Stetson
\ have moved to the E. E. Maddoch’s place
at the Center which they recently pur-

Whist

weekend

»

Mrs. Fred Carter had another ill turn
last Friday, but is some better at this
writing.

WhitaKer will leave this
for Portland to enter the Maine

Miss Geneva

1

the TWO DOLLARS

friend.

by L. L. Rogers.

General

just about double

A.

Miss Barbara Damm was
of Winnie Thompson,

Rosendall Gerry and family have moved irom Thorndike to the house owned

week

are

McKinley is at home with his
Mrs.
Cole, for a few days.
sister,
Alfred Dutch is at home with Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Wentworth fora while.
C.

Holden Bridges ot Mars Hill is the guest
of his sister, Mrs. Otis Danforth.

j

receive

I'OVR’S MILLS

TROY.

SEARSPORT

STOCKTON SPRINGS

$1.50

Men’s Cotton.35

SALE STARTS
THIS MORNING

uusietrica1
w.
raison, an
Mrs. G.
work above, made a pretty scene. Dane- |
in
Searsport
her
home
A
to
large
returned
o’clock.
one
case,
ing continued until
of four
crowd of dancers and spectators were early last week, after a stay
of Bangor is the
LitEverett
Keenan
Mrs
of
from
home
adjoining
at
the
weeks
Martha
many
Miss
present, including
Mrs. Edward M.llett.
towns. The committee in charge includ- tlefield, an experienced nurse of high reguest of her sister,
York arrived last ed Warren Jackson and Alden S inson, pute, who cared for her during her illDavid Kane of New
a few weeks
and much credit is due them for the man- | ness.
Wednesday and will spend
ner in which the affair w’as managed, i
in town.
The Searsport high school bask.tball
is the
Maurice S. Dolliver was in charge of the j
Rockland
of
Angell
Bert
Mrs.
team played in Denslow hall on Tuesday
wras
Mrs. George Towle, decorations. The amount subscribed
night of last week losing to the local
guest of her sister,
sur$50, the expenses $40.50, leaving a
for a week.
high school five in what is called a
:
toward
used
be
vVith a game
Springs plus of $9.50, which will
interesting game.
mighty
Mrs. G. L. Tinney of Stockton
at
the expenses of a second dance, which
on Prosshould be one to
Arey
contest
third
Roscoe
the
Mrs
of
each,
is the guest
the request of the public, will be given on
draw a crowd.
pect street.
March 16th, and will be Saint Patrick’s
are
Mrs. Milton J. Goodere and her daughday ball, with decorations, favors, etc.,
Searsport high school students
bands in the in
ter, Miss Muriel, are absent in Brook
wearing attractive new arm
j keeping.
line, Mass., where the former’s sister,
school colors, green and gold.
Mrs. A. A. Smith, is in bad health.
who has been for
Mrs. A. B. Pendleton,
Miss Muriel has joined girl friends in the
the Tapley hospital
at
weeks
six
the past
office
of the John Hancock Insurance Co.
her
home
to
in Belfast, returned recently
Mrs. Grace W. Britto left Saturday
for an indefinite period.
of
home
Boothbay.
in Searsport
for a visit in her old
basket ball
The Congregational parish is all set for
The Searsport high school
Miss Louise Shute went to Orono
of the Stockton
in Denslow hall,
met defeat at the hands
Thursday morning for the University of a sale and entertainment
T le
Wednesday afternoon and evening.
high school team in Stockton Tuesday Maine winter carnival
same evening the
feature of the evening is the farce. The
night, Feb. 7th. The
Elmer B. Arnold is slowly recovering
Searsport Independents, a newly organ- from rheumatic fever which has put him Bachelor’s Elopement, by local talent.
A. A. at
The dancing contingent is looking forized team, won from Prospect
the running for the paht three
of 28 to out of
ward to next Saturday evening when
Union hall, Searsport, by a score
weeks.
McKeen’s orchestra will again appear in
14.
Mrs. Mary Kandell of Belfast came Denslow hall.
of his
home
at
the
died
Knowlton
Frank
over Tuesday of last week for a visit of
at the
Many friends will sympathize with
daughter, Mrs. Archie Merrithew,
several days with her sister, Mrs. Almeda
and 22 days.
Mrs. Alvah C. Treat in the loss of her
age of 69 years, 6 months
Rendell.
Interment was made in the Merrithew
sister, Mrs. James F. Gerrity, who for
Capt. George Knox arrived home Sathas been a not infrequent
cemetery. Mr. Knowlton is survived by
from Bangor where he has been a many years
urday
visitor in town and held a considerable
his widow, Mrs. Nellie Knowlton; by
H.
a
for
M.
G.
E.
Curtis and surgical patient at the
Mr. Treat returned
three daughters, M rs. Fred
circle of friends.
and number of weeks.
Mrs. Archie Merrithew of Searsport,
Friday afternoon from attendance on the
and by
Edward Hardy, an old-time resident on funeral in
Mrs. Ernest Rumney of Belfast;
Bangor, while Mrs. Treat will
of Swanville. Cape Jellison, came from South Orringone brother, Eli Knowlton
remain at the Gerrity home for some
at
the
ton on Friday to spend a few days
days.
A Colonial reception and tea will be
home of Calvin C. Nealey.
at
5
from
3
to
p.
m.,
Feb.
22nd,
Local horsemen joined with those of
given on
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Bennett of Prospect
for
the home of Mrs. Joseph D. Sweetser,
for an interesting afternoon on
Prospect
numerous
friends
of
of the have the sympathy
the benefit of the Ladies’ Guild
the Marsh stream Sunday.
the
ice
of
in the loss of their younger child, a son of
First Congregational church. The Guild
'Early last week it was the ambition of
was
death
whose
reported
nine
months,
membeis and friends are invited to at- I
some of the owners of speedy horses to
Sunday morning.
tend, to meet a number of notable people
get on the harbor, but present indications
in
The municipal year is drawing to a
who are expected to be present, and
are that this year there will be no race on
hostess close.
All outstanding bills should be
honor of these celebrities the
the harbor any more than there’ll be sawould like all to be in costume of the presented at the office of the selectmen cred concerts in Carmel, rf you recall
or left with the treasurer at the bans,
olden times.
the story.
be lore next week.
ball
Union
in
held
The confetti ball,
Thursday night the Searsport A. A
Mrs. Edward G. Clifford returned from
Thursday evening, was a huge success
team came over and hung a fresh fringe
and
a
few days
Saturday
spent
and was pronounced one of the most en- Bangor
A well-coached
of scalps to their belts.
The I with her daughter, Mrs. Gerry Harding,
in town
joyable affairs ever given
five showing team work and an ability to
Miss
her
returned
line
while
daughter,
Grace,
hall waa very effectively decorated,
shoot, they wholly outclassed the local
and from from Bangor early this week.
being strung from aide to side,
A. A. team with their experience and
in fringe effect, in
Mrs. Jessie Harding returned Friday
these hung streamers
it was a good game to witness. Kavyet
Festoons were from a viait at Prospect Ferry with the
purple, green and yellow.
one of the good local men, is
anaugh,
and
family of her nephew, Percy Harding, out of the game with damaged fingers,
draped from the center chandelier
with
shaded
large who ia on the road to recovery after a
extra lights were hung
broken in rough practice.
The whole effect was critical illness with blood
Japanese lanterns.
poisoning.
o’clock
nine
At
Sitting about the store in Trundy’s
beautiful.
bizarre and
The funeral of Harry Murphy tqok
of old money,
Maurice
someone began to talk
the grand march started, led by
afternoon at the family
mentioned in a Boston pappr, whereupon
Colcord and place Thuraday
Florence
Miaa
and
Dolliver
in Sandy Point.
Mr. Murphy died W. F.
Violet Meyers. home
stepped to the safe and brought
Myron t. Parker and Mias
a ahort aickneaa, aurvived
after
Monday
out a note of the Salem Bank which
an order of fifteen
by
followed
was
Thia
a
wife, formerly Miaa Dora Shute, came to him through his wife’s family.
five piece or- by
dances for which Hank'a
one child.
and
From
The note, numbered 8, shows that the
music.
chestra furnished excellent
intermission,
an
reaident
an
old
of
the
Obed
wag
“President, Directors & Company” promthere
Leach,
12
11.30 to
was served in
north-eaat aection of the town, died ise to pay five dollars under the date of
during which acaliop stew
After in- Thuraday after a brief illneaa lrom blood Nov. 11, 1803. Payment is specified in
the lower hall by J. R. Davis.
streamers poiaoning from an infected thumb. He ink to be made to T. Hale and the signaand
the
confetti
termission
the brilliantly coW leavea a large family who have general tures of the cashier and president are in
were diatriW-—and
the net- aympatiiy in thia audden bereavement
ink.
ered streamerv-da^iag from

now
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can

REORGANI-

equaled,

were

MEN!!

LOOK!

regular.

trom

windows

See What One Dollar Will Buy
Don’t fail

buy all styles of the
Holeproof Hosiery at

AND CLOSES

N1NETY=F1VE

this

can

famous

DURING THIS SALE

ONE

SIX PAIRS FOR

ONE

2Q°h DISCOUNT

MEN’S

MEN’S
a

at

day._

Holeproof |

For Women’s Boots worth up
All the very latest
to $8.00.
styles in Mahogany Calf, Vici
and patent. Good range of

YOU

I

_

FIVE
Per Cent

a

many

seen

''

FOUR
NINETY

ONE DOLLAR

success

of B. C. Dinsmore & Son Corporation, with the
the firm
“r“t
bSlSwilfte
incorporatetTunder
dff«"dha^
.“Ist omp^n^business
As it is much easier to incorporate with money than
Secretarv
for
that Belfast has
that will te the biggest selling

On

past-now for the futme

So much for

teuton and

’

was

,

Notice is hereby given that j^hal^se^1
•*
public auction on Monday, March 20, 1922, •»
ten o’clock ini the forenoon, at ihe office
liBuzzell & Thornton in Belfast Maine, under
following
cense from the Probate Court, the
described real estate owned by Sarah L bt®*
vens, late of Lverett, in the Slate of Washing*
ton, deceased, at the time of her decease, sub*
j-ct to the widower’s rights therein, to wiU-*
i\ certain lot or parcel of land with the build*
on in®
ings thereon, situated in said Belfast
westerly aide of Swan Lake Aver.ue, so called,
wit-*
and bounded and described as follows, to
at the
Beginning on said Swan Lake Avenue
northeaaterly corner of land of timer Rankin,
®®,fl
thence
weaterly on the northerly line of
Rankin’a land to Goose River; thence northerly
ol
line
iu
River
the
southerly
on said Goose
land of Walter B. Kelley; thence easterly
Kelley
of land conveyed to said Llizaorth A
date
by said Walter B. Kelley by his deed
on
September 29, A. D. 1910; thence nor herly o
line of said Waller B, Kelley to line of ianu
on »*»
Russell B. Stephenson; thence easterly
La*t
of said Stephenson’s land to said Swan
La
Avenue; thence southerly on said Swan
excepting
Avenue to the place of beginning;

Id Prospect, Feb. 12, Earle
BENNETl'.
Admitted Assets. $1,191.31105
The teachers and members of the school
Grant, sou of Lee and Lura (Colson* BenLiabilities December 31, 1921
committee held their monthly meeting in I
: nett, aged 9 months.
Net Unpaid Losses. $
9*347 84
the high school rooms Friday night.
In
North
CLEMENTS.
Feb.
Belfast,
13, Unearned Premiums
I
369,360 08
Supt. L). W. Rollins was present. The Alton Clements, aged 70 years.
All other Liabilities.
6,572 09
In Belfast, Feb. la, Thomas Cash
COOK.
date of the next meeting is March 15.
None
Capital.
Butman Cook, formerly of Unity, aged Surplus over ail Liabilities.
806,031 04
Miss Alice Lvmeburner has been visiting
87 years, 9 months and 21 days.
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
In Belfast, Feb. 15, Mrs. Ella Total Liabilities and Surplus. $1,191,311 25
CURTIS.
Pendleton. Miss Lymeburner left Satur- F. Curtis, aged 63 years, 9 mouths and
JAMES PATTEE & SON, BELFAST
day for Portland where she is training in 22 days.
_3w7
and reserving Irom this conveyance tne rig
In
HALL
St. Barnabus hospital as a nurse.
Belfast, Feb. 10, Mrs. Cora
to build and maintain a penstock for po*
Hall, aged 48 years, 1 month and 16 days.
over a strip of land, as wide as may be Dfce
In Malden, Mass., Feb 5,
HARDING.
MARION STAPLES
for sa.d purpose, bordering on said Loose
Mrs. Juna P. Harding, formerly of Bel- Last Thursday in the vicinity of Main sary
River and extending from line of land of »a»
94 years.
Limw
aged
street a PLAIN GOLD RING marked Waller B.
mont,
Kelley to line of land of said
Marlon Staples died Feb. 9th at his
PHILLIPS.
In Swanville, Feb. 9, Mrs.
with the initials A. L. E. on the inside. Rankin; also excepting and reserving all
home in Joplin, Mo., where he had re- Harriet F. M. Phillips, aged 58
years, 4 The finder will be rewarded by leaving of way owned or acquired by the public
8
others over a strip of land extending from
the same at
THIS OFFICE
sided for nearly 50 years, and was a high- months and 12 days.
Swan Lake Avenue to saidLoose River, kno
PARKER.
In
Feb.
Bangor
Miss
12,
J
ly respected and influential business man.
as the “Mill Lane.”
.Meaning to convey
Sarah May Parker of Belfast, aged 42
this deed the first psrcel of land th-»t is “e®c.,
He was interested in tbe real estate busiyears, 9 months and 10 days.
ed in a warranty deed from Mary
ness and lived to see Joplin grow from
STAPLES.
In Joplin, Mo., Feb. 9, Mar- i
and othera to Hugh Talent and others »
A good second-hand kitchen range No.
October 17th, A. D. 1910 and recorded ibw
2,000 to 76,000 inhabitants. He had ion Staples, formerly of Belfast, aged 78 1 8.
Waldo County Registry of Deeds in Boo*
years.
served as president of the Joplin Cham
A. C. PITCHER
Page
60, to which reference may be had
25 Bayview Street.
ber of Commerce and held other positions
more particular description.
JAMES O.
of trust Only one brother survives him,
Administrator of the estate of Sarah E. ste
Roscoe Staples of Rockland, formerly of
3w7
A man to do chorea, milk three cows,
Tbe deceased was born in
this city.
reA five-passenger Reo car to be sold at
etc., on a farm three milea from Belfaat.
Mr. and Mra. Arthur Nickerson are
the
son
of
Alfred
Sept
Belfast,
22, 1843,
a reasonable price.
o
Apply to
birth
the
on
and Abigail Staples.
He had frequently
ceiving congratulations
MRS. WALTER J. CLIFFORD,
MILES BENNER,
9 Northport Avenue.
visited here in his younger years.
daughter, Vera Roae, born Jan. 27.
Eaat
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